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AB3TRACT

The purp::>se of this research is to gain sane insight into the

mechanisms by which social status is transmittErl from one generation to

the next. The particular focus is on the impact of value elements in

this process. The work builds on the research done by M. Kohn and asso

ciates on the relationship between class ani values. A socialization

rrcdel is positErl, with the cultural transmission of values hypothesizErl

as a key link in the transmission of social status.

Data vJere collectErl fran 400 teenagers and their parents in the

Hamilton area. Interviews were conducted with the teens arrl question

naires were usErl to collect infonnation from the parents. Questions

focused on factors influencing the teena.ger's occupational choice, the

parents I occupational experience, arrl the values and attitudes held by

the various resporrlents.

An analysis of the data revealed the socialization rrcdel to be only

partially relevant to status inheritance. The rates of value inheritance

variErl depen:iing on the values considered. The causal ordering of the

variables was ambiguous and there was sorre irrlication of the impact of

allocation as opposErl to socialization factors. There was evidence of

feErlback from the teen to parent in terms of the value elenents considerErl.

This analysis provides a clarification of the role of socialization

factors, particularly certain value elerrents, in status inheritance.

It suggests areas in which a socialization rrodel could nost fruitfully

be supplerrented with the inclusion of allocation factors.
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Chapter 1

INIRODUCTION TO THE PROBLEM

This research will address itself to an examination of the phenane-

non of "inheritance" of social status. It is well established that

there is a rnc:derate but persistent incidence of the inheritance of occu-

pational status from one generation to the next in modern industrial

societies. l
Our concern is with the study of one possible mechanism -

the intergenerational transmission of particular values - which affects

this oCGUpational inheritance.

It is :important to oote that the tenn "occup3.tional inheritance"

is rreant in a general rather than a specific sense. That is, we are oot

restricting arr analysis to the situation where a son or daughter enters

an occupation identical to that held by his or her p3.rent. Rather we

are addressing ourselves to the general tendency mentioned above: that

the status of one's p3.rents has an impact on one I s own status achieve-

rrents.

~ee G. Rocher and Y. de Jocas "Inter-generational r-bbility in the
Province of Quebec", in B. Blishen, F. Jones, K. Naegele and J. Porter
(eds.) Canada Society: Sociological Perspectives, Revised edition,

Macmillan and Co., Toronto, 1964; D.V. Glass (ed.), Social Mobility in
Britain, The Free Press, New York, 1954; N. Rogoff, "Recent Trends in
Occupational Mobility, The Free Press, Ne.w York, 1953; P.M. Blau and
O.D. Duncan, The American Occup3.tional Structure, John Wiley, New York,
1967; P. Cutright, "Occupational Inheritance: A Cross-National Analysis",
American Journal of Sociology, vol. 73, 1968, pp. 400-416; F. Lancaster
Jones, "Occupational Achievements in Australia and the United States:
A Corrparative Path Analys.is." American Journal of Sociology, vol. 77,
1971, pp. 527-539.

1
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There has been considerable interest lately among sociologists in

the study of status attainrcent and .Jlobility. 2 The data and discussion

presented in the following chapters are certainly relevant to this rody

of research, but the errphasis is sarewhat different. The "status attain-

rnent" literature atterrpts to establish which variables apPear to be IIDst

important in detenninim an individual's status. In operational terms,

the purPOse of these stu::1ies is to find which variables acrount for the

rnest explained variance in the dependent variable, the irrlividual's

status at a particular time. This approach leads to a consideration· of

a mnnber of different types of variables in an atterrpt to increase the

overall proportion of variance explained. This type of analysis is an

important and, undoubtedly, a fruitful one. However, there is also a

need for a closer examination of SPeCific variables and their effects

on status achieverrent. Narrowing one's focus of attention in this way

can prove a useful balance to the overview of a range of variables

2See W.H. Sewell, A.O. Haller and A. Portes, "The Educational and
Early OCcupational Attainrcent Process", American Sociological Review,
vol. 34, 1969, pp. 82-92; R.M. Gasson, A.O. Haller and W.H. Sewell,
Attitudes and Facilitation in Status Attainment, Arnold M. and CarOlyn
Rose Monograph Series in Sociology, the American Sociological Associa
tion, 1972; W.H. Sewell and R.M. Hauser, Education, Occupation and
Earnings: Achievanent in the Early career, Academic Press, New York,
1975; P.M. Blau and O.D. Duncan, op.cit.; A.D. Haller and A. Partes
"Status Attainment Processes", Sociology of Education, vol. 46, 1976,
pp. 51-91; L.B. Otto, "Social Integration and the Status Attainment
Process", American Journal of Sociology, vol. 81, 1976, pp. 1360-1383;
K.L. Alexander and B.K. Eckland, "Basic Attainment Processes: A Repli
cation and Extension", Sociology of Education, vol. 48, 1975, pp. 457-495;
M. J. MCClendon, "The OCcupational Status Attainment Process of Males and
Ferrales", American Sociological Review, vol. 41, 1976, pp. 52-64; N. Lin
and D. Yauger, "The Process of Status Attainment: A Preliminary Cross
National Corrparison", l\rrerican JOUl.nal of Sociology, vol. 81, 1975,
pp. 543-562.
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provided in the status attainment literature. So, rather than ask:

"~fuat affects an individual's status?", we ask: "What effects do

parental values have on their child's status attainment?t1 It is hoped

that this, and similar studies which focus on particular variables will

add depth and insight into the ongoing research on social stratifica

tion.

A further difference distinguishes the current research from the

work on status attainment. Our central question has to Cb not with the

general issue of status achievement, but rather with the particular

topic of status inheritance. Our concern is with how and why the status

of one I s family of origin affects the individual's status achieverrents.

Again, the advantage of addressing a specific, focused question of this

type is that one can study it in more depth than would be possible with

a broader topic. This particular focus is important in tenns of a

concern with barriers to rrobility. IrresPeCtive of one I s position on

the advisahilitv of a rneritocracy (or any other form of social allo-

cation) the dynamics of the intergenerational transmission of status

are important to a sociol03ical analysis of our society.

Parental values are seen as important to this type of research for

a mrrnber of reasons. One of the characteristics of status rankings is

that they tend to be associated not with solitary individuals, but

with family units. The practice by sociologists of assigning to all

members of a household tre social rank of the "head", reflects the way

family m:mbers are defined in everyday social interaction. This in

itself v.Duld warrant a focus on family variables.

But, further, our specific concern is how status is transmitted
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fran parent to child. The question then becomes: what aspects of the

parent-child interaction facilitate this transmission? Even if we

were addressing the wider question of what influences are iInFortant in

a teenager's occupational choice, there is research evidence to the

effect that the role of parents is eritical. 3 Duncan and his asso

ciates4 have presented an impressive body of data to shON that the

father's occupation is important to the son's occupational croice.

There is considerable room for an explanation of hON this impact is

transmitted. Duncan, Feathennan and Duncan in their examination of

limited data on motivational factors did not find them to be particular-

ly explanatory. They make the cautious statement that " ... in several

of the nodels ... , the data have been shown to be consistent with - that

is, they canmt be used to disprove - an interpretation that treats

underlying but unobserved motivational factors as relatively important

detenninants of occupational achievement. ,,5 Our analysis of the role

of parental values will shed further light on this question.

Thirdly, the current research ropes to expand on the contributions

3See R.L. Simpson, "Parental influence, anticipatory socializa
tion and social nobility", American Sociological ReviEOW, vol. 27, 1962,
pp. 517-522; D.B. Kandel and G.S. Lesser, "Parental and Peer Influences
on Educational Plans of Adolescents", American Sociological Reviav,
vol. 34, 1969, pp. 213-223.

4See Blau and Duncan, op.cit.; also O.D. Duncan, D.L. Featherman
and B. Dmcan, Socioeconam.c Background ani Achievement, Seminar Press,
N. Y., 1972.

5Ibid., pp. 167-168.
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made by Melvin Kohn6 and his associates on the relationship between

class and values. Despite the wealth of research and the volune of

writing by. sociologists on the topic of social stratification, we still

have little ur:derstanding into why it has such a critical impact on so

many areas of social life. 7 There have been fEW throretical develop-

ments which have errerged fran the decades of research on social strati-

fication. ~ve are in a position where we can state with some confidence

that "just al:out everything" varies by social class. We are a lot less

clear al:out how the irrpact of social class is transmitted. The ~rk

of Kohn and his associates lS a notable exception to this. Based on

his research in the United States and Italy, 8 he developed the thesis

that social class affects men's values because of the qualitatively

6See M. Kohn, Class and Confonnity: A Study in Values, Dorsey Press,
Hanewood, Illinois, 1969; M. Kohn and C. Schooler, "Class, Occupation and
Orientation", Arrerican Sociological ReviEW, vol. 34, 1969, pp. 659-678;
M. Kohn and C. Schooler, "Occupational Experience and Psychological
Functioning: an Assessment of Reciprocal Effects", American Sociological
ReviEW, vol. 38, 1973, pp. 97-118; L. Pearlin and M. Kohn, "Social Class,
Occupation and Parental Values: A Cross-National Study", American
Sociological Review, vol. 31, 1966, W. 466-479.

7Social class differences have been found in such diverse phenarena
as fertility rates, religious beliefs, mental illness, voting behaviour,
reading habits and kinship behaviour. See R. Bendix and S.M. Lipset (eds.) ,
Class,. Status and Power: Social Stratification in Canparative Perspective,
2nd Edition, The Free-Press, NEW York, 1966, pp. 353-499.

Similarly, social class is a key <XlffiIX>nent in sociological explana
tions of various forms of "deviant behaviour". See A. Cohen, Delinquent
~, Free Press, Glencoe, Ill., 1955; D.J. Matza, Delinquency and
Drlft, Wiley and Sons, N. Y., 1964; W.B. Miller, "~r Class Culture as
a Generating Milieu of Gang Delirquency" , Journal of Social Issues, vol.
14, 1958, pp. 1-19; E.W. Vaz, Middle Class Juvenile Delinquency, Harper
and ReM, 1967; R.K. Merton, "Social Structure and Ananie" in Social
Theory and Social Structure, The Free Press, Glencoe, Ill., 1957,
pp. 131-160.

8
Kohn, 1969, op.cit.
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different work experiences dlaracteristic of the different social classes.

The class linked attribute that he was able to explain in his analysis

of occupational self-direction was a particular set of "parental values".

Specifically it involved the kinds of characteristics seen as important

in a child. A quote from Kahn demonstrates the link between his work

and the current project. "(One) implication of class differences in

values and orientation is that they oontribute to the PerPetuation of

ina:IUality. Whether oonsciously or not, Parent's tend to impart to their

children lessons derived fran the ronditionS of life of their CMI1 social

class - and thus help prePare their children for a similar class

.. ,,9
posltion.

The current research plans to investigate whether this, in fact,

occurs. Specifically, examination will be nade of the degree of value

inheritance and the impact of these values on the mild's occupational

choice.

Since Kohn' s research is important to the fonnulation of the current

project, an overview of his major findings would be useful at this point.

In his own words, "OUr thesis-the central ronclusion of our studies- is

that social class is significant for hunan behaviour because it embodies

systematically differentiated conditions of life that profoundly affect

men's views of SJcial reality. ,,10 In order to establish this he

examined" ... one important set of life-ronditions, namely, the oonditions

that detennine hON much opportunity one has to exercise self-direction

9Kohn, op.cit., p. 200.

10Ibid., p. 189.
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in one's occupational life, and found that these occupational conditions

account for a large p3.rt of the impact of social class on values and

. . ,,11
orlentation.

Kolm's analysis is based on data from three separate studies: one

done in Washington, D.C. of white parents" of fifth grade children; a

second Cbne with Leonard Pearlin in Turin, Italy, again of p3.rents of

fifth graders, and a third based on a national sanple of rren in civilian

. . th . d S 12occupations In e Umte tates.

Kolm focused on class differences in parental values in tenus of

the kinds of characteristics parents saw as rrost important in a child~

On the basis of his analysis of these choices, Kolm characterized middle

class parents as being more likely to see "self-direction" as irrportant

in their children. Working class p3.rents tended to stress what he

called "confonnity to external authority". The details of how he defined

and rreasured these vallES will be discussed in Chapter two. For rDW it

is sufficient to note that errphasizing self-direction implies t:h3.t one

gives higher priority to values that reflect internal dynamics (good

sense, consideration, self-control, responsibility and being interested

in how and why things happen). "Confonnity to external authority"

relates to values that reflect behavioral cnnformity (honesty, obedience,

l~Olm, "Social Class and Parental Values: Another Confimation of
the Relationship", Arrerican Sociological Review, vol. 41, 1976, p. 539.

l2All throo are reported in Kolm, op.cit., 1969. See his appen
dices for details of sampling, data collection, etc.
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good nanners, neatness and being a good student) .13

Having characterized these class differences in values Kohn goes

on to try to isolate those aspects of class which could be said to

account for these differences. He asks extensive questions arout differ-

ent aspects of the indivic.uals' jcbs to see if these have any effect on

their parental values. After ruling out the imFOrtance of such things

as job security, bureaucracy, time pressure, job satisfaction and occu-

pational ccmnitrrent, he finds that the amount of occupational self-

direction individuals have can be tEed to account for a great deal of

the relationship between class and values. His rreasures of occupational

self-direction include the amount of self-reliance pennitted and encou-

raged on the job, the routinization of the job and the cc:rnplexity of

the job. While not all self-directed jobs are high status, nor all con-

fonnity oriented ones lCM status, when one controls on occupational

self-direction the correlation between class and parental values is

substantially reduced. 14

What Kohn is, in effect, arguing is that nen's experiences, par-

ticularly in their ~rk situation, affect their perception of "the way

the world is". If one's experience suggests that the v.orld is a place

where one is expected and/or required to t.e self-directed, one will

encourage his children to develop this attribute. If, on the other

hand, "confonnity to external authority" is seen to t.e crucial to

coping with everyday life, parents are likely to emphasize this to

their children.

l3See ibl'd. , 21 d 49p. an p. •

l4Ib 'd 61 ., p. 1 2.
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Hypotheses

Building on these ideas fran Kohn, the central hypothesis of our

research is: that a substantial amount of the relationship between the

status of the parents' occupation (Particularly the father's) and the

status of the child's chosen occupation can be attributed to the in-

fluence of certain specific Parental values ur:on the child's value system.

In testing this hypothesis we will be examining several sub-

hypotheses:

1. That in English canada (as has been danonstrated in the U.S. and

Italy) there is a tendency for fathers with higher status occupations to

be required to exhibit more self-direction, as opposed to oonfonnity, in

their work, and hence they a:rne to value self-direction more highly than

oonfonnity in their children.

2. That their children tend to roth oorrectly perceive and to

share this value.

3. That those children Valuing self-direction will in turn be more

likely to choose higher status occupations than th::>se valuing oonfonnity.

This can be diagrarnned as follONS:

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Status of Parent's Parental Child's
Parent's + Occupational + Values + Values +
Occupation Experience

(5)
Status of Child's

Occupational
Choice

Kahn has focused on the link between elanents (1), (2) and (3) in

the above diagram. We will focus on (3) and (4) particularly as they

relate to the relationship between (1) and (5).

A further note will help to clarify our Perspective. Nancy
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15Olsen reports sane research on family structure and socialization ~n

Taiwan explicitly based on Kohn' s work. In this she contrasts the

"structural" with the "cultural" approach. In her words, "the 'cultural'

position rests on the idea that societies and subgroups within societies

maintain self-sustaining cultures that inrorporate values for children

and specific child-rearing techniques... The crucial causal agents in

this approach are ideas... In contrast, the structural approach sees

ideas as derivative with some aspect of experience as the first link in

the causal chain. Structural arrangerrents are seen as creating sets' of

experience that shape perception of' reality." 16 In tenus of this

distinction, the current research is taking the cultural approach. The

hypothesis is that vallES will be "transmitted" from one generation to

the next, and that these values will influence occupational choice. To

this extent we depart fran Kohn l s m:Xiel which is, as Olsen points out,

based on the impact of structural factors. Clearly, it is rot a question

of either one or the other set of variables being important, but rather

a question of which is rrore relevant to the analysis at hand.

Another rontrast that will help to clarify our position involves

Kerckhoff's work on status attainment. 17
As the title of this article

suggests, he is questioning whether an allocation m:Xiel may not be as

fruitful in the study of status attainrrent as the socialization model

15N. Olsen, "Family structure and socialization patterns in Taiwan",
American Journal of Sociology, vol. 79, 1974, pp. 1395-1417.

16Ibid., pp. 1413-1414.

17A. C. Kerckhoff, "The Status Attainment Process: Socialization
or Allocation?", Social Forces, vol. 55, 1976, pp. 368-381.
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used by Sewell and others. That is, external exmstraints may have as

much or rrore of an effect than one's values and rrotives on one's actual

achievEments.

Our central hypotheses fall firmly into the tradition of the social-

ization rrodel rather than the allocation one suggested by Kerckh:Jff.

This is not because these structural constraints are seen as ron--existent

or un.inportant. Rather, investigation of the impact that socialization

does (or does not) have on such phenanena as status inheritance can be

seen as clarifying the role that allocation processes might play.

The importance of socialization (particularly "primary socialization"

in the family context) to the shaping of an individual's values and beha-

viour is critical to the sociological perspective. While socialization

be h · d19 . . 1 . d .can overEmp eS1.ze 1.t certa1.n y warrants our cont1.nue attent1.on

(but, oopefully rot to the exclusion of other processes such as structural

constraints on achieVEment) .

It might be rrost useful to see tre current research as an important

backdrop to other types of studies, particularly those focusing on the

impact of structural variables. One could view ~ socialization rrodel

as a type of "null hypothesis"; to the extent that the data are incon-

sistent with this rrodel, we must turn our attention to other variables.

Individuals cb end up in particular status positions in society; if this

18See Sewell, Haller and Portes, op.cit., Sewell and Hauser, op.cit.,
Gasson, Haller and Sewell, op.cit.

19See Dennis ~'1rong, "The Oversocialized Conception of Man" ,
American SociolCXjical Review, vol. 26, 1961, pp. 183-193. An errphasis
on socialization is very strong in u.S. research, perhaps reflecting
the individualistic tradition of that society.
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is not prirParily a reflection of their values and aspirations, then it

must be sorrething else that explains who ends up where. It is important

to rule out or, at least, spell out, the impact of these values on

important rratters such as status inheritance. The current thesis atterrpts

just this sort of clarification of the role of particular parental values.

'Ib recapitulate briefly, this introduction has seIVed to set the

stage for the presentation and analysis of the data. vle have argued that

the study of stratification in general and status inheritance in particu

lar warrants continued attention. The rationale for focusing on parental

values has been presented, especially as this relates to the theoretical

contribution of the work done by Kohn. The particular approach to be

used in this thesis has been contrasted with other, related research, and

a justification presented for the focus on the orientation we will take.

Organization of the Dissertation

The remainder of the thesis will hegin "7itl"1 a description

of the sample and the data gathering instrunents used, as well as the

rrethodological tools to re errployed. Given the importance of social

status and of parental values to our hyp:>theses, particular attention

will b2 paid to how they are oPerationalized in the current research

(Chapter 2). An examination will re made of the extent to which status

inheri tance occurs am:>n:::J our respondents (Chapter 3). We will then be

in a position to evaluate the relevance of the parental values empha

sized by Kohn. First it will be .imp::>rtant to establish the extent to

which Kohn's specific findings hold for our data (Chapter 4). From

there, an examination can re made of the degree of value inheritance

--
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and its impact on status inheritance (Chapter 5). On the basis of these

data analyses, an overview of the results and some conclusions on the

role of parental values on status inheritance will be presented (Chapter

6) •



Chapter 2

MEl'HODOLOGY AND RESEARCH 'TECHNIQUES

Data Related Decis ions

Once a specific topic has been chosen, a researcher is faced with

a series of decisions alxmt how to best obtain relevant empirical data.

Our focus on the role of parental values had a direct impact on a number

of the methodological decisions. Our desire to generalize to a larger

population suggested a survey approach as rrost appropriate. In order

to examine the intergenerational transmission of values, data from both

parents ani children were necessary, so family units were used as the

basis of our study.

In order to make optimal use of a limited sample, it was decided

that the age of the child included in the study should be constant. It

was irrportant that the child be old enough to make realistic statements

about his or her occupational plans. On the other hand, we wanted res

pondents young enough that only a ff3!.N would be working full-time and/or

living away fran rome. Canparing working teenagers to tlPse still in

sclPol would be problematic, especially in tenus of questions dealing

with occupational choice. Our decision to focus on family units would

make it difficult to handle individuals not living at home. They would

pose theoretical problems, as well as the practical one of tracing ani

contacting them. The major focus of the research is the transmission

of values from p:lrent to child; the addition of a nf3!.N variable, length

of tirre away from rome (and possibly a second: reason for leaving home)

would needlessly romplicate the theoretical m:xiel.

14
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Given these considerations the population from which our sample

VvDuld 'be drawn was defined as seventeen year olds who were living with

both their parents at the time of the s rudy. 1

Interview schedules were designed for the teenage resEX'ndent and

questionnaires made up for each parent. To sorre extent it might have

been preferable if interviev.rs could have been conducted with all three

family manbers. Interviev.rs Permit a rrore thorough questioning of the

respondent; problems can be pinpointed, instructions and meanings cla-

rified, qualifications noted. The decision to use self-administered

questionnaires for the parent was based on tv.D major considerations:

canpletion rates and financial oonstraints. It was thought that askin:r

t.hree separate members of the same family to take the time to Partici

pate in interviews would reduce the likelihood of COOPeration. By using

a self-administered questionnaire format for the parents we were able

to increase the number of families whim we could include given the

limitations of our bldget.

Use of an interview schedule with the teenager allowed personal

contact with the teen am other family members. It ensured the oollect-

ion of infonnation from the teen and allowed us to ask questions invol-

ving relatively corcplicated skip patterns which ...auld have been precluded

in a self-administered questionnaire. Also, when possible, the inter-

viewer had the parents canplete their questionnaires while the interviev.r

was being held with the teenager in order to facilitate the return of

information fran all three family rrembers.

~ndividuals in single parent l1anes were excluded for reasons similar
to those given for excludin:r individuals not living at hare. (See Appendix
B for details.)
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The specific questions used in the interviews and questionnaires

were developed on the basis of a num1::er of pretests as well as a search

of the relevant research literablre. 2

The Fieldwork

The sample of families was drawn fran the regional assessrrent lis1s

3for the city of Hamilton. An areally clustered random sample was drawn

of individuals born in 1957 who were living with both their parents. A

sample of two hundred males and one of two hundred females were drawn

independently fran these lists. Replacement names for refusals,

ineligibles, etc. were obtained using identical procedures.

The field work was carried out from February to June of 1975 by a

team of nine interviewers, including myself. The other eight were pro-

fessional interviewers employed through the Field Survey Unit at Ma'1aster

University. The interviewers were thoroughly briefed concerning the

ptlr};X)ses of the study, the a:mtent of the data gathering inst.nlIrents,

and the guidelires for the field work. Once collected the data were

coded, keypunched and processed by means of a:mputer analysis.

Statistical Techniques

There are various measures of association available to the socio-

2see Appendices A and C for details of the pretests and the data
gathering instrurrents .

3See Appendix B for details of the sampling procedure, criteria
for inclusion, response rates, etc.
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logist; they vaIY in ease of romputation,4 type of underlying assumptions,

robustness and interpretability. Theoretical as well as technical oon-

siderations influence the choices made by a particular researcher. Beyond

these, there are other factors which influence the choice of tools for

analysis, t:hJse relating to the researcher rather than the data or tech-

nical facilities availqble. Conventions in sociology at the tirre and/or

in the area (geograr:hical and substantive) in which the research is

being conducted will undoubtedly have an impact. Related to this is

the question of the individual researcher's familiarity with particular

5techniques as well as his or her specific biases, ooncerns, etc.

The critical question then becomes not ''What is the best tool for

this purpose?", (as this assumes there is one 'best' tool, but rather,

"Is the tool mosen (for all the mixed reasons suggested above) a valid

one for these data, this analysis?'~. It then becomes a question of being

able to satisfy the audience to whcm the presentation of results is

addressed that the choice made is defensible and wise. Again, the

criteria seen as critical will depend on the nature of this audience as

ben in this age of OOTIlputers sorre infonnation is rrore easily
accessible than others; some necessitate fairly oomplex program requests
and/or a considerate arrount of core space.

5As far as I know little research has been done on this area. We
have some infonnation on bias in choice of substantive topics (see N.C.
Mullins, Theories and Throry Groups in Contemporary American Sociology,
Harper and Rc::M, Ntw York, 1973; R.W. Friedrichs, A SociOlogy of Socio
logy, The Free Press, Ntw York, 1970, especially pp. 138-148), but
little on the choice of research tools. We would be sociologically naive
to assurne that such choices are made on purely "scientific" grounds, for
the question then becares: Who gets to decide what scientific criteria
are rrost critical for a p3.rticular question? (See T. Kuhn, The Structure
of Scientific Revolutions, University of Chicago Press, Chicago, 1962).
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well as the nature of the data.

For the PlirIX>ses of this dissertation the daninant fonns of analysis

will involve crosstabulations and correlation analysis. The rreasures of

association used will be chi-square and Pearson I s product mcment corre-

1
. 6ation. Correlations will be used primarily when a reduced case base

(especially when controls are used) makes the use of chi-square problern-

atic. A rrajor advantage of crosstabulation is the ease of presentation

and interpretation. It visually presents a concise surnnary of the

pattern of a relationship to the reader. One can detect fluctuations

and inconsistencies th3.t are hidden by statistics which surrmarize a

relationship in a single nunber. It is useful, therefore, to view cross-

tabulations as an imfOrtant first step in examining relationships between

variables.

If we look at correlations as the next step in the analysis, there

are a nurnl:er of correlation coefficients that can be used. While

Pearson I S product manent rorrelation technically requires interval data,

this assumption is often violated in sociolcgical research. 7 A justifi

cation for this practice is given by S. La.l:x>vitz. 8 While La.l:x>vitz I work

6unless otherwise specified, any reference to a "correlation" in
the renainder of this thesis will mean the Pearson product manent
correlation.

7For related research that uses Pearson IS r see: Blau and Duncan,
1967, op.cit.; Duncan, Haller and Portes, "Peer Influences in Aspirations:
a Reinterpretation" in H.M. Blalock, Casual Models in the Social Sciences,
Aldine, Chicago, 1971, pp. 219-244; A.C. Kercklnff and J.L. Huff, "Parental
Influences on Educational Goals," Sociometry, vol. 37, 1974, pp. 307-327.

8see S. Labovitz, "Sane Observations on Measurement and Statistics",
Social Forces, vol. 46, 1967, pp. 151-160.
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has been critized, he presents a strong case for the cautious violation

of this p3.rticular assumption. 9 our choice of Pearson's correlation is

primarily based on bvu of the a:msideratibns that he discusses: its

interpretability and its relationship to other statistical techniques.

The square of the correlation coefficient can be interpreted in tenus of

the proportion of variance explained. Further, we wish to rrake use of

p3.rtial correlation analysis to examine the relationship between a number

of variables. 10 Partial rank order correlations can be calculated, but

they are difficult to interpret. 11 A parallel analysis of our data .

using Ke.l1dall' s tau produces virtually the same results as those obtained

using Pearson I sr. This gives further support to our use of Pearson's r.

Kohn made use of a number of statistical techniques in his analysis.

In the sections most relevant to our work eta is the measure of asso-

ciation relied on in rrost of his tables. The logic of the control tech

nique he used is the same as tlat for p3.rtial correlation analysis. 12

In Chapter four wren we are explicitly COffip3.ring our findiIBs to Kohn' s,

9see "Corrment by D. Champion and by R. M:>rris, Social Forces, vol.
46, 1968, p. 541, pp. 541-542; see also S. Lal::xJvitz, "Reply to Chanpion
and Morris", Social Forces, vol. 46, 1968, pp. 543-544.

10For a justification of this approach see: M.G. Kendall and A.
Stuart, The Advanced ThEOry of Statistics, vol. 2: Inference and Relation
ship, Hafner, Ne.v York, 1961, p. 336; H.A. SiIron, "Spurious Correlations:
A casual Interpretation", Journal of the American Statistical Asso
ciation, vol. 49, 1954, pp. 467-479; H. M. Blalock, "Correlation and
causality: The Multivariate case", Social Forces, vol. ~9, 1961, pp.
246-25l.

11
See H.M. Blalock, Social Statistics, 2nd Edition, McGraw Hill,

New York, 1972, p. 441.

12See Kohn, op.cit., p. 53 for details.
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reference will be made to the value of eta, as well as the Pearson

correlation.

Throughout the analysis various tests of statistical significance

will be perfonned. '1\\0 critical levels of significance will be used for

reporting the results: the .05 level and the .001 level. This allows us

to differentiate between those cases \vhere we can be very confident that

the relationship exists in the population as opposed to those where we

are less confident. Using just the t\\O levels avoids the distracting

practice of reporting different levels of significance with each test.

In all cases, two tailed tests of significance are used. Statistical

significance is to a large extent a function of sample size and does not,

of course, imply social and theoretical importance. Similarly that a

finding is not statistically significant does not mean it is non-existent

or uni.rrq;.ortant. Hcwever, such findings should be treated with caution

particularly if they are crucial to the. central hyp:>theses.

Given the growing popularity of path analysis in sociological

research, especially in status attainrrent research, this technique

warrants particular attention at this point. Path analysis involves

the analysis of the multiple regression equations which represent the

relationship between a set of variables. On the basis of this analysis

a researcher can estimate the relative strengths of these linear relation

ships. There are a mrnber of critical assunptions on which this tech

nique is based. Those that immediately concern us are: that the causal

order arrong the variables is known, and that the relationships arrong

I
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these variables are causally closed. 13 In Duncan' s ~rds "Each

. I' . tl 14'dependent I var1.able must be regarded ext') l.C1. Y as exmpletely deter-

mined by sane combination of variables in the system. In problens where

canplete detennination by measured variables does not mId, a residual

.ab 1 ed . th th d " ,abl 15 b'var1. Ie uncorre at W1. 0 er etemu.nlllg var1. es must e llltro-

duced. ,,16 This necessity of the other possible variables being uncorre-

lated with those already represented in the model is an expression of

an assumption behind the mathematical estimation procedures. That is,

the "error terms" for the indePendent variables must be uncorrelated

with each other. If there is sane other variable outside the rrodel which

has an .inq;>a.ct on more than one of the variables included in the rrodel,

this assumption is violated.

The assumption tffit the causal order be known does not necessarily

restrict the analysis to one-way causation, altOOugh reciprocal causation

considerably rornplicates the analysis. 17 However, it is important to

keep in mind that path analysis aids the researcher in decomposing and

interpreting the specific relationships included in a particular model.

We must be able to establish a priori that the relationship is either

13See S. ~~right, "correlation and causation", Journal of Agricul
tural .Research, vol. 20, 1921, pp. 557-585; S. Wright, "Path Coefficients
and Path Regressions," Biometrics, vol. 16, 1960, pp. 189-202.

l~phaSis in original.

15 h ' dd dErnp as1.S a e.

160 . D. Dun:::an, "Path Analysis: Sociolcgical Examples" in H.r1. Blalock,
1971, op.cit., p. 117.

17See S. Wright, "The Treatment of Reciprocal Interaction with or
witmut lJ)g", Biometrics, vol. 16, 1960, pp. 423-445; t-1. Turner and
C. Stevens, "The Regression Analysis of Casual Paths", in Blalock, 1971,
op.cit., pp. 95-100.
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tw:::>-way or one-way (and then, in which p3.rticular direction) .

Inplicit in this technique is also the requirement that there be a

unique solution to the set of simultaneous equations which represent the

various relationships. The usefulness of this technique and the validity

of the oonclusions based on it presuppose this oondition.

Path analysis will not be used as an analytical technique in this

thesis because our data fail to meet the requisite assurrptions. The

causal ordering of the variables is problematic; one of the questions

that will arise in the data analysis involves just this issue of causal

ordering among some of the key variables. The set of variables cannot

be seen as causally closed, nor can the assumption of uncorrelated error

terms be realistically made. Finally, we face severe identification

problems. The number of core variables necessary to any causal rrodel

that we could reasonably construct would require It'Ore indePendent

pieces of infonnation than we oould obtain, given the various inter-

relationships beb-.Ben the variables. For all these reasons, p3.th

analysis is rot appropriate for analyzing the data in this study. 18

181 ' , tha' II' '1 tht J..S lffiportant to note tour Wl lIlgness to V10 ate e assunp-
tion of interval rreasurerrent for Pearson I s r on the basis of r.arovitz'
work does not imply that. assumptions are unimJ;Ortant. In this case of
p3.th analysis, our data violate a number of assumptions and we have
little infonnation on the oonsequences of violating these assumptions.
Partial correlation analysis involves many of the same assumptions
as does path analysis, especially those of a kno.vn causal order and
causal closure. However, as long as one can be oonfident that one is
not ccntrolling on a dependent variable, causal ordering is not as
critical in p3.rtial correlation analysis. Our focus on p3.rticular
variables allows us to restrict our analysis in such a way that the
problem of unkno.vn causal ordering is reduced. (See the data analyses
in Chapter 5 bel0\'7 which address this question.) Lack of causal.
closure is problematic insofar as there is a high probability of corre
lated "error" terms. We cannot establish whether other variables, not
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Having discussed the analytical tools which w= will and will not be

using, it would be appropriate at this point to foa.lS our attention on

some of the key variables in the research, sPeCifically social class

and parental values.

Operationalization of Social Class

Modern researchers have focused on numerous dimensions or CCI'tltX:l-

nents of social class. M::>st frequently used are education, incx:me,

occupational prestige, p:JWer and subjective class identification.
19

These dirrensions are used singly or in combination in the definition and

measurement of stratification.

Since the present work builds on that of Kohn it is useful to con-

sider the conceptualization of class used by him. He quotes Williams'

definition of social class. The kernel of Williams' definition is

that class is multi-dimensional involving prestige, power, privilege

and corrrron values, the 'understanding being that the various dimensions

are highly interrelated. Specifically II social class" is used " ... to

refer to an aggregate of individuals woo occupy a broadly similar

.. . th 1 f . ,,20posJ.tion ill e sca e 0 prestige . Kohn himself uses Hollingshead's

. (18 continued)
included in the analysis, are confounding the findin:Js. OUr conclusions,
therefore must be interpreted within the context of the limitations of
our data.

19see T. Lasswell, Class and Structure, Houghton Mifflin, 1965, pp.
53-66; see also S.t-t. Lipset in the International Encyclopedia of the
Social Sciences, David L. Sills (ed.) , vol. 15, pp. 296-316, Crowell,
Collier and Macmillan, 1968.

20williams, Arrerican Society, 1960, p. 8, quoted in Kohn, op.cit.,
p. 10.
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"Index of Social Position", a weighted canbination of occupational position

d d . 21an e ucatlon.

The present researdl \vill focus prirrarily on occupational prestige

as the relevant dimension of stratification. This choice is based on a

number of amsiderations. The roncern with status inheritance itself

suggests occupational status as the key neasure. other tyPes of status,

e.g. ethnic status, show high degrees of inheritance but this relates to

the question of inequality of opportunity only in so far as etlmic status

affects the achievanent of occupational status. Occupation is the link

between education and income, and can be seen as a reflection of these

dirrensions as well. one's occupational position in our rociety is a

major detenninant of the individual's "life chances" in many areas - that

is, occupation is iIrpJrtant not only to membership in a "status group",

but also to a particular "class" (in Weber's tenninology) .22

Our interest in the question of status inheritance would argue for

a focus on occupational prestige as our primary neasure of social class

for other reasons as well. It is not FOssib1e to include incane as part

of .the measure since there is m way that the teenagers rould realistic-

ally estimate their expected incx:me and the intergenerational cxmparison

is critical to our study. We have information on the educational

2lsee ibid., p. 12 for a description of this measure. See also:
A. B. Hollingshead and F.C. Relich, Social Class and Mental Illness: A
Ccmmmity Study. New York, Wiley, 1958, pp. 387-397.

2~hroughout this discussion the tenus "class" and "status" will
be used interchangeably to designate this aspect of social stratifi
cation. This practice dONnplays the distinctions made by Weber (see
H. Gerth and C.W. Mills, Fran Max Weber: Essays in Sociology, Oxford
University Press, Ne.v York, 1946, pp. 181-194) but it is not unusual
in socioloqical research. l'bre particularly it follows Kahn's use
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aspirations and expectations of the teenagers and the educational achieve-

ments of the parents so it ~uld be feasible to form a composite rreasure

based on occup3.tion and education, such as the Hollingshead "Index of

Social Position" used by Kohn. However, studies of status attainrnent23

have found it useful to treat occup3.tional status and education separately.

Since education may play a distinct but imPortant role in the trans-

mission of status fran one generation to the next, we feel thit it is

imPortant to have sep:l.rate measures of these t~ dimensions of social

stratification.

In order to estirrate hav this ~uld affect possible canparisons

with Kohn' s results, two different indices of social class were romputed -

one based solely on occup:l.tional data (described belCM) and one parallel-

ing Kohn' s use of the Hollingshead index. The correlation between the

t~ measures for father's job was .96, for mother's job, .95. The size

of these correlations leaves us confident that our rreasures of social

class are, in fact, cCiTparable to the rornposite rreasure used by Kohn.

Kohn I S data themselves suggest the importance of treating education

separately since it is seen to be even more powerful in tenus of the

values he studies than the occupational conditions which form the focus

f hi al · 24o s an ys~s. Had the roncern of our research been the examination

of hCM social class affects values, it would have been necessary to

consider this in rrore detail. However, our focus is on the role of

(22 rontinued)
of the term 'class' to refer to his measure of social stratification.

23 f . d' hSee re erences c~te ill C apter

2~Ohn, 1969, op.cit., p. 133.

1, fCX)tnote 2, above.
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parental values in the teenager's occupational moice. An excursion into

the sociology of education is therefore not warranted. The data on

educational aspirations, oowever, is relevant to our analysis and will

be a:msidered later in the thesis.

Our primary concern, then, is with the questions dealing with the

status of the parents' jobs and of the teen's preferred and expected job.

The basis of our classification of these occupations is the assignment

of a £our-digit census oode corresp:mding to the job title given by the

25respondent. Pineo, Porter and McRoberts have devised a categorization

of these census oodes which is IIDre' useful for sociological studies than

the census "major groupSIl. These latter tend to fXX)1 occupations by

industry or related fields rather than by the hierarchical ranking

frequently of interest to sociologists. One principle used in the Pineo-

Porter-McRoberts scheme is an attempt to group occupations which are

recurrently seen by sociologists as having special affinities even if

there are differences in social standing (e. g. foremen). A second

important aspect to this classification is the breakdown of the old

clerical-sales-service category into skill levels paralleling the

levels assigned to the crafts and trades.
26

A major advantage to this schertB is that one can use either the

25These technical details are often relegated to an appendix.
However, because of the importance of these rreasures to our analysis
we feel it is important to cliSOlSS them in the b<Xl.y of the thesis.

26For further details on the a::>nstruction of this scheme see P.
Pineo, J. Porter and H. McRoberts, liThe 1971 census and the socio
eoonamc classification of occupationsII , Canadian Review of Sociology
and Anthropology, vol. 14, 1977, pp. 91-102.
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revised rankings of the clerical-servioe-sales occupation by skill levels

or one can reronstruct the traditional white collar/blue rollor distinct-

ion. Another advantage is t.~at while it contains other elements besides

prestige, the fifteen categories are fairly horrogeneous with respect to

prestige and they can re hierarchically ranked in terms of this

dim ' 27
ens~on.

All the occupation questions in the study have been classified in

terms of these fifteen categories.
28

The marginal distribution for

the rrothers' and fathers' occupations are given below. (See Table 2-1).

For the purPOses of the analysis, it was felt that the rrore tradi-

tional rankings of these categories would be best, to facilitate cc:rn-

parability with other studies. Accordingly the categories were rearranged

as follows. (1) through (6), (8), (11) and (13), (7), (9), (10), (12),

(14), and (15). That is, the clerical-sales service occupations were

ranked above forerren and the other crafts and trades occupations.

The correlations between the traditional ranking that we will be

using and the suggested Pineo-porter-McRoberts28 one are .94 for the

fathers and .79 for the rrothers. For the teen's expected job it is .94

(.97 for males and .92 for females). The sole difference in the two

schemes is in the relative ranking of the clerical, sales and service,

27S ib' 'd 98ee ~., p. .

28See ApPendix D for details of coding.

29 1 'fy 'th' 1 'f'To c ar~ : we are us~ng e P~eo-Porter-McForerts c ass~ ~-

cation of the occupations, but rather than using the ranking of these
categories that they suggest, we will, for the bulk of our analysis,
be rearranging these categories int.o a rrore traditional ranking.
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and crafts and trades occupations. The lower correlation for the ITDther

reflects the concentration of females in the clerical, sales and service

categories, 40% at semi-skilled or unskilled levels. (This is not

reflected in the fEmale teen's exr:ected job, because, as we will see

later, few want or expect to enter the lCNler skilled clerical jobs.)

Table 2-1

Occupational Position of Mothers and Fathers in our Sample

Fathers Mothers

(1)
(2)
(3)
( 4)
(5)
(6)
( 7)
(8)
(9)

(10)
(11)
(12)
(13)
(14)
(15)

Self-employed professionals
High-level management
Employed professionals
Technical, semi-professionals
Middle managerrent, officials small business
Supervisors
ForEmen
Skilled clerical, sales, service
Skilled crafts and trades
Farm ONners and oPerators
SEmi-skilled clerical, sales, service
SEmi-skilled crafts and trades
Unskilled clerical, sales, service
Unskilled labourers
Farm labourers

N

1.5%
2.6
5.6
4.1
7.0
5.8

12.6
1.5

27.2
0.0
5.3

16.1
0.6

10.2
0.0

342a

0.0%
0.4
4.1
5.0
0.4
4.1
0.0

15.8
3.3
0.0

31.5
13.2

8.7
12.9

0.4

245b

~otals are less than 400 because rot all respondents answered all
q1.Estions. See Appendix B for details on sample and overall response

brates.
These figures are for any of the ITDthers who ever had a job which
lasted seven months or rrorei the data are for her rrost recent job of
this duration. Fbr the fathers it is for his rrost recent job of
seven ITDnths or ITDrei only one male respondent indicated that he had
never VvDrked for at least seven rronths.

When interpreting our data on social class the characteristics of

this ranking should be kept in mind. However, as ~ have pointed out,

it has little effect when one considers the two sexes separately.

Pineo, Porter and McRoberts present a strong case for their classi-

fication scheme. Our data give further weight to this. One criterion
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for the adequacy of a ~asure is its correlation with other measures of

the same di.nension. As mentioned earlier, education and i.ncane are often

seen as components of social class. We see fran Table 2-2 below that

even when the cntegories are rearranged into a "traditional" pattern, our

measure of social status correlates highly with income, education and

subjective class identification.

Table 2-2

Cbrrelation of Parent's job with ot.ler indices of social class

Cbrrelation of father's job with:

<MIl education
OWn incare
CMn subjective class identification

COrrelation of rrother's job with:

CMn education

** = significant at the .001 level.

"Traditional"
ranking of
occupations

.59**

.39**

.42**

.56**

Pineo-Porter
McRorerts
ranking of

occupations

.58**

.45**

.46**

.55**

N

327
295
286

234

There is some variation in terms of which ranking schane correlates

best with the other neasures of social class. The traditional ranking

can be seen as being at least as reliable a measure as the Pineo-Porter-

McRoberts ranking and h:1s the added advantage of c:xxrparability with other

studies.

en the basis of the discussion above, we feel confident that our

~ure of social class is valid and reliable. Unless othen-Tise indi-

cnted it is the traditicnal ranking of the Pinoo-Parter-McRoberts

classification that is used as our ~asure of social class.
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Operationalization of Self-direction/confmmity

The values of self-direction and conformity are central to our ana-

lysis and therefore warrant close attention. We will consider the rnea-

sures that Kohn used, additional measures used in our study, and the

problems involved in each.

The key question in Kohn' s analysis of self-direction/confonnity

involved a list of characteristics from which r:arents were to ch:>ose the

ones they saw as rrost imfDrtant in a child. In the Washington and Turin

studies, the question included seventeen characteristics. Parents were

asked to choose the three IIDSt imfDrtant in a child the age of their fifth

grader. Parents in the Turin sample were asked to further distinguish

the relative importance of the three characteristics chosen.

For the national study, the list of characteristics was reduced and

. ed 30reV1S .

he/she:
+

+
+
(*)
*

+
*
*
*
+

T'ne final list included the follCM7iIB thirteen values: That

- has good manners
- tries hard to succeed
- is honest
- is neat and clean
- has good sense and sound judgerrent
- has self-control
- acts like a boy/girl should
- gets along well with others his/her age
- obeys his/her parents well
- is responsible
- is considerate of others
- is interested in how and why things happen
- is a good student

Those values rrarked with a 1+1 are characterized by Kohn as being

indicative of confonnity. These marked with an '*' are presented as

measurerrents of self-direction. 31 "Having good sense and sound judgement"

30
See Kohn, 1969, op.cit., p. 47 for details.

31Ibid., p. 49.
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was not theoretically predicted by Kohn as a measurement of self-direction,

but his factor analysis32 suggests that it acts in a way similar to the

other "self-direction" items. It is also cnnsistent with his cnnceptual

definition of self-direction; we will therefore include it with the

th f thi dim
. 33

o er rreasures 0 s enslon.

Given this list of thirteen i tens, resp:mdents in Kohn' s national

study were asked to identify: the three rrost important, the rrost import-
,

ant of all, the three least important and the least imp:)rtant of all.

In the present study, the atterrpt was made to parallel this rreasure as

closely as possible in order to facilitate o::rnpa.risons with the national

u.s. study. Therefore, the updated and revised list of characteristics

from the national U. S. study was the one used. However, since our data

fran the parents were obtained through questionnaires rather than inter-

views, it was decided that the format of the national U.S. study was too

cnmplicated to include. The fornat of the Washington study, asking for

the three rrost imp:)rtant characteristics from the list, was seen as rrost

appropriate for our study.

This question was asked of all three family members studied. The

teens were asked which three characteristics they SaJN as rrost imp:)rtant

"in judging yourself as a person". The parents were asked which they

saw as rrost important in a toy (girl) the age of the teenage resFOndent

(i. e. 17-18 years old).

32 b'd 58I l • I p. •

33Note that there are other itans not designed to measure either
self-direction or cnnfonnity. The v..hole question is set up to indicate
general parental values; self-direction/confonnity is only one aspect
of this.
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While this question has proved to be relatively robust· in terms of

Kohn's various studies there are some possible problems with it. One

such problem concerns the validity of this rreasure as an oPerationaliza

tion of Kohn' s conceptual descriptions of self-direction!confonnity .

"The essential difference between the te:rms ... ", as Kohn uses thEm,

"•.. is that self-direction focuses on internal standards for behavior;

confonnity focuses on externally imPosed rules. ,,34 He also emphasizes

that self-direction is concerned with intent; it implies that one is

attlmed to internal dynamics in oneself and others, that one thinks for

oneself, makes one's own decisions, .is flexible. COnfonnity, on the

other hand, is concerned "only with cnnsequences; it implies obedience

to the dictates of authority and includes being intent on staying out

of trouble. ,,35

While the parental values question (called the "Kohn question" here

after) operationalizes SOIl'e aspects of these conceptualizations, it is

not entirely clear that valuation of good manners, neatness and clean

liness, honesty, being a good student and obedience necessarily entails

a concern with consequences or with staying out of trouble. Similarly,

valuation of good sense and sound judgement, responsibility, consider

ation, self-control, and interest in how and why things happen may not

necessarily involve flexibility, etc.

In order to clarify this, our study included a number of i terns which

were specifically designed to operationalize Kohn's thEOretical ooncept-

34Ibid., p. 35.

35Ibid., p. 36-37.
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ualization of self-direction/confonnity. Sane of these were also included

in KOM I s study, others were developed for our study and were designed

° ° 36
to have high fare validity as lT€asures of self-direction or confonmty.

This brings us to a second con::::ern with KoMI s lT€aSure: whether or

not it is unidilT€nsional. His ronceptualizations at times seem to involve

discussion of two different aspects of parental values. While a focus

on inten1al standards can be seen as the opfX)site FOle of a continuum to

a focus on external rules, it is not self-evident that other romp:ments

of self-direction, say, flexibility, are "opposite" in any way to, say,

concen1 with staying out of trouble. Certainly it is not obvious that

concern with "good marmers, etc." are on a FOle of a continuum with

II responsibility", etc.

While much of Kohn Is analysis argues for the usefulness of this

f h o da th" 'd" 1 37measure, some 0 1S own ta suggest at 1t 1S rot urn JltlenS10na .

In his analysis of the role of occupational self-direction, he standard-

izes the choice of parental values in terms of the occupational charac

teristics associated with each class. 38 The details of this analysis

are not relevant here, but his ronclusion is. He finds that the class

differences in valuation of self-direction appear to be entirely

attributable to class related differences in occupational experience.

36The . di d' th t-.~' l'se new 1tems were scusse W1 Kou.Ll 1n a persona comnun1-
cation and he felt that they did appear to be valid lT€asures of his
thooretical concepts.

37In fairness to KOM, he does not explicitly make a case for the
unidimensionality of his lT€asure. However, this is implicit in much
of his discussion, and is fonnalized in his intrcduction to and
presentation of the factor analysis from the national study. See ibid.,
pp. 56-59.

38Ib 'd1 ., pp. 148-149.
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Standardization does rot similarly erase the class difference in valua

tion of confonnity. He concludes that "other aspects of class IIUlst

still contribute substantially to the greater likelihood of vnrking

class fathers valuing confonnity . ,,39 If self-direction and confannity

are two poles of a single dimension, this disparity in the relationship

to class should rot occur. If there are other aspects of class affect

ing valuation of a:mfonnity, these same aspects would have a similar

iIrpact on self-direction if it is, in fact, 8:1uivalent to lCM valua

tion of confonnity.

It vnuld be unwise and unwarranted to dismiss Kahn I s measure on

these grounds. But, given the :inportance of Kahn's hyPOthesis, a con

tinued search for the best rreasure possible is warranted. To adequately

test the unidirnensionality of self-direetion/confonnity as Kohn used it,

it is not sufficient to rely on the supplementary "face validity"

questions. They could be rreasuri.rB sorrething quite different from the

parental values question. The application of tests of unid.irnensiorality

to the "Kahn question" is cemplicated by the fact that respondents ITUSt

choose no rrore than three characteristics frau a list of thirteen items.

This limitation means t.h3.t one cannot assume cx:xnplete indeperrlence

aITOIB the d~ices made. To avoid this interdependence of responses, our

study included thirteen questions which asked hCM imrortant (on a five

point scale frau "extremely important" to "of little or no :inportance")

each of the thirteen individual characteristics were, to the teen and

to each of the parents. (Hereafter referred to as the "stretched Kohn

question". )

39Ibid., p. 149.
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~ve therefore have, in effect, three sep:rrate measures of self-

direction/confonnity: the "Kohn question" (choice of the three rrost

imFOrtant of the thirteen characteristics), the stretched version of

this question (hav important each characteristic is), and a series of

agree-disagree items designed to operationalize the roncepts of self-

direction and conformity. An examination of these measures will help

us to choose which one to use throughout the rest of the analysis.

Since there are no set criteria for choosim between different

measures in sociology, we shall rorrpare our rreasures in different ways.

There are strengths and weaknesses in each. We shall examine these in

turn before making any decision.

Because of the interdependence built into the Kohn question it is

difficult to form a sununary srore without using factor analysis or some

similar tedmique. Since Kohn himself used factor analysis it lMJuld be

useful to examine the results of such an analysis for our data.

We seem to have considerably rrore difficulty than Kohn did in ob-

taining meaningful results from this analysis. Using the same technique,

orthogonal princiPal component factor analysis, rotated to sDllple

structure through the varimax procedure, 40 we were unable to isolate

a factor identifiable as self-direction/conformity. Kohn indicates that

when no limit was placed on the number of factors, three emerged fran

his data. We ran p:rrallel analyses on the Kohn question for the teen

and both parents. The teen's factor analysis produced seven factors,

40See H.H. Harman, Mcrlern Factor Analysis, Chicago, University of
Chicago Press, 1967. For details on the romputer program used see
Appendix D. For details on the factor analysis results see Appendix
E.
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the father's and the m::>ther's, six. The various items expected to weight

heavily as rreasures of self-direction or conformity were scattered through-

out the various factors. When forced to two factors, it was still

diffimlt to identify one factor as "self-direction/conformity" for aIr:!

of the three family rrembers.

OUr factor analyses exemplify one of the major problems with this

technique -- the difficulty in rreaningfully interpreting the results. 41

However, if this is to be used as a criticism of the Kohn question, we

should also briefly cx:msider the results when the other measures of self-

direction/conformity are sul:mitted to parallel analyses.

Similar problems arise with respect to the agree-disagree items;

when no limit was put on the number of factors, seven emerge from the

teen's data, six fran each of the p:lrents I. Again the problems in inter-

pretation arise, except that the p:lttern tended to be for the questions

focusing on self-direction to apPear in different factors from those on

which the conformity items had high loadings. This gives weak supp:>rt

to the notion that the two are not part of the same continuum.

Stronger evidence for this resulted fran the factor analysis of the

"stretched Kohn question" . Fbr the teen and the father three factors

emerged when I'D limits were put on the analysis; for the rrother only ThD

emerged. Beyond this, the results were much m::>re clearly identifiable

in these analyses. In all three, one factor fairly clearly errerged as

41It is worth noting that Wright and Wright had similar problems
replicatirB the results of Kohn' s factor analysis. See Hright and Wright,
"Social Class am Parental Values for Children: A Partial Replication
and Extension of the Kohn Thesis", American Sociological RevierN, vol.
41, 1976, pp. 527-537. There are a nunber of p:>ssible explanations for
this difficulty in replicating Kohn' s results rot these are not
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measuring "o::mfonnity" (as Kohn defined it); a second appears to tap

"self-direction" .

However, the "stretched Kohn question" is not without its problems.

Given the way these variables are oonceptualized, and given Kohn' s find-

ings, one would expect at least sorre of the self-direction and cx:mfonnity

i terns to be negatively correlated. fbwever, we find that all the

"stretched Kahn" i tans are positively oorrelated with each other. This

suggests that there nay be a resFOnse set with respect to these questions.

Since none of the questions were "reversed" there nay have been a tend

ency for resFOndents to indicate all were important.
42

The field

. that thi did . . 43 nfexpen.ence suggests s occur 111 sorre lIlStances. U ortun-

ately it is difficult to estirrate in what proportion of cases this

occurred.

Given the FOsitive interoorrelations of the items, it becanes diffi-

cult to form a surmary score or soores from these items without using

the factor analysis results. On the basis of the individual factor

analyses of the stretched Kohn questions ser:arate self-direction and

conformity scores were oomputed for the teen, the father and the nnther.

Combined self-direction/conformity soores ~e calculated from the

(41 oontinued)
irrrrediately relevant here. For the tine being our major cnncern is the
problems it FOses in our attEmpts at canparison with Kahn's data.

4~his cnuld be r:articularly problematic if resFOndents who are
more oriented to "cnnformity to external authority" were more likely to
answer in terms of such a response set.

43Unfortunately only the field experience of one interviewer 
myself - can systematically be brought to bear on this analysis. The
usefulness of this experience in interpreting the results was a najor
consideration in my active particir:ation in the field w:>rk.
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standard Kohn question for all three family rrembers.

Given the problems enoountered in the factor analysis it was felt

that, where pJssible, we should attempt to set up soores independently of

these analyses. This was not feasible for the Kohn question in its

original or its "stretched" fonn. It was, however, pJssible for the

agree-disagree items. Again, there were some specifically designed to

measure self-direction; others designed to neasure oonfonnity. SeParate

surrnary indices based on a simple addition of the items were fonned for

these two subsets of questions. Parallel indices were fonned for all

three family msnbers included in the study.

The questions included in these indices are:

Self-direction: - It is more important that I/my daughter!my son be a
sensitive, respJnsible Person than that I/she/he
achieve any worldly success.

Having an interest in many things and being curious
al:out how they v.ork is rrore important than being a
good student in school.

- A person's rrotives srould oount rrore than his or
her actions.

- As long as a child has learned the right values,
Parents don It need to v.orry too Illlch alx>ut specific
acts of wrong doing.

- There are tines when it is norally right to break
the law.

Conformity: - Teemgers have to learn row to take orders fran
those in autffirity.

- It doesn It matter if you Hrink "wrong tmughts" as
long as you don't put them into action.

- Two PeOple who oorrmit the same acts should be dealt
with in the same way, no matter what their notives
are.
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- I'd probably be more likely to trust someone wro was
neat and respectable looking than someone who dressed
really sloppily.

- It's all right to get around the law as long as you
don't actually break it.

- The key to getting along in the world is being able
to fit in with the way things are.

- It's all right to eb anything you want as long as
you stay out of trouble.

- One should always srow respect to those in authority.

- You should obey your superiors whether or not you
think they are right.

- If sanething works, it doesn't matter whether it's
right or wrong.

'IWO other i terns were also designed to rreasure confonnity but were

omitted from the indices because of their low correlation with the other

't 44l ems. They are:

- Teenagers have to learn to face the consequences of
their actions, no matter how innocent their inten
tions are.

- People rave to learn that they often can't just do
sorrething because they think it is for the best.

In all these items, respondents were asked whether they (1) stroTBly

agree (2) agree somewhat (3) neither agree or disagree (4) disagree sorre-

what or (5) strongly disagree with the given statement.

Reliability coefficients were calculated for the two sets of indices.

44see ApPendix F for details of intercorrelations. Again, my field
experience with these questions indicated that a number of respondents
had difficulty with the way both these questions were worded. This
ambiguity may be the basis for the 10\.., correlations with the other
items.
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Table 2-3

Reliability CJefficients for agree-disagree items

Reliability Cbefficient 45
(Unstandardized cronbach' s alpha)

Self-direction index:

Confonnity index:

Teen .46
Father .31
MJther .38

Teen .68
Father .73
Mother .74

It is clear fran Table 2-3 that the self-direction items do not form

as reliable a scale as the conformity items. The low reliabilities for

the former set of questions makes the formaticn of a surnna.ry index

inadvisable.
46

Our use of these questions in the data analysis will be

restricted to the confonnity items.

The fonuation of a "conformity" index from the agree-disagree items

provides a check on our interpretation of the factor analysis of the

stretched Kohn question.

The results given in Table 2-4 suggest that the factor we labelled

"confonnity" does appear to be oonsistent with the scale designed to

measure conformity. The negative correlations with the self-direction

45See L.J. Cronbach, "Coefficient Alpha and the Internal Structure
of Tests", Psychanetrika, 1951, vol. 16, pp. 297-334. In cronbach's
words, "ex est.i.nates, and is a laver bound to, the proportion of test
variance attributable to cemmn factors aIrOn:J 1:.tE itEmS. That is, it
is an index of ccnm:>n factor ooncentration." Ibid., p. 33l.

46The reliabilities for the stretched Kohn question are: teen, .79;
father, .87; rrother, .87; for the Kohn question they are teen, .94,
father, .97, ~r, .98 (using the fonnula for dichotcm::>us variables,
see Nunnally, J. C. Jr., Introduction to PsYchological Measurerrent,
McGraw-Hill, New York, 1970, p. 176).
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factor-based scale for the p3.rents suggests that while self-direction

and confonnity may be separate dimensions, they do tend to be negatively

rorrelated empirically.

Table 2-4

COrrelations of srores fran the "stretched Kohn"
and the agree-disagree i te:ns

Correlation with the confonnity
score fran the agree-disagree items

Scores fran the
"stretched Kohn question"

Teen
Self-direction Father

Mother

Teen
COnfonnity Father

Mother

.04 n.s.
-.17*
-.19**

.19**

.25**

.48**

* = significant at .05 level
** = significant at .001 level
n. s.= not statistically significant (in future tables lack of significance

will be implied by indicating those other relationships which are
statistically significant).

'Ib review, then, the Kohn qlEStion is problerratic because of t.re

interdePendence of the itans, the lack of clarity in the factor analysis

results and weak face validity relative to the agree-disagree items. 47

The "stretched Kohn question" avoids the forced interdePendence of the

responses to the Kohn question, and the factor analysis of this set of

items can be meaningfully interpreted. Ibwever, there is evidence that

it is affected to sore extent by a response set and it stares with the

47It is important to note that, particularly in terms of the factor
analysis results, the problems we enoountered do not necessarily reflect
on the ad~cy of the rreasures Kohn used in his study. The format of
our question is Clifferent from the one used in his national stud" (see l"'.

31 aJ::.ove) and this ffi3.y acrount for the disparity in the results. The .
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Kohn question the problem of validity as a measure of self-direction or

~ . 48con.Lornuty.

The scales based on the agree-disagree items avoid mcst of these

problEmS. While the factor analysis results are unclear, the itEmS can

be forrred into a reliable scale without relying on the factor analysis.

These items have the advantage of face validity as measures of confonn-

ity.

For these various reasons, the rest of our analysis will make use

of the c:onfonnity scores from the agre~disagree items. In those

portions of the analysis where explicit can~isonswith Kohn's work

are rrade, the rreasures based on the "Kohn question" will also be used.

(47 contin1.Ed)
problEmS do, however, influence the choice of the measure we will use
in the rest of our analysis.

48The ION interc:orrelations for these two measures raised further
questions in this area. The relevant correlations are:

Table 2-5

correlations of scores from the Kahn and
"stretched Kohn" questions d

*

Correlations of "Kohn" with
"stretched Kohn" srores:

Self-direction
Confonnity

= significant at the .05 level
** = significant at the .001 level

Teen

-.14*
.22**

Father

-.14*
.29**

MJther

-.17*
.34**

While these correlations are statistically significant they are quite
low if one ronsiders that they are not only supposed to be m=asuring
the same thing, they measure it by means of '!!::E:L similar questions.

~te t.h3.t the scores on the Kohn and stretched Kohn questions are
computed by weightin:] each individual's response by the factor score
coefficient in the first factor of the factor analysis forced to two
factors. See A£=PeI1dix E for details.
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This chapter has served to introduce the reader to the various tech

niques and rreasures that will be used through::mt the analysis. Having

explained and justified these tools we are at the point where we can

apply them to the data at hand. The next chapter, then, deals with the

central issue of the thesis: status inheritance.



Chapter 3

TEENAGERS' OCClJPATIONAL DECISIONS AND THE INHERITANCE OF SOCIAL STATUS

Having established the theoretical framework for the research and

sane of the tools to be used in the analysis, we are no.v in a position

to examine the data. The central focus of the thesis is the inheritance

of social status; that is, the extent to which the teenager's occupa

tional choice is influenced by the status of his or her parents.

Teenagers' Occup3.lional Decisions

As a preliminary step in examinin:r this phenomenon, it \...ould be

useful to consider the kinds of jobs that the teenagers prefer and

expect. In our discussion of the measurement of social class we em

phasized the importance of considering the data for the Tho sexes

sep3.rately. This will be particularly relevant as we examine status

inheritance. It is not at all obvious that the status of the parent's

job will have the sarre impact on daughters as on sons. Throughout this

chapter, therefore, we will look at males and females sep3.rately. Serre

of the complexities of the ferrale' s occupational decision will be

examined in sane detail once we have established the types of jobs

chosen by our male and female respondents.

If one uses the traditional distinction between blue collar and

white collar jobs (with all clerical jobs coded as "white collar") I

the nale-ferna.le differences are striking. A much higher proportion of

ferrale than male teenagers in our sample (97% versus 57%) expect to

enter white collar jobs. If we look a bit rrore closely at the responses,

44
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ho.vever, a specific pattern errerges.

Table 3-1

Expected Job of Teenage Respondents by Sex
(Traditional ranking) I

Expected Job Males Females

Managerial, professional 30.0% 25.4%

White Collar I.I::M-level professional,
semi-professional 20.6 31.5

Clerical 6.7 40.3

Skilled, wanual 31. 7 1.7
Blue Collar

Semi-skilled and
unskilled wanual 11.1 1.1

N 180 181

~=112.00, df=4, p<.OOl

As we can see fran Table 3-1, the largest male-female differences

are in the females' choice2 of clerical jobs (40% versus 7% of the ITB.les)

as oPfOsed to the males' choice of various crafts and trades (43%

versus 3% of the females). 3 This is the sex difference we noted above

in our discussion of the measurement of social class.

ISee Chapter 2 and AfPendix D for details. It should be kept in
mind throughout this analysis that these are staterrents a:mceming the
teen's expectations (or preferences). We do rot have data on the actual
job the teen will enter.

2It is important to note that the term 'choice' does rot necessarily
imply a purely voluntaristic decision. In fact tl1e whole question of
extent to which there are factors constraining one's occupational and
educational decisions will be examined in later in the analysis.

3Note that with this classification a very snaIl Percentage (2.9%)
of the females' expected jobs are considered "blue collar". This will
fOse problems forour analysis of status inheritance later in this chapter.
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If we reexamine the teens' choice of job recategorized according to

the Pineo-Porter-McRoberts ranking scheme, we see a different pattern.

Table 3-2

Expected Job of Teenage ResPJndent by Sex
(Pineo-Porter-McRoberts ranking)

Expected Job

Managerial, professional
Low-level professional, semi-professional
Supervisors, forenen
Skilled-manual, clerical
Semi-skilled - manual, clerical
Unskilled - manual, clerical

N

Males Ferrales

30.0% 25.4%
20.6 31. 5
0.6 2.2

34.1 18.9
10.1 19.4

4.5 2.2

180 181

2X =20.99, d£=5, p<.OOl

The rrale-female differenres here are ronsiderably smaller than the

ones in Table 3-1. We fl.CM also see that rather than females choosing

higher status jobs than males, they tend to choose lower status jobs:

at the managerial level, males are nore likely to chrose the high level

ones (30% versus 25%), females choose the la.v level professional or

semi-professional ones (21% versus 32%). In the manual-clerical ranks,

a higher proportion of males choose skilled work (34% versus 19%);

ferrales are more likely to choose semi-skilled jobs (19% versus 10%) .

If we look at the teens' preferences rather than their realistic

expectations, a similar pattern emerges, except there is no sex differ-

ence at the highest managerial level. More males than females say t.'1ey

prefer skilled jobs (36% versus 18%); nore females than males indicate

a preference for semi-professional (34% versus 27%) or semi-skilled jobs

(17% versus 5%). 4 This seems to suggest that some of the female

\or this table (not sha.vn) x2=27. 05, d£=5, p<. 001
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respondents v.Duld like higher. status jobs, but fell expect to get them.

There is a fair bit of sociological literature a:mtrasting aspirations

with realistic expectations.
5

In Chapter 5 a rrore explicit exarnination

will be made between the preferences and expectations expressed by our

respondents. At this point it is irrportant to reemphasize the central

focus of this analysis. The aim is not to try to predict or even

explain the occupational decisions of teenagers. That would necessitate

the inclusion of many rrore variables than were feasible in this research

project. In light of our concern with the role of parental values in

the intergenerational transmission of occupational status, the prefer-

ences and exPeCtations of the teens are relevant, whether or not they

are very realistic. An important implication of this research is that,

if there is a strong degree of value "inheritance", this will place

certain individuals in a disadvantaged position should they, through

choice or the exigencies of the job market, end up in a job requiring

values different from those acquired f:rc:rn their parents.

Examination of the answers to the question "What kind of job v.ould

you rot want to go into?" is also relevant here. A higher proportion

of fermles than males say they don I t want any type of managerial job

(25% versus 15%) or skilled job (10% versus 1%). (See Table 3-3 and

3-4). Males are more likely than fermles to say they don 't want semi-

skilled or unskilled jobs, whether we examine the traditional ranking

(55% versus 20%) or the Pineo-Porter-McRoberts one (74% versus 42%).

5see for example M.R. Porter, J. Porter and B. Blishen, Does r-bney
Matter: Prospects for Higher Education, Institute for Behavioural
Research, York University, Toronto, 1973, pp. 44-58.
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Table 3-3

Job Teen Would Not Want, by Sex
(traditional ranking)

Job not wanted

White Collar

Blue Collar

Managerial, professional
ww-level professional
Semi-professional, clerical

Skilled, manual
Semi-skilled and unskilled

manual

Males

8.9%
5.8

20.4

9.9

55.0

Females

11.8%
13.4
54.0

0.5

20.4

df=4 p< .001

Table 3-4

191 187

Job rot wanted

Job Teen Would Not Want, by Sex
(Pineo-Porter-McRoberts ranking)

Males Females

Managerial, professional
Low level professional
Supervisors, foremen
Skilled - manual, clerical
Semi-skilled - manual, clerical
Unskilled - manual, clerical

8.9%
5.8
0.5

11.0
40.8
33.0

11.8%
13.4
0.0

33.2
32.1

9.6

p<.001

191 187

These data suggest a certain arrount of ambivalence, or at least,

lack of cxmsensus arrong the female respondents as to the desirability

of high status jobs. 6 It should be kept in mind that the respondents

6This is consistent with Breton's findings from a national study
of high scJ'x:x)l students. See R. Breton, Social and Academic Factors in
the Career Decisions of Canadian Youth, Department of ManPJWer and
Immigration, Ottawa, 1972, p. 292.
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:narred specific jobs in response to these questions. There are W1doubt-

edly other factors besides the status of the job influencing whether or

not the teen vx:>uld like to enter it.

In general, the foregoing analysis suggests that fema.les tend to

restrict their occupational choice to those areas traditionally asso-

ciated with their sex, and their status arrbitions tend to be rroderate

compared to their male peers.

In light of these firrlinJs it is relevant to examine the resEXJnd-

ents' attitudes to an ocrupation traditionally associated with the

opposite sex. As Table 3-5 indicates, the females say they are consider-

ably rrore willing to enter a male occupation than the males are to Cb

the opposite: a third of the ferrale respondents say they definitely

v..ould consider a traditiona.lly male occupation, another 38% say they

probably vx:>uld. The oorresponding figures for the males are 7% and 30%;

l~ss than half the males see TIUch likelihood of their taking a tradition-

ally female oCOlpation.

Table 3-5

Teen's Attitude to an Opfx?site Sex Typed Occupation, by Sex

Would you consider
going into a tradi
tionally fema.le/male
ocmpation?

Definitely v..ould
Probably would
Probably v..ouldn't
D=finitely \\QUldn't

N

Males Females

7.0% 33.7%
29.9 37.8
28.9 16.8
34.3 11.7

201 196

df=3 p<.OOl

A follow-up question "Suppose you did end up in a traditionally

female (male) ocOlp3.tion... how oomfortable do you think you vx:>uld
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feel. .. ?" reflects the same pattern (see Table 3-6). Less than 50% of

the males think they v.ould be at all comfortable while a.lrrost a third

of the females say they would be quite oomfortable, another third see

themselves as at least moderately canfortable in a traditionally male

occupation.

Table 3-6

Teen's Expectation re Comfort in an Opposite
Sex Typed Occupation, by Sex

HCM canfortable
v.Duld you feel?

Quite canfortable
M:xierately comfortable
Moderately uncomfortable
Quite uncomfortable

N

Males

l4.l%a
32.8
20.2
18.2

198

Ferrales

31.1%
33.2
12.8

8.7

196

df=4 p<.001

~e percentages <b not add to 100% because the category "neither
canfortable nor uncanfortable" is included in the calculations but is
emitted from the table for ease of readability.

This male-female difference would reflect a number of things. It

could be bias bro'Ug'ht about by the fact that all the intervie\vers were

female; male and ferrale respondents may have reacted systematically

differently to these questions being posed by a female. However, one

might expect th:lt the direction of the bias v.Duld be in the opposite

direction, in terms of the males not wanting to seem chauvinistic to

the interviewer. Even if a bias in a rrore traditional direction may

have taken place (with rrale respondents not wanting to associate with

"sissy" female jobs), 7 it is unlikely that this alone v.Duld acoount for

7If the male respondents did not want to even consider such a job
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the large observed differences.

It is therefore likely that this reflects real differences in atti

tudes to sex-typed occupations. Sane of the differences nay be attribut-

able to the higher status of traditionally male occupations. In fact,

SO~ recent sex-role literature8 suggests that being identified with the

male sex itself has higher status than association with the farale sex.

In order to examine the extent to which this is true for our res-

porrlents, we will consider the teenagers' attitudes to their parents'

jobs. The teenage respondents were asked whether they \IDuld like the

s~ job as their father and whether they \IDuld like the s~ job as their

mother. The respooses are irrlicated in Table 3-7 below.

One important fact that errerges from this table is that the bulk of

the teenage respondents (59%-85%) do not want to enter the same occupa-

tion as their mother or father. This should be kept in mind when we

discuss status inheritance: the "inheritance" is of status level, not

of specific jobs.

For the nornent, our attention is on male-female differences. More

sons rejected the idea of taking the nother.' s job (85%) than daughters

(7 continued)
when asked in an intervi8'l, it is unlikely that they would, in fact,
consider entering such a job, Le. this would reflect their actual
attitudes; it would not be a bias because of the sex of the interviewer.

8See J. Toukey, "Effects of Additional Warren Professionals on
Ratings of Occupational Prestige and Desirability", Journal of Person
alit:r and Social Psychology, vol. 29, 1974, pp. 86-89. K. Deaux and T.
Eroswiller, "Explorations of Successful Performance on Sex-Linked Tasks·',
Journal of Perronality and Social Psychology, vol. 29, 1974, pp. 80-85;
G. Pheterson, S. Kiesler and P. Goldberg, "Evaluation of the Perfonnance
of Waren as a Function of their Sex Achievement and Personal History",
Journal of Perronality and Social Psychology, vol. 19, .1971, pp. 114
118.
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rejectEd. taking the father's (77%). When asked about their same-sexed

p:trent, alx>Ut tv.iO thirds of both males (60%) and females (67%) saw it

as a bad idea. On the other hand males were more likely to see their

father's job as desirable (23%), than were the females to define

either their father's (10%) or their mother's job (14%) this way. This

is consistent with the notion of male jobs being defined as more desir-

able by both males and fenales.

Table 3-7

Teen's Attitude to his/her Parents' Jobs, by Sex

Father's Job Mother's Joba

Would you like your
parent's joo? Males Females Hales Fenales

G<:x::d idea 22.7% 10.1% 7.7% 14.2%

Neither a good ror a bad
idea 18.3 13.1 7.7 18.6

Bad idea 58.9 76.7 84.5 67.2

df=2 p<.OOl ;=15.18 df=2 p<.OOl

N 202

;=16.14

198 181 183

~he question related to the mother's current j 00, or if she were not
currently working, then the most recent job she had that lasted seven
months or more.

One possible source of explanation for the p:tttern in these p:!.rti-

cular ouestlms could be differences in the status of jobs held by p:!.rents

of girls versus parents of toys in our sample. However, it turns out

there is very little variation in this. (See Table 3-8). Approx.i.m3.tely

a third of the fathers of toth male arrl female teens have white collar

jobs; about 70% of the mothers of toth fall in this this category.

Using the Pineo-Porter-McRoterts I ranking produces similar results: the
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status of the jcbs held by parents of boys is virtually identical to

that of jobs held by parents of girls in our sample. (Data not shown).

Table 3-8

Status of Parents' Jobs by Sex of Teenager
(White Collar vs. Blue COllar)

Male Female Male Female
Teen Teen Teen Teen

White 34.1% 33.7% White 71.2% 69.1%
COllar Collar

Father's Mother's
job Blue 65.9 66.3 job Blue 28.8 30.9

COllar Collar

N 170 172 118 123

X
2
=.001 df=l p=.97 2

df=l p=.83.X =.04

The foregoing has served to establish that the female teenagers in

our sample have different attitudes tOtlards particular jobs than do the

male resporrlents. Another important consideration when one is dis-

cussing female occupational choice is the whole question of participation

in the labour force. OUr data includes infonnation on the female teen-

ager's intentions to work at various stages of her life. This variable

is critical to a serious examination of teenagers' occupational decisions.

A brief excursion into this topic is therefore warranted.

Female Participacion in the Lalx>ur Force

There are a number of questions in our study that pertain to the

attitudes of female respondents to work and marriage. The teenagers were

asked how likely it was that they would work at different stages in the

life cycle. The results are given in Table 3-9 below:
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Table 3-9

Female Teenagers' Attitudes to Working
at Various Stages of the Life Cycle

Definitely Probably Probably Definitely
would work would v.Qlld not would not

work work work

Before Marriage 89.7% 8.2% 1.6% 0.5%
After Marriage 65.1 32.3 1.5 1.0
With preschooler 4.1 8.2 22.4 65.3
I f adequate day

care available 8.0 19.3 25.7 47.1
With children in

school 42.1 46.2 10.8 1.0
After children have

left home 54.9 37.8 4.1 3.1

184
195
196

187

195

193

~he N's differ sancwhat because of variation in the "don't know" and
"no answer" rates.

We can make a number of observations concerning these data.

'Ihe overwhelming majority of female respondents (about 98%) say they

definitely or probably will work both before and after marriage. 9 Supple-

rrentary questions about their WJrk after rrarriage indicates cosiderable

oorrmi trnent to this idea. When asked wrether they WJuld work even if they

didn't need the m:::mey, 55% said they definitely WJuld, an additional

30% said "yes", with sane qualifications. Even in the face of possible

objections fran their husband, the majority indicated they \lTOuld \ITOrk.

The question used was: "If your husband disapproved of your \ITOrking,

\ITOuld you quit?" In response, 17% said they definitely would not quit,

35% said they probably wouldn't; 4% indicated they wouldn't marry any-

one who disapproved of their working. Only 11% said they WJuld

definitely quit under these circunstances •

9Again, this replicates in Hamilton, 1975, Breton's findings in his
1965 national study. See Breton, op.cit. Chapter 111-5 "Incidence of
Career Orientation Annng Girls", pp. 279-294.
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It is the presence of young children that appears to be the critical

factor in a ~rnan's intention to won. As can be seen from Table 3-9,

the percpntage intending to work shifts drastically when one talks about

the childrearing segrrent of the life cycle. The availability of "ade-

quate day-care facilities" is a factor for only ab:mt 15% of the respond-

ents. Close to three quarters of then feel they \\QuId still be unlikely

to ~rk.

Once this initial childrearing period is past, participation appears

to becorre redefined as acceptable for a number of the respondents. At

each later stage discussed, a higher percentage indicate that they anti-

cipate having a job. (From 12% with a preschooler, to 88% when children

are in school, to 93% after the children have left home.)

It should be kept in mind that these respondents are extrapolating

their current attitudes to a hyp:>thetical time in the future. The later

in the life cycle one is considering, the rrore hyp:>thetical the question

becares. However, these responses do give a fairly solid indication of

the respondents' current attitudes to ~rk. Also, since the majority

of these young \..anerl are likely to be married within the next few years,

one ~uld minimally expect their statements concerning the likelihood of

their working before and after marriage to be fairly accurate. lO

Since we are interested in the impact of parental values it would

be relevant to canpare these attitudes to the attitudes and behaviour of

the rrothers in our sample. (See Table 3-10).

10According to the 1971 census, 37% of fenales are married by the
time they are 21 years of age, 66% by the time they are 24. (Source:
1971 Census of Canada, Population, vol. 1-2, catalogue 92-717 and vol.
1-5, CatalCX]Ue 92-750, Statistics canada, Ottawa).
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Table 3-10

Wcrnen and W:>rk: Female Teens' Attitudes,
Mothers' Attitudes and Behaviour

Percentage of
teens saying
they will work

Before Marriage 97.9% (l84) a
After Marriage,

before children 97.4 (185)
With preschoolers 12.3 (196)
After children are
in school 88.3 (195)

After children
have left horne 92.7 (l93)

Percentage of
rrothers with
favourable
attiblde to a
woman v.urking

99.4% (337)

95.5 (336)
11. 9 (336)

55.8 (335)

80.5 (334)

Percentage of
mothers who
actually v.urk

90. 7% (332)

76.2 (331)
36.9 (330)

59.0 (297)b

c

~umbers in brackets indicates the N on which the percentage is calculated.
There were 27 mothers who still had preschoolers; eleven of these (41%)
indicated they probably or definitely would not \\Qrk once the children
were in school.
~he respondents were also asked whether they intended to work once all
their children had left home. Of the 327 mothers WID answered, 60.2%
said they probably or definitely \\QuId.

~sire to withdraw from the labour force when children are young

app=ars to be quite constant across the generations. The figures for

the rrothers s~gest that the frequency of withdrawal may be less than

desired (37% actually v.urked versus 12% who see it as a good idea). If

their responses to the attitude question can be taken as an indication

of preferences for their avn life, another relevant point roncems the

percentage of rrothers \\Qrking before they have children. It would sean

that a greater percentage of our restx>ndents saw this as desirahle

than were actually engaged in v.urk outside the home (96% versus 76%) .

One fX)ssible explanation for this VvDuld be the operation of structural

constraints on female participation. Unfortunately we do not have the

data to explore this possibility in rrore detail.
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If we OJIllpare the attitudes of the daughters and the m::>thers, there

is a considerable consistency in the two sets of responses until the

question is raised concerning the time when all of one's children are

in school. Over 90% of the rrothers were at this pa.rticular stage in

their life at the time of the study. The percentages in Table 3-10

suggest a high degree of congruence between their attitudes and beha

viour. 11 The percentage of daughters who indicate they intend to work

at this stage of their life is much higher than the percentage of

m::>thers who see it as a good idea or who themselves worked (or are

v..Drking) (88% versus 56% and 59% respectively). It is not clear

whether this reflects a lack of realism on the part of the teenager

or an intergenerational shift in attitudes.

The .important point for the current research is that except when

they have pre-school aged children the large majority of v..Drren do plan

to v..Drk outside the hane. Data fran the rrothers indicate that these

intentions are reflected in the ~en's behaviour.

We have cx:mpared the patterns for teens in general and mothers in

general. We can go beyond this to ccmpa.re the responses of the teen-

ager to her own rrother. It V\Duld be reasonable to expect th:lt the

teen's attitude ¥.QuId be strongly influenced by the example set by her

mother. However, this appears not to be the case. The data suggest

that whether her rrother is currently v.orking has little influence on

the teen IS attitudes. In ten questions relating to v.hether the teen

l~or the stages "all children are in school" and beyond, the
pattern is virtually the same if we restrict our analysis to tlnse
wanen who no longer have pre-sc:hoolers.
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expects to work at different stages of the life cycle and under differ

ent conditions, only one shows a statistically significant difference:

work,ing when all one's children are in school (47% of those with working

rrothers versus 33% of t.h:>se with non-working rrothers say they definitely

will work; 4% versus 16% say they probably v.JOn't) .12 Similarly, when

one rornpares the teen I s attitude to working at a particular stage in

the life cycle to whether her rrother worked (or intends to work at that

stage), the only statistically significant relationship occurs for the

stage when all children are in school.

It is not clear why the rrother' s exa.rq;:>le is relevant for this Par

ticular stage in the life cycle 1.ll1less the irrportance. of a mother being

at hane during this period is seen as sorreoow more open to shiftmg

definitions. While the majority of the female respondents seem corrmit

ted to the idea of not working when they have preschoolers, their role

as rrothers of school aged children seems more open to influence.

I f the role m::del set by the mother appears to have lirnited

influence on the teenage girl's attitudes to v.JOrk, her Parents' atti-

tudes (rather than their behaviour) might be the key mfluencing factor.

To see whether or not this is the case we \vill examine the relation-

ships between the various questions on whether or not it is a good

idea for the teen to v.JOrk after she is married. Since the vast major-

ity do plan to v.JOrk after marriage (see Table 3-9), the chi-squares from the

cross tabulations are difficult to interpret. We will therefore turn

to an examination of the correlation coefficients. (See Table 3-11).

l~or this table (not SOO\vn) ;2=8.08, df=3, p<. 05.
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Table 3-11

Correlations Between the Attitudes of the Female Teen,
Father and Hother Concerning the Desirability

of the Teen Working after Marriage

Teen's per
ception of
father's
attitude

Teen's per
ception of
mother's
attitude

Father's
Attitude

1'1other's
Attitude

Father's attitude

Teen's perception
of mother's atti
tude

Teen's perception
of father I s atti
tude

Teen's intention
to work

.32**
(194)a

.39**
(195)

.70**
(195)

.15 .10
(160) (164)

.10 .13
(160) (164)

-.04 .14
(161) (165)

.12
(154)

**=significant at the .001 level.
~he case base for the oornputations is given in parentheses.

The teen's plans to work after rna.rriage are Imlch more strongly related

to her perception of her parent's attitudes than to the attitudes reported

by the parents themselves (the correlations are .32 and .39 versus .15

and .10). In fact, neither of the correlations between the teen's and

parents' attitudes reaches statistical significance.

When one cx:msiders these correlations, particularly the ION corre-

lations between the perceived attitudes of the parents and the attitudes

reported by the parent (.10 and .14), it appears that the teens are rnis-

perceiving tlieir parents' stance. Or, they could be attributing their

CMTn ideas to their parents. I t is interesting that these perceived

attitudes, hJwever inaccurate they rna.y be, appear to have a statistical-

ly significant relationship with the teenager's attitude to work.
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If we go fran the question of whether the teenage respond~t should,

(and whether she plans to) work after marriage in general, to the

rrother's attitude alxmt v.anen wrking at s~cific stages in the life

cycle, a different pattem emerges. The teen's intention to wrk at

a given stage ~CMs a statistically significant relationship with the

rrother's attitude for all three stages involving children (see Table

3-12) •

Table 3-12

Correlations between the Daughter's Intention to Work and
her Nother' s Attitude to Wc:xren ~vorking at

Different Stages in the Life Cycle

Daughter's intention to wrk

Before rrarriage
After rrarriage
With preschoolers
With children in school
After children have left hare

* = significant at the .05 level

Correlation with
nother's attitude to
wrk at this stage

-.06
-.02

.16*

.14*

.14*

N

156
166
166
167
164

These data are more ronsis tent with the idea of the independent

transmission of values than with the idea that one's attitudes reflect

another's action (i.e. the idea of a role merlel). This Cbes not

necessarily irrply that the m::>ther' s exarrple is unirrportant. It may well

be tlat the irrpact of this example on the daughter's a ttitudes and beha-

viour will becane more pronounced once the teen reaches the different

stages discussed. Within the rontext of this study at least two

irrportant points come out of our examination of these data: the large

majority of female respondents intend to wrk for a good part of their

lives. As an important part of the labour force fsnales ought to be
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included in research dealing with occupational decisions. Secondly,

the results discussed in this section have implications for the central

focus of the thesis. Family variables, Particularly parental values

warrant continued consideration in our examination of occupational

decisions.

The Inheritance of Occupational Status

Having established this baseline through our examination of the

teenager's occupational choiCE, we now turn to the rrore general question

of intergenerational consistency in occupational status. The first step

will be to o:mpare the exPectations of the teens to the jobs held by the

parents (Table· 3-13) .

Table 3-13

Status of Parents' Jobs & Teens' Expected Jobs

Father's Son's Daughter's Mother's
job exPected expected job

job job

Managerial, professional 9.7% 30.0% 25.4% 4.5%

I..J::1.N level professional
semi-professional 16.9 20.6 31.5 9.5

Clerical 7.4 6.7 40.3 56.0

Skilled crafts and
trades 39.8 31. 7 1.7 3.3

Semi-skilled and un-
skilled crafts and
trades 26.3 11.1 1.1 26.5

N 342 180 181 24la

~ncludes all rrothers who ever had a job that lasted seven rronths or
rrore.
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There are two :i.nportant findings from this table. One is that,

not surprisingly, the distribution of the sons' occupational choices

tends to resemble that of the fathers' jobs while the distribution of

the daughters' choice more closely parallel the mothers' jobs. Fran

the analysis give above (see Tables 3-5,3-6 and 3-7) this is expected

in terms of the sex-typing· of occupations.

The second major iJnplication of these data is that a greater

percentage of teenagers choose high status jobs than there are parents

with such jobs (51% versus 27% for males; 57% versus 14% for females) .

Part of this could be attributed to· the shift in the availability of

high status jobs, but much of it nust be seen as higher expectations

on the part of the teenagers.

We can go beyond a general canparison of rnarginals to a consider-

ation of the inheritance of status within a family.

Correlation coefficients give us an overall measure of the degree

of status inheritance (see Table 3-14).

Table 3-14

Correlation between Status of Parenti s
Job and Teen I s ExPected Job

(Total, male and female)

--

Correlation with

Status of teen's expected job

Male Female Total

Status of father's job

Status of rrother's job

.37**
(156)a

.07
(106)

.33**
(157)

.24*
(110)

.34**
(313)

.13
(216)

* = significant at ~ .05 level
** = significant at the .001 level
acase base for canputations is given in parentheses.
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From Table 3-14 we see that there is a statistically significant

relationship between the status of the teen's expected job and the

status of the father's job. The size of this rorrelation (.34 overall)

is in line with the correlation fmmd in other studies between the

" 13
status of fathers an:1 of sons actually in tile labour force.

We should also note thlt the status of the nnther's job is statis-

tically significantly related to that of the daughter's croice (r-=.24).

While the correlation here is not as large as it is between father and

daughter (.33) or father and son (.37), it does suggest that the mother's

job rray have an effect as a role rrodel for the daughter.

The .i.mpJrtant consideration for our research, however, is the exist-

ence of this level of "status inheritance", at least at the level of the

teens' expectations. Because of the centrality of this finding to the

present research, it warrants consideration in a bit rrore detail.

The crosstabulation of parent's job by teen's job involves the

division of our sample into cell "units with very few cases in each. The

difficulty in assimilating a five by five table further mitigates its

usefulness. Ho.vever, these tables do rontain some relevant information

which can be surrmarized fairly concisely. using the five categories

from the traditional ranking of occupations,14 it would be useful to

see how many of the teens expect to end up J.n the same general category

l3see P.C. Pineo, "Social Mobility in canada: The current Picture",
Sociological Focus, vol. 9, 1976, pp. 109-123. Throughout our analysis,
many of the correlations reported will be in the range of .2 to .4.
While these are quite small in terms of explained variance, they are not
out of line with the oo:rrn in this type of research where one is dealing
with complex relationships between a number of variables.

l4These are: (1) high level managerial and professional, (2) semi
professionals and low level management, (3) clerical (including super-
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as their father or rrother (Le. what percentage would fallon the diagonal

of such a five by five crosstabulation table).

Table 3-15

Percentage of Teens Expecting to Enter the Same
Tyfe of Job as Their Parent

(Total, male and female)

Percentage of teens choosing the same cate
gory of job as their parent

Same as:

Father's job

Mother's job

Sons

25.0%a (156)b

11. 3% (l06)

Daughters

12.6% (157)

25.4% (110)

Total

18.9% (313)

18.5% (216)

~ese percentages involve the number of individuals who fallon the
diagonal of the relevant crosstabulation table (parent's job by teen 1 s

bexpected job) as a percentage of the total for the table.
case base for o:mputations is given in parentheses.

From Table 3-15 we see that close to a fifth of our sample of teen-

agers expect to end up in jobs similar in status to those held by their

parents (in terms of the categories we are using). The figures for the

total sample mask the fact that a greater percentage of sons than

daughters (25% versus 13%) expect to enter jobs similar to their father's

job; the reverse is true for the rrothers' jobs (11% versus 25%). This

is not necessarily inconsistent with the correlations reported in

Table 3-14 since the off diagonal elements will affect the overall

relationship. The categories contributing rrost to the figures in Table

3-15 are: for sons, the "skilled" category (both father and son fall in

(14 rontinued)
visors), (4) skilled rranual (including forem:m) , (5) semi-skilled and
unskilled manual.
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this category for 13% of the sample}, for daughters, the "clerical" cate

gory (this acoounts for 21% of the nother-daughter oomparison table). 15

We gain a clearer picture, perhaps, by oonsidering the variables

oollapsed into the traditional white oollar/blue collar categories.

Because of the problem of the appropriate classification of clerical

jobs the only fruitful carparisons here are between the teen and the

same sexed parent. HCMever, there are only three fenale teenagers for

whan we have data on parents' jobs, who can be classified as having

chosen a blue collar job. For this table, then, we will examine only

fathers and sons.

Table 3-16

Father's Job by Son's Expected ~ob

(White oollar/Blue oollar)

Father's job
White oollar Blue oollar

Son's expected job

White
oollar

Blue
oollar

N

84.3%

15.7

51

49.5%

50.5

105

df=l p<.OOl

15'Jlris finding highlights the problem with the traditional ranking
of occupations. Since different skill levels are canbined in the
"clerical" category it is nore usefully oonsidered in tenns of the
sex-typing of occupations rather than their status ranking. This
bea::mes nore apparent in light of the fact that these sex differences
disappear if we use the Pineo-Porter-McRoberts ranking of occupations.
(23% of the sons, 22% of the daughters choose jobs similar to their
father; 10% of the sons, 11% of the daughters choose jobs similar to
their nother using this ranking).
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When we look at these broad status categories, the statistically

significant X2 is evidence of status inheritance. While the teen's expect-

ations are undoubtedly affected by the distribution of available white

collar and blue collar jobs, cx:rnparison of the relative percentages supp::>rts

the idea that teens wmse fathers have white collar jobs are rrore likely

than those whose fathers have blue collar jobs, to expect to enter a white

collar job themselves (85% versus 50%). The corresponding percentages for

teens expecting to enter blue collar jobs are 16% and 51%.

I t is this relationship or, rather, the rrore general one for the whole

sample reflected in the correlations in Table 3-14, that fonn- the central

focus of this thesis. It is important to anphasize the significance of

this relationship. Status inheritance is ~rtant not only in tenns of

understanding the dynamics of occupational choice, but also as a social

issue in a country where equality of opportunity is valued. Sociologists

have long realized that there are social and psycholcgical barriers16 to

mobility. Considerable research has been addressed to an understanding

of the nature of these barriers with the aim of developing policy relevant

recerrmendations that could help to reduce them.

In order to clarify further the sources of status inheritance it

is important to examine whether certain subgroups within the population

account for much of the intergenerational relationship. partial corre-

lation analysis allows us to statistically control the effect of other

va:ciables on the relevant rorrelations. When we rontrol on such

diverse background variables as fann background of the Parents, their

rrother tongue, their ethnicity, their religious affilitation and

16see John Porter, The Vertical Mosaic: An Analysis of Social Class
and Power in Canada, University of Toronto Press, 1965, Chapter 6.
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religiosity, and family size there is little or no effect on the inter-

generational correlations. (See Table 3-17).

Table 3-17

Correlation of Father's Job and Teen's Expected Job,
Controlling on Background Variables

(Total, rrale and female)

COrrelation with status
of father's job

Status of teen's eXp3cted job for:
Total Sons Daughters

Original correlation
(no controls)

correlation with controlsa

Fann background
Ethnicity
Religious affiliation
Religiosity
Country of origin

.34

.33

.34
.34
.35
.35

.37

.37

.37

.36

.38

.38

.33

.30

.33

.34

.33

.34

~hese controls are based on the father's questionnaires.

Similar results are obtained when the correlations with the mother's

job are considered ani when the background variables for the rrothers are

controlled.

This gives us added confidence that the rate of "inheritance" which

we have found is not an artifact of the nature of our sample. Rather,

it is quite stable across subgroups. It is this rate of inheritance

which will form the focus of most of the remainder of this thesis. We

are interested in explorirB 1:h)se relationships which can be seen as

contributing to this rate. It should be kept in mind, however, that

the scope of the present research is limited to an examination of the

role that value elanents, specifically parental values, play in this

process. It \~uld not be feasible within the limitations of the current

study to attEmpt to isolate all major factors influencing status
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inheritance. By restricting the focus of the research we will be in a

better IX>sition to o:ms'ider one set of variables in relative depth rather

than superficially touching on different sets of variables.

We are then in a IX>sition to state that there is a relationship bet-

ween the parents' job (particularly the father's) and that chosen by the

teenager. Diagrarmna.tically we could represent this as follows:

I Father I s job 1----''' I Teen's expected job I
In tenns of our consideration of the role of parental values, we

posit the following tentative Irodel:

(1) (2) (3) (4)

IFather's job 1+ IFather's values I+I Teen's values I+ITeen I s expected jcb

Kohn I S research focused on the relationship between (1) and (2); we

are rrore interested in the nature of the links between (1) and (4).

Before going any further, however, we should examine whether our data

are consistent with Kohn I s findings ooncerning the relationship between

class and values. The next chapter addresses itself to this question.



Chapter 4

CIASS Ai.~D CDNFOR1ITY IN THE CANADIAN' SETrING

Kahn's work is theoretically .iJnF.ortant because of its attempt at

ela.bJrating the nature of occupational experience and the interplay

between work and values. There are two aspects of his work that are

directly relevant to our research: tre relationship between social

class and values, and the role that occupational experiences play in

this relationship.

In order to examine the relevance of Kohn's thesis to Canada we

will first of all consider the extent to which the relationship that

he found between class and values ooIds for our data. We will then be

in a position to explore the importance of occupational conditions for

this relationship.

The initial question, then, is: are the value elements on which

Kahn focused related to social class? Much of Kohn' s thesis rests on

class differences in the valuation of the individual characteristics.

An examination of the relevant marginals is therefore warranted.

Social Class and Valua.tion of Individual Characteristics

Table 4-1 presents the percentage of Parents choosi.ng a particular

characteristic of the thirteen given as one of the "three ITOst important"

1for a child of 17 or 18 years of age. As indicated in Chapter tv..o

~te t.h3.t in Kahn I s Washington and Turin studies the children were
"fifth graders", in the national study they ranged in age from 3-15 years.
Extrapolation from Kahn's data (not sho.vn) indicate that t.~ age factor
appears to have little impact on the parental values. Kahn's own data
(op.cit., p. 56) indicates that at least within the age range he consi
dered, the relationship of class to values hold, irresp:!ctive of the
child's age.

69
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Table 4-1

Parental Values (individual items) by Status of Father's Job
(White collar/Blue collar)

Parental values classified
by underlying comp:me.l"lt

Percentage of
fathers choosing
each value

Status of
father's job

Percentage of
rrothers choosing
each value

Status of 2
father's job

I tems measuring self-direction

Good sense and sound judgment
Self-control
Responsible
Considerate of others
Interested in hew, why things

happ:m

Items measuring conformity

Good manners
Neat and clean
Obeys his/her parents
Good student

Other i tans

Tries hard to succeed
Honest
Acts as a boy/girl srould
Gets along with other children

Nunber responding

White
Collar

36.5
14.8
52.2
23.5

18.3

24.3
10.4
7.8
6.1

25.2
62.6
10.4
4.3

115

Blue
Collar

43.8
13.5
35.4*
17.0

7.6*

38.1*
12.1
18.8*
12.1

23.3
64.1
5.8
6.7

223

White
Collar

49.1
13.4
50.0
29.5

8.0

20.5
14.3
7.1

11.6

27.7
58.0
1.8
8.9

113

Blue
Collar

41. 6
15.1
39.7
20.2

11. 4

26.5
15.1
17 .4*
15.5

18.7
65.3
6.4
6.9

217

*Statistically significant at the .05 level

2.rhe rationale for examining the rrother' s values in terms of the
status of the father's job is that it is typically the father I s job which
determines the social class of the family. Our analysis parallels Kahn's
in this (see especially Kahn, 1969, op.cit., Chapter 2). The problem in
satisfactorily ranking v.anen I s jobs as well as the reduced case base since
m:my of the v.anen are not working further o::mplicate this question. Where
relevant, the relationships with the rrother's o.vn job will also be reported.
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above, sorce of these characteristics are designed to measure self

direction, and tiE expectation is that a higher ProfOrtion of white

oollar than blue collar resporrlents will endorse than. These form the

first set in the table. The reverse pattern is expected to hold for

these items designed to measure oonfonnity and they fonn the sea:md set.

The final set of cha.racteristics are not expected to be strongly related

to either self-direction or ronfonnity and while there may be class

differences in the proportions cOOosing them, no finn throretical

expectation exists.

From Table 4-1 we see that for the fathers, eight of the nine

predicted differences were in the expected direction, but only four of

them (manners, obedience, resfOnsibility and interest in hOt" and why

things happen) reach statistical significance. For the rrothers, the

predicted direction holds for seven of the nine, but is only statis

tically significant in one case (obedience).

If we use eta (which Kahn used) as a test of the relationship

bebNeen choice of each individua.1 i terns and the social class of the

father (uncollapsed) a similar pattern holds (See Table 4-2).

While there is some fluctuation in which items show a relationship

with social class, again four of the predicted relationships reach

statistical significance for the fathers (good sense, res"[X)nsibility,

interest in haw and why, and good manners). For the rrothers in tenns

of the relationship with· the status of the father's job only one of

the etas (for "being resfOnsible") reaches statistical significance.

Four of the items are significantly related to the status of her awn

job acoording to this measure (self-oontrol, responsible, good manners,
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neat and clean).

Table 4-2

Parental Values (individual items) by Status of Father's Job (eta)

Items rreasuring self-direction

Relationship of
father's value
with father's
job

Relationship of
IIDther I s value with

Father's job Own job

Good sense and sound judgerrent
Self-rontrol
Responsible
Considerate of others
Interested in h:J.v and why things

happen

Items rreasuring ronfonnity

.26* .21 .20

.14 .11 .27*

.25* .26* .27*

.22 .22 .22

.26* .19 .21

Good rranners
Neat and clean
Obeys his/her parents
Good student

Other items

.27*

.18

.21

.18

.21

.22
.21
.15

.28*

.29*

.21

.18

Tries hard to succeed
Honest
Acts as a I::x:>y/girl should
Gets along with other children

Nunber resporrling

*Significant at the .05 level

.09 .23 .17

.15 .18 .17

.27* .22 .13

.18 .15 .11

338 330 238

In Kohn' s national study'~re was a rrore ronsistent pattern of sta

tistical significance. 3 This, however, is a reflection of his larger

sample size. In the Washington and Turin studies with samples a::mparable

in size to ours, he found at IIDSt six statistically significant differences

3Ibid., p. 50.
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by social class. 4 Sarre of these were for ite.ms (eg. being happy) which

were rot included in the national study or our research.

Our ronfidence in the stability of this class difference is strength-

ened by the fact that it persists when the responses to the Kohn question

are weighted so that the proportional class representation matched that

in Kohn' s national U. S. study. 5 There are sorre differences betw=en the

responses of parents in our sample and those in the U.S. study but these

need rot concern us here. The important fact at this point is that,

despite some anomalies, the relationship between class and values holds

in our data when we look at the Percentage of respondents choosing each

individual characteristic. 6

Social Class and COI'flFOsite Srores of Parental Values

This relationship is also evident when we examine the surrrnary srores,

discussed in Chapter two, which are designed to measure self-direction/

confonuity. (See Table 4-3) .

4Specifically, if we consider class differences for rrothers and for
fathers in Washington and Turin, choice of the characteristics "obeys
his Parents" and "has self-control" show statistically significant
relationships with class in all four sub-samples; "is dependable" and
"is considerate" show significant relationships in three of the four
comparisons; the items "has gcx:rl rranners", "is able to defend himself",
"is happy", "is neat and clean", "is a good stud.ent", and "is curious
arout thirBs" showed statistically significant class relationships in
one or t\-.D of the cemParisons. See ibid., Chapters 2 and 3.

5See APPendix G for details.

6The canonical correlation of the thirteen individual items with
social class is .35 for our data. This comp3.res to .38 for Kohn's
national study, (ibid., p. 50).
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Table 4-3

Correlation of Parental Values (sumnary scx:>res) with Social Class
(Pearson's r)

For father For mother
Own job with fat.te:r:' s job Own job

lm . a .29** .24** .39**Ko question
(338)b (330) (238)

conformity score from .36** .20** .30**
Agree-disagree item:f- (310) (294) (215)

** = significant at .001 level
~see Chapter 2 for the discussion of how these scx:>res were computed.

Nunbers in parentheses indicate the case base.

From Table 4-3 we see that there is a statistically significant

relationship between the slllllIPa.rY scores we are considering and social class.

Note that for the mothers the cx:>rrelations are higher when we consider

her own job rather than the status of her husband's job (.39 ann.. 30 versus

.24 and .20). This is consistent witl-) Kohn's argurrent that occu~tional

e~rience is a critical factor in class differences in values.

It should also be noted that the cx:>rrelation with father's job is

higher for the cx:>nformity scx:>re fran the agree-disagree i terns than for

the Kohn question. This will be relevant when VvB are examining the

effect of these value elerrents in status inheritance.

For this section of the thesis, however, our attention should be

directed primarily to the Kolm question since we are interested in

paralleling rnrtions of Kolm' s analysis. That the relationship with

social class cares through gives sUPrnrt to this thesis. If we use eta

as the measure, we find a relationship between class and values similar

to that indicated when the Pearson correlation was used. 7 (See Table 4-4)

7
Note that the values of eta are generally greater than those for
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Table 4-4

Correlation of Parental Values (surrmary scores)
with Social Class, (eta)

For father For nnther
own job with father's job own job

Kahn question .35** .30** .35**
(338) a (330) (238)

conformity srore from .40** .30** .40**
agree-disagree i terns (310) (294) (215)

** = significant at .001 level
~tm1bers in parentheses indicate the case base on which eta is calculated.

The magnitude of the relationships in Table 4-2 are comparable to

the relationship between social class and fat.qer' s values reported by

Kahn. He found that the relationship between class and values as

8
measured by eta was .34 for the national U.S. study; the corresp::mding

figure from our data is .35.

The robustness of this relationship is evident when we see that it

persists if. we weight the responses by social class. (See Table 4-5).

Fran the above analysis we are ronfident that there is a statis-

tically significant relationship between social status and the parental

(7 rontinued)
Pearson's r. "The major distinction between eta and the Pearson co
efficient is that the Pearson tells how effective it is to predict Y
scores using values of X and the regression line between X and Y;
eta tells how effective it is to predict, using the conditional mean
of Y values for each of the levels of X...When all the conditional
means fallon a straight line, eta and the Pearson will be identical
(assuming that X is interval level): and to the extent that the
conditional means fall away from the regression line, the Pearson
will be smaller than eta." T. R. Harshbarger, Introductory Statistics:
a Decision Hap, 2nd ed., MacMillan, New York, 1977, p. 455.

8Ibid., p. 162.
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values that we have considered. Given the centrality of this relation-

ship to our research, it is important to gain as much infonnation as

possible on the nature of the relationship. While we cannot break our

sample into five distinct social classes as Kolm does with the

HolliIBshead index9, it would be useful to examine differences in

parental values among our status categories.

Table 4-5

COrrelation of Parental Values (Kohn question) and
Social Class (weighted by social-class)a

Pearson's r N

Correlation beh...een status of father's
job and Parental values (Kohn question)

No controls:

Sample weighted to match u.S. class
proportions:

** = significant at the .001 level
~ee App:ndix G for details of weighting.

.29**

.30**

338

338

Fran Table 4-6 we see that while there are sorre fluctuations, the

relationship between occupational status and parental values follo.vs a

regular pattern with unskilled labourers haviIB the lo.vest scores and

professionals and semi-professionals the highest. A test for linearity

of the relationship confinns this .10 While one ought not ignore the

consistency and similarities in the different means, it is the pattern

of difference by occupational status that concerns us here.

9See Kahn's Table 4-1, Table 5-1, Table 5-2, ibid., pp. 51, 74, 77.

lOAn analysis of variance was perfonned and a F ratio of the
variation due to regression relative to deviations from linearity was
computed.
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Table 4-6

I"1ean Valuation of Parental Values by Classification of
Father's Job (uncollapsed) - Fathers only

Father's job: "Kohn question"a Conformity soorea

Self-employed professionals 15.7 (4)b 33.3 (4)
High-level managerrent 14.5 (9) 30.7 (9)
Employed professionals 17.0 (19) 33.1 (18)
Semi-professionals 16.1 (14) 30.6 (13)
Middle management 14.6 (24) 29.7 (23)
.Supervisors 14.0 (20) 31.2 (19)
Clerical 12.0 (25) 26.7 (24)
Foremen 13.3 (43) 28.1 (38)
Skilled, manual 13.5 (92) 27.7 (85).
Semi-skilled 12.6 (53) 25.2 (47)
Unskilled 10.8 (35) 22.8 (30)

Total 13.4 (338) 27.8 (310)c

~or both indices a low score indicates high valuation of "conformity".
The numbers in brackets indicate the N on which the rrean is based; the
N's differ slightly for the tID soores because of variation in the
number of non-resp:mse to particular questions.

cThe total N for the "confonnity soore" is lo~r than that for the Kohn
question because anyone who failed to answer anyone of the ten
questions that fonn the scale is omitted from t.h2 analysis. Also, the
Kohn question but rot the "agree-disagree" i terns were included in the
"short version" of the p:rrents' questionnaire (See Appendices B and C) .

A similar relationship holds for the rrothers I parental values.

(see Table 4-7). Again both visual inspection and the tests for linear-

ity confinn the regularity of the relationship across occup3.tional

categories, with lew scores on the p3.rental value scales being asso-

ciated with lONer status jobs, and high soores with higher status jobs.

An analysis of similar data for the rrother's own job is canplicated by

the fact that the clerical category includes nore than half of the

resporrlents and it is quite heterCX]eneous with rest:ect to status. In

gereral, the pattern holds: the lo.ver the status the higher the

valuation of "oonfonnity".
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Table 4-7

Mean Valuation of Parental Values bv Classification of
Father's Job (uncollapsed) - -Mothers only

Father's job "Kohn question"a a
Confonnity score

Self-employed professionals
High level rranagem=nt
Employed professiomls
Semi-professionals
Middle management
Supervisors
Clerical
Foremen
Skilled manual
Semi-skilled
Unskilled

16.8
18.5
16.6
15.5
15.1
13.2
12.6
13.9
13.4
13.8
12.3

(5)a
( 8)

(18)
(13)
(23)
(20)
(25)
(39)
(90)
(54)
(35)

37.5
30.8
31.0
31.6
29.0
27.5
27.5
29.6
29.3
28.2
24.8

( 4)
( 8)

(16)
(12)
(22)
(19)
(22)
(35)
(77)
(49)
(30)

Total

aSee footnJtes Table 4-6.

13.9 (330) 28.6 (294)a

Other Components of Social Class

In his interpretation and discussion of this relationship between

class and values, Kohn examines the various mrnponents of social class

to atterrpt to isolate the dimension (s) which have an impact on these

values. 11 Specifically he examines the impact of incane, education and

subjective class identification as compared to the impact of occupa-

tional status. He concludes that " ... education and occupational

position are each independently related to values and orientation...

(arrl that) SUCh. other aspects of stratification as ina::xre arrl sub-

jective class identification bear only a small relationship to values

and orientation when social class•.. is crntrolled. On the other hand,

class is nearly as strongly related to values and orientations when

l~bid., Chapter 8.
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incQl1e and subjective class identification are oontrolled as when they

t ,,12are no •

A parallel analysis is warranted of our data to gain more infonn-

ation on the relationship between class and values. We have seen that

parental values are related to occupational status. The question is

whether this relationship holds when other oorrp:ments of social class

are controlled.

Table 4-8

Correlation Between Occupational Status an] Values,
Controlling on Education, Incane and Subjective

Class Identification (Fathers only)

Kohn·question Conformity score

Original correlation with
occupational status:

Controlling on:

education
income
subjective class

idffitification

All three

r

.29**

.20**

.24**

.26**

.18*

Percent
reduction

31.3
15.3

10.1

37.2

r

.36**

.23**

.30**

.34**

.21**

Percent
reduction

36.9
16.8

7.2

41. 0

* = significant at the .05 level
** = significant at the .001 level

From Table 4-8 we see that controlling on education has a stronger

impact on the relationship between occupational status and values than

controlling incorre or subjective class identification. The reductions

are 31% versus 15% and 10% for education, incane and class identification

12Ibid., p. 137.
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respectively, when one examines the correlation between the status of

the father's job am the Kohn question; they are 37% versus 17% and 7%

13if we use the conformity score. It is impJrtant to note that even

with these controls a substantial r::ortion of the original relationship

is maintained.

For rrothers we have data only on education arrl the occupational

status of her job as well as her husband's, but we can do a similar

analysis with these limited data. (See Table 4-9).

Table 4-9

Correlation between Occupational Status and
Values Controlling on Education (Mothers only)

Kohn question conformity score

Original correlation with
status of father's job

Controlling on rrother's
education

Original correlation with
status of CMI1 job

Controlling on rrother' s
education

r

.24**

.12

.30**

.16* .

Percent
reduction

50.2

47.9

.r

.20**

.03

.30**

.08

Percent
reduction

86.8

72.8

* = significant at the .05 level
** = significant at the .001 level

13 . '1 ad . d' ed . .Follcwillg Kohn s e 1 t was eClded to report r uctlon ill the
correlation coefficient as opposed to variance explained. This allows
o:rnparison with Kohn I s work as .....ell as being conservative in our pre
sentation of the effect of the control variables. For example, in
Table 4- 8 the percentage reductions in the variance with respect to
the relationship between occupational status and the Kohn question would
be 48%, 32% and 20% for education, income and subjective class identi
fication. For the relationship with the confonnity score the reductions
are 59%, 31% and 11%.
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Here the irrpact of education is even rrore pronounced (from 48% to

87% reduction in the correlation between class and values; a 72% to 98%

reduction in explained variance) . In three of the four corrparisons

controlling on education reduces the relationship between class and

parental values to nonsignificance.

Since education presunably preceeds occupational status in ti.me

and causal order, controlling on education in effect tests whether the

relationship between occupational status and values is spurious, Le.

we are seeing whether the relationship could be diagranmed as follows:

Parental values

Occupational status

For the fathers in our sample this conclusion is not warranted, that

is, occupational status still has an impact on values once education is

controlled. The picture is more complex for the rrothers for whom the

control reduces the correlation with sorre measures but not others. 14

The other canponents of social class which are considered (income

arrl subjective class identification) can be ~t usefully seen as

being dependent on oocupational status rather than the other way around.

Therefore, when we control on these variables we are, in effect, testing

to see whether the original relationship can be interpreted,15 i.e.

l4The difficulty of adequately ranking v.unen's occupa.tions may well
be corrplicating the analysis here. \'lhile ranking the tM:XneJ1 in terms of
their husband's job solves this problem, it raises others here in terms
of what relationship smuld be expected between the husband f s job and
the wife I s education.

l5"Interpretation" occurs when controlling on an intervening vari
able makes the original relationship between two variables disappear.
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whether the following rrodels would apply:

1
Occupational

status

Parental
/values

Subjective Class/ .
identification

1 Parental
~values

Incorre

Occupationa1
status

Fran Table 4-8 we see that these rrodels do not fit our data; for

the fathers in our sarrple, there is a direct relationship between occu-

pational status and values when these other variables are oontrolled.

I t is irrportant at this rx>int to investigate whether these other

caIlFOnents of class, particularly education have an inpact on parental

values independently of occupational status. For inccrne and subjective

class identification we will be examining whether tPe relationship of

these variables to parental values is, in fact, spurious. For education,

since it is rrost usefully seen as antecedent to occupational status, we

will be clarifying whether or not the relationship is one of inter-

pretation.

From Table 4-10, we see that the relationships of income and subject-

ive class identification to parental values are substantially redUCEd

(from .13 to .17 to, in effect, zero) by controlling on occupational

status. Therefore, we o::mclude that these relationships were spurious,

Le. vve oould diagram the relationships as follows:

(15 oontinued)
This is oontrasted with a spurious relationship where controlling on an
antecedent variable has this effect. See H.M. Blalock, Causal Infer
ences in Nonexperirrental Research, university of North carolina Press,
Chapel Hill, 1964, pp. 84-85.
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1
Inceme

status ) Parental values

~ Subjective class
identification

Table 4-10
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Correlations between Education, Incane and Subjective Social Class
am Parental Valu=s, Controlling on Occupational Status (Fathers only)

Original Controllirg on status Percent
rorrelation of father's job reduction

Kahn question with:
education .23** . 07 68.4
income .13* -.05 100a
subjective class

100aidentification " .17* -.01

Confonnity srore with:
education .32** .14* 56.3
incx:me .14* -.09 100a
subjective class

identification .23** .01 95.6

* = significant at the .05 level
** = significant at the .001 level
~duction is virtually 100%; the correlations are slightly negative but
near zero.

Looking at the relationships with education the picture is less

clear. For the Kohn question, the impact of education is reduced to

non-significance (fran .23 to .07) once occupational status is mntrol-

led. For the ronfonnity score the magnitude of the relationship is

reduced (from .32 to .14) but it is still statistically significant.

These interrelationships may best be diagramned as follows:

Education _

~ - - - - - - ~ Parental values

occupational~
status

(- - - -) indicates a weak relationship)
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This finding is sorrewhat ina:msistent with Kohn I s data fran the

national U.S. study. 16 In his data the relationship between education

and Parental values is the stronger. Our sample is not large enough or

rornprehensive enough to settle this particular question. What the

foregoing analysis has indicated is that we can be ronfident that a non

trivial relationship exists between social class and Parental values

and that th2 occupational canponent of social class warrants our

attention in any further investigation into this relationship.

Occupational Self-direction

We are now in a position to examine the role that occupational

experience plays in the relationship between class and parental values.

Kohn's critical finding is that controlling on occupational self

direction substantially reduces the relationship between class and

parental valuation of self-direction/ronfonnity.17

Our study included thirteen separate questions which deal with

various aspects of the men's work, that is hO\", much self-direction they

were pennitted and/or enrouraged to exercise in their v.ork. These

questions are important as measures of class related occupational ron

ditions whidl influence men I s values. We must, therefore,. establish

that these characteristics are, in fact, related to social class.

'i'able 4-11 indicates that all but one of these questions (the

extent to which one's supervisor discusses what he wants cbne) are

16Kohn, 1969, cp.cit., p. 132.

l7Ibid., p. 162.
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significantly related to social class. 18 While all these questions are

Table 4-11

Correlations of Occupational Self-direction with Status of Fat.l1er I s Job

Dimension of
occupational
self-direction

Correlation with
status of father IS

job

Dimension of
occup3.tional
self-direction

Correlation with
status of father I s
job

Repetitiveness -.35**
of job (3l0)a

Whether self- .24
employed (325)

Closeness of -.36**
supervision (279)

Whether supervisor .08
discusses work (284)

Freedan to disagree .19**
with sur:ervisor (287)

Irrportance of Cbing -.24**
wh3.t you are told (318)

Relative importance
of written material, .16*
hands, people (323)

Control of sr:eed
of work

.27**
(320)

Requirerrent for
self reliance

Vbrk with:
written material

hands

people

Arrount of influence
at work

.22**
(328)

.41**
(304)

-.57**
(308)

.34**
(310)

.27**
(327)

* = significant at the .05 level
** = significant at the .001 level
'\Jurobers in brackets indicate the number of cases on which the rorrelations
are based.

l8crosstabulations of these items with social class (white collar/
blue collar) exmfinn this p3.ttern. We get the image of white collar
jobs as involving a variety of tasks, a fair bit of self-reliance and,
correspondingly, considerable freedan from supervision. These jobs
are likely to involve work with data or prople rather than manual work.
Blue collar occupations, on the other hand, tend to involve repetitive,
manual work, they are closely supervised and they do not, as a rule,
require !TUch self-reliance.

While these tendencies are irrportant, particularly in a consider
ation of class differences, one should not overlook the fact that there
is considerable variation within this pattern. Over half of the blue
collar v.orkers report th3.t their job requires "a great deal" of self
reliance; rrore than a third of them work primarily with people or
written materials; 44% of their jobs involve a variety of tasks.
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relevant as measures of occupational self-direction, it is cumbersane

to try to deal with them all separately. It VvDuld be useful if serre or

all of them could be oornbined into serre overall measure of occupational

self-d.irection. Kahn has isolated three separate oompJnents of occu-

pational self-direction: (1) as a limiting oondition there must be

freedom from close supervision; (2) the substance of the work ITUlst

require initiative, thought and in:1ependent judgerrent; (3) the VvDrk ITUlst

19be relatively oomplex and allow a variety of approaches. Questions

ooncerning the nature and extent of supervision were designed to tap

20
the first canponent. Information on the substance of the VvDrk is

obtained from questions on the degree to which the job involves work

with people, with data or with things. 2l The third ce:rrponent is

operationalized in terms of the degree of self-reliance required. 22

The coefficients of reliability (unstandardized Cronbach's alpha) for

these scales are .35, .42 and .10 respectively. These are fairly low

19 b'd 140I 1. ., p. .

20The questions used were: a) "How closely does (the person woo
has most control over what you do) supervise you?" b) "When he (she)
wants you to do so~thing, does he (she) usually just tell you to do
it, does he (she) usually discuss it with you, or is it half and
half?" c) "How free do you feel to disagree with your supervisor?"

2~espondentswere asked to indicate oow iITTp:>rtant each of: work
with written rraterial, VvDrk with one's hands other than writing and
dealing with people, are to <bing their job adequately. An addition
al qu2stion dealt with the relative importance of these three.

22Questions included: "How much self-reliance w:>Uld you say is
involved in your job?" ; "How reoetitive is vour \-JOrk?"~' "Do vou have
ITUlch influence on the way things go at work?"; "How ilTportant is
it for <bing your job well t:h:lt you do what you are told?"
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reliabilities and unfortunately this makes it problematic to fonn

surmary indices fran cur data. For this analysis we will therefore con-

tinue to treat the various questions separately.

The throretical expectation is that the father's valuation of self-

direction, occupational exp=rience and social class should be related

to each other in such a way that ocx:upational experience explains a

substantial portion of the relationship between class and valuation of

self-direction. We have seen in an earlier section that valuation of

self-direction is, in fact, correlated with social class. The above

analysis indicates that we can be confident that the questions on

occupational self-direction have tapPed some of the class differences in

occupational experience. We are interested in examining whether occu-

pational self-direction "interprets" the relationship between class and

values. Diagrammatically:

Occupational status

~ Parental values

Occupational~
self-direction

Once occupational self-direction is rontrolled, the relationship

between occupational status and parental values should, in effect,

disappe...ar. For this to happen, occupational self-direction must i t-

self be related to these parental values.

Fran Table 4-12 v.B see that only three of the thirteen items soow

a statistically significant relationship to the Kahn question; five

are statistically significantly related to the ronfonnity score. All

but ~ of these relationships reduce to ron-significance when social
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class is controlled.
23

A similar pattern holds when we examine the

mother's values and her occurational experience. 24

Table 4-12

Correlations of Parental Values with Occupational Self-direction
(Fathers only)

Correlation (Pearson 's r) with:
Kohn questiona N Conformity soorea N

-.13* 308 -.24**

.07 325 .08

-.03 276 -.16*

-.04 281 -.02

.06 284 .07

.01 326 .11

-.16* 317 -.24**

.04 319 .13*

.01 327 .07

.10 304 .18
-.12* 307 -.28**

.05 310 .07

.07 323 .09 305

* = significant at the .05 level
** = significant at the .001 level
~or both indices a low soore indicates a high valuation of oonfonnity.

23
Those that rerrain statistically significantly related to the values

when social class is controlled are: repetitiveress of the work and
importance of doing what you are told.

2~or rrothers, three oonditions are related to the Kohn question
when social class is oontrolled: hCNl mudl influence one has, the irtport
ance of cbing what you are told and the speed of work. Repetitiveness,
closeness of supervision am work with one's hands are related to the
conformity SCDre when class is CDntrolled. These results are the
same whether the father's job or the mother's CNln job are used as the
rreasure of social class.
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Given the finding of such weak relationships between our rreasures

of occupational self-direction and parental values, we would not expect

that controlling on occupational self-direction would have much irrpact

on the relationship between class and values. Table 4-13 confinns this.

Table 4-13

COrrelation Between Class and Parental Values (Kohn question)
Controlling on OCcupational Self-direction

Original Correlation Between Class and Values .29

Controlling on:

Whether self-employed .28

RepetitiveI}ess of job

Closeness of supervision

\'lliether supervisor
discusses work

Freedom to disagree with
supervisor

ArroW1t of influence at
work

.28

.30

.29

.28

.30

Irrportance of doing
what you are told

Control of speed of
work

Requirement for self
reliance

Work with: written
material

hands
people

.26

.29

.29

.27

.27

.29

:Relative importance of
written, hands, people .28

Trying various canbinations of the variables, the lowest that the

correlation beccmes is .23 (21% reduction). This reduction occurs

when we control for repetitiveness of the work, freedom to disagree

with one I s supervisor, irrportance of doing what you are told,

irrportance of work with written material and the relative importance

of v.ork with written material, people or one's hands.

While this acCDunts for approximately a 50% reduction in

explained variance there are still a number of issues unresolved.

Canpared to the U. S. resul ts the proportional reduction in the class
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rorrelation is a:msiderably less than exp2cted (30% versus 65%

du ' 25)re ctlOn . Serondly, only a small number of individual questions

have an irrpact on the relationship.

Since we are fairly ronfident that these items measure sane can-

ponent of class difference we are left the question of why they failed

to r:;erfonn as exp2cted. The problem may well lie in the difficulty of

obtaining the necessary data in a questionnaire fonnat. Our desire to

eoonomize in the field work may, in this instance, have led to ronsider-

able restrictions on the sensitivity of our measures.

While we are willing to re<XXJnize fX)ssible problems with our data,

the fact remains that the relationship which Kohn found does not appear

to be particularly robust. 26 The occupational ronditions he found to

be imp:>rtant have oonsiderably less inpact than, for example, the

father's education. Clearly the mole question of the inter-relationship

reuveen class and values necessitates further investigation.

This failure of the "structural" aspects of VvDrk experience to

mediate the impact of class on values may actually argue in favour of

the central thesis of the current research. As we indicated in Chapter

one, we are fX)siting a rrodel involving the cultural transmission of

values, basically a oocialization model. Kahn's finding occupational

cx:mditions to be important was the basis for his argunent against the

25Kohn, Ope cit., p. 184.

26Thi,· , 1 1 '
S 1S particu ar y JlllFOrtant

occupational self-direction to Kahn's
1973, op.cit., p. 116.

in light of tre centrality of
thesis. See Kohn and Schooler,
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idea of values influencing job choice. 27

Our analysis to this EDint has not shed much light on the source

of class differences in values, but we are exmfident that these

differences do exist. OUr o:mcern with status inheritance require us

to row turn our attention to the impact of these values across a

generation. We ffilst examine whether or not the teenage resEDndents in

fact assimilate the values eSPJused by their parents, and if so, what

impact these vallES have on their occupational choice. The next

chapter will address itself to these specific questions.

27
loc

.
• Clt.



Chapter 5

VAlliE INHERITANCE AND THE FAMILY

Introduction

vve have established that the value elements discussed by Kohn are

related to social class. The next part of our analysis goes beyond

that covered in Kohn' s research. Wright and Wright point out the need

for data on the degree of inheritance of these values. "Obviously, if

class-linked parental values differences are going to explain the

intergenerational transmission of social status, one requirement is

that parents and children sr.are the same value. ,,1 They go on to

observe th:l.t there is "relatively little evidence that children assi

milate, even imperfectly, the values that parents try to teach them,

and there is some persuasive evidence to the contrary." 2

Kohn does not address himself to the question of status inherit

ance except in the brief section m::mtioned earlier; 3 his research

concerns itself with the qt:Estions discussed in our last chapter.

In his brief discussion of the perpetuation of inequality he rorrments:

"Whether ronsciously or rot, parents tend to impart to their children

lessons derived frc:m the conditions of life of their own social class -

~right and Wright, Ope cit., p. 530.

2wc.cit.

3Kohn, 1969, op.cit., pp. 200-201.

92
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and thus help prepare their children for a silnilar class position." 4

In this chapter we seek to examine whether the Particular parental

values we have been considering are, in fact, transmitted from parent

to child. We are interested in detennining the degree of val\1e in-

heritance and, to the extent that it occurs, the ilnpact of this

inheritance on status inheritance. Our primary focus will be on the

sumnary score based on the agree-disagree items, the "confonnity"

5score, as the rreasure of values. This is the least problematic scale

we have in tenus of problems in construction6, and it is rrore highly

oorrelated with social class than the Kohn question. 7

If value elerrents are to be seen as mediating the process of

status inheritance, they must minilnally be related to social class.

using a weaker measure (in these tenus) wc:uld mitigate against our

finding the role of values to be ilnFOrtant. We Y.Duld be in danger of

prematurely rejecting a FOssibly valid hypothesis. Using the oonform-

ity scale as the rreasure of the relevant values puts us in a stronger

p:>sition to rreaniIBfully test our hypothesis.

4Ibid., p. 200. One should also note his qualifying <XlITIl'a1t to
the effect t:.rat his data suggests that "where there is conflict bet
ween early family exPerience and later occupational a:m:1itions, the
latter are likely to prevail." He adds "The more inportant point,
though, is that early family and later occupational experiences
seldom conflict." Ibid., p. 20l.

5
Where relevant, results using the Kohn qu.:!stion will also be

reFOrted.

6
See Chapter 2, above.

7see Table 4-4, al:ove. The correlations with class for the ron
fonnity scale are also higher than those frc:m the "stretched Kahn"
qu.:!stion. These higher correlations r~}ld for the teen I s exPected job
as well as for the parents' jobs.
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Since the ronfonnity score is calculated in an identical way for

all family manbers 8 we can compare the relative valuation of a:mfonn-

i ty by the different respondents.

Table 5-1

Mean Valuation of Confonnity for Teens, FatlErs and Mothers

Mean valuation' for ronformitya by

'Ibtal sample

Controlling on status of
father's job:

White collar

Blue ro11ar

Fathers

27.8
b(310)

30.2
(110)

26.5
(200)

Mothers

28.8
(294)

29.5
(103)

28.4
(191)

Teens

27.4
(332)

28.7
(114)

26.8
(218)

~ote that a high score indicates a ION valuation of ronformity
~umbers in p3.rentheses indicates the case base on \\hich the mean is
calculated.

From Table 5-1 we see that there is a fair degree of ronsistency

in the valuation of ronfonnity am:mg the different family rnanbers in

our sample (the ID2an valuation for fathers is 27.8, for rrothers, 28.8,

for teens, 27.4). This ronsistency mlds when we rontrol on the broad

categories of social class. This is an important baseline for our

analysis of value inheritance. If the teens' values differed mark-

OOly from tmse held by the parents, we rould anticipate ION rates of

value inheritance at least in sane segments of the population.

8This is in rontrast to tiE scores from the Kohn question which
are based on unique factor scores for each family rrembers.
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Intergenerational Value Inheritance

Based on the quotation frcrn Wright and Wright (p. 92 arove) we

would rot expect much int.ergenerational value inheritance. If we take

the null hypothesis to be tmt there will be no value inheritance we

can test for the existence of a relationship in our data.

Table 5-2

Correlations of Values (Confom.ity srore)
and Status; Teens and Parents

Father's . Mother's
ronformity ronformity

Teen's
vocational
expect
ations

Father's
occupation
al status

Mother's
occupation
al status

Teen's .12* .12* .24** .17** .02
ronformity (302)a (295) (353) (332) (233)

Father's .43** .09 .36** .32**
conformit.y (278) (283) (310) (211)

Mother's .04 .20** .30**
confonnity (274) (294) , (215)

Teen's
vocational .34** .13
expectations (313) (216)

* = significant at .05 level
** = significant at .001 level or better
aCase base for corrputations is given in parentheses.

The first two correlations in Table 5-2 test this hypothesis. While

the correlations are small (roth are .12) they are statistically signi-

ficant. This is grounds for rejecting the null hypothesis that there

is no value inheritance. There roes appear to be a certain arrount of

intergenerational value ronsensus, and fran these figures the relation-

ship of the teen I s values appears to be equally strong with each of
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9
the parent's values.

Earlier results have Emphasized the importance of examining male

and female respondents separately. In line with this we will consider

whether the sons and daughters in our sample display different rates

of value inheritance.

Table 5-3

Correlations of Values (confonnity sc:nre) by Sex of Teenager

Males

Teen's confonnity

Father's ronfonnity

Mother's c:nnformity

Teen's occupational
expectations

Teen's confonnity

Father's ronfonnity

Mother's ronfonnity

Teen's occupational
expectations

Father's
c:nnfonnity

.18*
(153)a

Females

.08
(149)

Mother's
ronformity

.12
(149)

.44**
(137)

.14
(149)

.42**
(141)

Father's
Occupational

Status

.22*
(167)

.27**
(155)

.14
(143)

.37**
(156)

.12
(165)

.44**
(155)

.26**
(151)

.33**
(157)

* = significant at the .05 level
** = significant at the .001 level or better
~he case base for each canputation is given in brackets.

9There is additional infonnation rontained in Table 5-2 .that
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Table 5-3 gives the relevant rorrelations for nales and feroales.

The only correlation which reaches statistical significance is that bet-

ween the values of the son and the father. H(M7ever, this picture is

canplicated by the fact that, with the reduced case base, and the

small rorrelations which we are dealing with, if the correlation of

.12 had persisted across all four subsets it ~uld rot have reached

statistical significance. The relevant point then becanes that in all

instances except the one for father and daughter, the correlations are

at least as large as the original .12. The interpretation of this is

further romplicated by the fact that if the maa.sure of values used is

the Kohn question, the only rorresponding rorrelation that reaches

statistical significance is between the son and the mother's values

(.15) and the father-aaughter correlation (.11) is higher than the

father-son correlation (.03). (see Table 5-4) .

Given the imtx:>rtance of this relationship roth to the present

thesis and to Kohn' s ~rk, we are justified in further exploring

possible subsets of our sample which may vary in the de:;ree of value

(9 continued)
warrants a:::mrrent. One point is the fairly siZeable correlation beu.;een
the ~asure of the father I s values and that for the rrother (.43).
This suggests that the p:lrents influence each other's values, or that
value similarity is achieved through the mate selection process. The
relationship of the father's values to his status is repeated in
this table (. 36), as well as the relationship of the rrother' s values
to her husband's status (.20). If this were the only source of
similarity a correlation of approximately. 07 would be exPected between
the values of the two Parents. The observed rorrelation of .43 adds
weight to our thesis that the family rontext is an imtx:>rtant arena
for the developnent and reinforc~t of values.
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inh
' . 10erltance.

Table 5-4

Correlations of Values (Kohn question) by Sex of Teenager

Son's Kohn value

Daughter's Kohn value

Both sexes

Father's Kohn Value

.03
(172)a

.11
(170)

.07
(342)

M:>ther's Kohn Value

.15*
(172)

.05
(174)

.10*
(346)

* = significant at the .05 level
~umber in brackets indicates the. case base.

It is possible that the rates of value inheritance are different

for families at different p:::>sitions on the status hierarchy. This w:mld
I

have broader relevance in terms of our o::mcern with the effect of value

elements on status inheritance. If there are different rates of value

inheritance for the different social classes, the role of values on

status inheritance would be affected.

Table 5-5 indicates that the two social classes do differ to some

extent in tenns of rates of value inheritance. Specifically the father

to teen relationship is stronger arrong the white collar families (.19)

than blue rolla,r families (. OS). This is p3.rticularly relevant when

we note that, if we consider within class ITObility, there appears to

be ITOre status inheritance within the white collar group (.21 versus .07).

10eontrolling on such diverse background variables for the ITOther
and father as fann background, ITOther tongue, religious background,
inp:)rtance of religion and ethnicity does rot affect the degree of
inheritance of values as rreasured by these rorrelations for the Kohn
question or the ronfonnity score.
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Table 5-5

Correlations of Values by Status of Father's Job

A. White Collar

Teen's conformity

Father IS conformity

Teen's vocational
expectations

Father's
confonnity

.19*
(108)a

MJther's
conformity

.16
(102)

.30*
(98)

Father's
OCcup3.tional

Status

.26*
(114)

.29*
(110)

.21*
(105)

B. Blue Collar

Teen's confonnity

Father's conformity

Teen I s vocational
expectations

.05
(192)

.10
(183)

.48**
(178)

.03
(218)

.27**
(200)

.07
(208)

* = significant at the .05 level
** = significant at the .001 level or better
~urnber in brackets indicates the case base.

OUr data contain additional information which may help to shed light

on this question of value inheritance. Besides asking the teenagers

al:out their own values, questions were also included concerning their

perception of their parents I values. unfortunately this was only done

for the Kohn question, not the agree-disagree items which fonn the

confonnity score.

We have already examined the rates of inheritance of the values

rreasured by tie Kohn question (Table 5-4 above). Out attention is

ncM addressed to the accuracy of the teen I s perceptions of values
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held by his/her parents. (See Table 5-6)

Table 5-6

Correlations of VallEs and Perceived Values in the Family
(Kohn question)

Perceived Perceived Father's Mother's
father's mother's value value
value value

Teen's value .31** .32** .07 .10
(400) a (400) (341) (346)

Perceived father's .40** .18** .28**
value (400) (342) (346)

Perceived mother's .19** .21**
value (342) (346)

Father's value .23**
(330)

** = significant at the .001 level
~unber in brackets indicates the case base.

A number of observations can be made fran this table. First of all

the teens perceive more a:mgruence between their parents attitudes than

acmally exists (the correlation between the perceiVed values is .40 as

canpared to .23 for the values reported by the parents). Secondly I the

correlations between the teen's perception and the parents' reported

values are quite low, (.18 and .21) alth::mgh they are statistically signi-

ficant. Thirdly I the teens I values have a much higher correlation with

their perceptions of the parents' values than with the values rerorted

11by the parents.

llAnother observation is that the perception of one's father's
values is rrore stroIljly correlated with the rrother's rerorted values
th3.n with the father's (.29 versus .18). It is unclear why this v.uuld
be so. One possibility is that the rrother represents the parental
values to the children. But the correlation between the perception
of her values and her refOrt is only .21, lower than that for the
perception of her husband's values. I t is beyond the scope of this
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Clearly there is sarre breakda.m in the transmission of these

values fran one generation to the next. We cannot tell from these data

whether the teens misperceive their parents values and to sane extent

natch their values to these mis~rceivedones. Another IX'ssibility is

that the teens derive their values from sane other source and then

project their a.m values onto their parents. Or, they nay be rrore

influenced by their parents' values than they think - that is, the

teens may be influenced by the parents' actual values, not their cnnscious

perceptions of their parents I values.

We do have information from both the parents and the teen on how

close they are to each other and whether or not they are currently

going through a particularly cnnflict ridden period in their relation-

ship. However, controlling on these items individually and collectively

does rot affect the correlations between parents I and teen's values, ror

the correlations indicating the accuracy of the teens' perceptions. 12

What can we conclude fran the above analysis? OUr data are fairly

inconclusive. There is scme evidence of non-trivial rates of value

inheritance arrong certain segments of our sample, but the pattern is

far from clear.

The ambiguity of our results in the above section further ceropli-

cates possible predictions cnncerning the effect of these value elements

on status inheritance. Nevertheless, because of its theoretical relevance

to our original fonnulation, it is i.rrportant to examine the role of

(11 continued)
thesis to do rrore than remark on this apparent ancrnaly.

12See Ap~ndix H for details.
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these value elements in status inheritance. Again, the statistical tech-

nique to be used will be partial correlation analysis to make rraximum use

of our limited sample size.

Table 5-7

Reduction in Correlation between Teen I s Expected Job and
Father I s Job, Controlling on Values

Males

Original correlation between status
of father's joo and teen's vocational
expectations .37

Correlation controlling on parents'
and teen's valuation of cx:mformity .34

Percent reduction 8%

Correlation controlling on parents I

and teen's "Kohn question" . 34

Percent reduction 8.1%

Fenales

.33

.30

9.1%

.29

12.1%

Total

.34

.31

8.8%

. 31

8.8%

The data in Table 5-7 do not give strong support to the idea that

these value elements playa very important role in status inheritance.

Whether we use the cx:mformity score or the Kohn question as our measure

of values, the control leads to less than 15% reduction in the class

correlation; less than 10% in all but one subset.

In Tables 5-2 to 5-6 above we found weak and inconsistent evidence

of val'ue inheritance between generations. Not surprisingly, then, we

have found tlat these values have only a weak impact on the inter-

generational class correlations. The specific details of these find-

ings may not be inrnediately open to interpretation, but we are left with

at least one overridil1<J conclusion. That is, after controlling on these

rrea.sures of self-direction and/or a:mfonnity a fairly substantial portion
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of the intergenerational relationship remains intact. This might

suggest that parental values. play an unimpJrtant role in the transmission

of social status. Such a oonclusion ~uld be prerrature for a number of

reasons. The problem nay lie in the m=asures of parental values' that

we have used and this may be obscuring a stronger pattern of influence.

The expectation th3.t parents' values are transmitted to their children

is firmly based on socialization theory and research support is rot

totally lacking. 13 We are well justified in further investigating this

topic by examining data on other types of parental values.

Data frcm our respondents give additional support to this further

investigation. Whether or not the parents actually do influence their

children I s occupational choice, they are perceived as having at least

some influence.

Imp:>rtance of Parents I Opinions

Frcm Table 5-8 we see that the najority of our teenage respondents

see their parents as being at least "m:xierately important" in their

occupational choice (70% for fathers, 68% for rrothers). It is

interesting to note that their parents agree with this evaluation, 14

in fact an even larger proportion of both mothers (84%) and fathers

13See D.A. Goslin (ed.), Handbcok of Socialization Theory and Re
search, Rand McNally, Chicago, 1969, for an overview of this perspective.
See also C. Jencks, Inequality: a Reassessnent of the Effect of Family
and Schooling in Arr€rica, Basic Books, New York, 1974 and R. pike and
E. Zureik (eds.), Socialization and Values in Canadian Societv, vol. 2,
MCClelland and Stewart Ltd., Toronto, 1975. •

14The correlation between the teen and the parents' evaluation of
the importance of the parent I s opinion is statistically significant.
(Pearson's r: teen with father .22, teen with rrother .20; tau: teen
with father .19, teen with rrother .17). This confirms earlier research
which has found parents to be def ined as irnportant to these decisions
(see. R.L. Simpson, op.cit.).
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see thsnselves as being rncxlerately or very important in this

decision (in fact, the chi-squares indicate that the parent teen

difference here is statistically significant).

Table 5-8

Irnp::>rtance of Parents to Teen's Occupational Decision

Importance of father Irnp::>rtance of rrother
to occupational decision to occupational decision

Teen's Father's Teen's Mother's
report report report report

Very inportant 19.4% 26.3% 16.8% 22.8%
M:Jderately important 50.1 51.1 51.0 60.8
NJt very imPJrtant 21. 7 17.7 23.6 13.6
Not at all iIrtfx:>rtant 8.8 4.9 8.5 2.7

N 397 327 398 337

2
df=3; p<.05 2 df=3; p<.OOlX =9.14; X =26.82;

The relative importance of parental influence is seen in the res-

ponses to the gLEstions about who has been most important in influencing

the teen's occupational choice. (See Table 5-9)

Table 5-9

Most Important Person in Teen's Occupational Decision

Most imfX)rtant p::rson in occupational choice
Including self Excluding self

Self 37.9%
Parentsa 26.2 42.1%
Teacher or guidance

coW1Sellor 18.5 30.0
Friend 7.2 11.6
Sibling 3.3 5.4
Otherb 6.9 11.2

N 390 242

a
bIncludes those who choose one or roth parents

Includes other relatives (uncle, cousin, grandparent), a god parent,
a forrrer employer, coach, "just pB)ple talking about their future".
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The respondents were asked: '~~ would you say has been rrost

important (besides yourself) in your decision al:::cut your occupational

choice?". Nevertheless a number of respondents indicated that "no one

but myself" was important. The importance of the parents is evident

fran the fact that they are second only to oneself in tenus of the

percentage of teens choosing them as "most irrportantll (26% said

"parents" versus 38% for self, 19% for teacher or rounsellor, 7% for a

friend, 3% for a sibling and 7% for lIothers"). If we look only at those

respondents wh:> designated soJ:ta)ne other than thenselves, the pattern

is even clearer. Over 40% of these respondents see their IErents as

rrost irnpJrtant in their occupational choice (the next rrost popular

choice was teacher or counsellor, which 30% mentioned) .

Further evidence of the perceived importance of parents to the

teen's occupational choice cares from the data we have on the degree

to which the teens have discussed. their occupational choice with their

parents. (See Table 5-10)

Table 5-10

Discussion of Occupational Choice with Parents

Discussed occupational choice
with father r with rrother

Teen's Father's Teen's H.other's
repJrt report report report

Amount of discussion:

Quite a bit 20.2% 27.6% 27.0% 40.2%
A fair bit 27.0 21. 8 24.0 18.6
Some discussion 30.5 38.2 32.0 35.5
Haven't really

discussed it 22.2 12.4 16.7 5.6

N 400 330 400 338
2 2X =19.03idf=3ip<.001 X =3l.89idf=3;p<.001
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There are sare inportant differences rere both between the reports

of rrothers and the fathers, and between those of the parents and the

teens. On the whole, teens report less discussion than the p:l.rents

indicate has occurred (the chi-squares are significant at the .001 level),

and fathers report less discussion than do mothers (X2=17.64, df=3,

p<. 001) . It is not clear whether these differences reflect different

definitions of discussions that took place, whether the parents are

exaggerating their responses in tenns of some oonn that parents should

discuss these matters with their children, or whether teens and p:l.rents

have different expectations relative to which a certain nunber of dis-

cussions may be "quite a bit", "sane discussion", etc. For our

purposes at the rroment, the iInp::)rtant point to note is that the major-

i ty of both p:l.rents and teenagers report that this matter has care up

as a topic for discussion. Given this, it v;ould be useful to examine

the attitudes of our respondents as they relate specifically to occu-

pational considerations.

Occup:l.tional Values

We have information on the types of OCCUp:l.tions and occupational

ccnditions th3.t both parents and teens see as appropriate for the teen.

It is possible th3.t explicit preferences relating to specific occupations

are transmitted from one generation to the next rrore efficiently than

the general values on which Kohn focused. 15

l5Another possible source of influence on the teenagers I occup:l.
tional decisions is found in the part:--t.ime and/or full-tim:= jobs the
teen has already held. ~ve knew that 40 (10%) of the respondents are
currently v;orking either full-tim:= or part-tim:=, but we have 00 info:r:m
ation on jobs that the other teens might have held in the p:l.st.
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First of all it would be relevant to see to what extent parents and

teens think in tenus of similar jobs as appropriate for the teen. (See

Table 5-11).

Table 5-11

Teen and Parents' Preferred Job for Teen

Preferred joba for the teen
Teen's Father's Mother's
report report report

Type of job:

Managerial, professional 28.7% 39.6% 39.5%
IDw level professional,

semi-professional 30.0 24.3 25.7
Clerical 19.4 18.0 21. 7
Skilled manual 18.8 15.7 12.3
Semi-skilled or unskilled

manual 3.2 2.4 0.7

N 377 255b 276

C\reens were asked "W'nat kind of job would you most like to go into after
you have finished all your forrral education and training?" Parents
were asked to "List three jobs (in order of preference) that you think
it would be a good idea for him/her to go into given his/her talents
and attitudes." The responses in Table 5-11 are for the first job so

blisted.
It is mt appropriate to calculate a chi-square statistic for this table
because there are sane cells for which the expected frequency is less
than five.

While there are sane discrepancies (e.g. a larger percentage of

parents (40%) than teens (29%) would see a managerial or professional

job as desirable), the overall impression is one of relative similarity

in the pattern of preferences. Less than a quarter of the resporrlents

(22% of the teens, 18% of the fathers and 13% of the mothers) see any

manual job as desirable. This is reflected in the high oorrelations

between the preferences of parents and teens (teen with father, .70,
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teen with rrother, .65; roth these rorrelations are statistically signi-

ficant at the .001 level).

A slinilar pattern is evident when we examine the expected job

for the teen. (See Table 5-12)

Table 5-12

Teen and Parents' Rep::>rt of Expected Job for Teen

Expected job for the teen
Teen's Father's Mother's
rep::>rt rep::>rt rep::>rt

Type of job:

Managerial, professional 27.8% 29.3% 35.7%
IAM level professional,

semi-professional 27.4 26.1 22.5
Clerical 22.2 26.0 21.1
Skilled manual 16.6 16.8 17.8
Semi-skilled or 1.n1skilled
manual 6.1 1.6 2.8

N 361 184
a

213
a

~he law resp::>nse rates for the parents are a result of the p::>sitioning
. of this particular question in the questionnaire. A number of resp:md-
bents overlooked this question. 2

The relevant chi-squares are: Father-teen, X =6.30, df=4, n.s.;
Mother-teen, X2=7.16, d£=4, n.s.

The most frequently rrentioned categories are: managerial pro-

fessional (28%, 29% and 36% of the teens, fathers and mothers

respectively give this resI;Onse), law level professionals (27%, 26%

and 23% mention this category) and clerical work (22%, 26%, 21%).

Again the correlations reflect the ronsensus evident in the fre-

quency distributions. The rorrelation of teen's expectation with

father's is .72, teen I s with mother's is .80. Both correlations are

statistically significant at the .001 level.
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Besides questions ooncerning sp=cific occupations, we have data

on the type of job oonditions seen as rrost appropriate for the teen.

There are three questions concerning occupational preferences

that were asked ,)f all three family rrenbers in the study, in tenns of

what Y.Duld be best for the teen. These deal with the degree of super-

vision on the job, the substance of the work (with one's hands, with

PeOple, with written rraterial), and the degree of self-reliance.

ESPecially when discussing job oonditions, gender distinctions

beex:rne very :irrtt:Drtant. It is likely that the conditions seen as appro-

priate for a son might be defined as less appropriate for a daughter,

and vice versa.

In terms of what the parents see as preferable for the teen, this

distinction is unimportant for two of the three questions, but quite

i.rrp:)rtant for the third, work with hands, r:eople or written naterial

(see Table 5-13 below) .

Table 5-13

159N

Father

Parents' Preference for the Teen re Work with One's Hands,
with People, with ~vritten Material

Parent thinks teen should
work primarily with: Sons Daughters

Hands 32.7% 13.0% X2=18.47
People 45.9 63.6 df=2
w_r_J.:.....,·t.=.b.=.e:..::n~ma--=t...;:er~i_a;::.1 2:.....1:..::._4 2...:.3...:.. .:..5__ p< .001

162

Mother
Hands
People
Written naterial

N

35.6
43.6
20.9

163

9.5
67.3
23.2

168

The idea that mm are better with their hands, while womm are

better with PeOple cnmes through strongly here. This distinction corres
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through even stronger in the teen's responses (see Table 5-14).

Table 5-14

Teen's Preference re ~vork with One's Hands, with People,
with Written Material

Teen's preference for
work primarily with: Sons Daughters

Hands 55.9% 18.7% X
2
=64.l3

People 34.4 73.6 df=2
W_rl_"t_t_en__ma_t_e_r_i_a_l 9_._7 7_._8__ p< . 001

N 195 193

A third of the parents and over half of the teens see v.ork with their

hands appropriate for th= male teenager, as OJrnp:1red to 13% of the fathers,

10% of the rrothers and 19% of the teens woo see it as a good idea for the

females. On the other hand, al:out two-thirds of the Parents and three

quarters of the teens see lM)rking with People as a good idea for the

female teens, while less than half the p:lrents and a third of the teens

give this response with respect to the males. While parents are more

likely than the teens to mention work with written rraterial in this

context (approxiJre.tely 20% of the parents and less than 10% of the teens

give this response) there are no male-fEmale differences evident here.

In tenns of the teen's preferences, there is also a statistically

significant difference between the sexes in tenus of preferences for

self-reliance (see Table 5-15). The difference is in the direction of

the male respondents being rrore likely than the females to say they

would prefer a "great deal" of self-reliance (44% versus 31%).

There are no statistically significant sex differences in the

preferences concerning closeness of supervision (data not shown).
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Table 5-15

Teen I S Preference for Self-relianoe on the Job

Teen I S preference for
self-reliance:

Great deal
Moderate arrount
Little self-reliance

N

SOlS

43.8%
42.3
13.9

201

Daughters

31.3%
57.1
11.6

198

X
2
=8.93

df=2
p<.05

Recognizing the i.rrp:>rtanoe of sex differences, we can nON examine

the degree to which parents and children agree on these preferences

for the teen. Again, consideration of the correlation coefficients

become appropriate with the reduoed case base once ~ control on sex.

Table 5-16

Correlations Between Parent and Teen's Preferences for
Occupational Conditions for the Teen

Preferences: Sons Daughters Total

Closeness of supervision .17* .09 .13**
Father Substance of the worka .45** .15 .37**

D2gree of self-reliance .09 .12 .11*

Closeness of supervision .08 .16* .12*
Mother Substanoe of the worka .42** .04 .32**

Degree of self-reliance .04 .06 .04

* = significant at .05 level
** = significant at .001 level or better
~fers to work with PeOple, written material or one I shands

If we look at the column in Table 5-16 for both sexes canbined, the

pattern seems to indicate a fair degree of intergenerational consensus

on these preferences; all but one of the correlations are statistically

significant. Breaking it dawn by sex of the teenager shows that three

of the five significant relationships hold for the sons but only one

(closeness of supervision) reaches statistical significanoe for the
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daughters. The importance of the question dealing with the substance of

the work for sons is emphasized by the larqe correlations here (.45

for fat~er-son, .42 for rrotl1er-son) . (The resnonses to

this question were ordered as if this were a measure of occupational

self-direction, with work with one's hands involving the least self

direction and work with written rraterial involving the rrost.) 16

I t is hard to draw definitive conclusions given our limited sarrple

size, but the data cb support the idea that parents and teens do, to

some extent, share these preferences exmceming occupational conditions.

We VDuld expect these preferences to be related to the teen's actual

occupational choice at this stage of his or her life. (See Table 5-17)

Table 5-17

():)rrelation Between Teen I s Occupational Preferences and
Status of Teen's Expected Job

Correlation between S. E. S. of
teen I s expected job and prefer
encea concerning:

Closeness of supervision
Substance of the workb

Degree of self-reliance

Sons Daughters Total

.19* .09 .13*

.31** .23* .33**

.21* .16* .17**

* = significant at .05 level
** = significant at the .001 level or better
~fers to the accupational conditions preferred by the
vlork Ylith people, written rraterial or one's hands.

teen

Again we see that the pattern is for the relationships to be in

the predicted direction for both rrales and fenales, but stronger for the

males (.19 versus .09 i .31 versus .23 i .21 versus .16). And, again, the

largest correlations are for the qLEstion dealing with the substance of

16
See Kohn, 1969, op.cit., p. 145.
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the M)rk (.31 and .23).

We have information not only on the parents I preferences for the

teen, but also their preferences for their Otffi occupational oonditions.

This can help to shed light on how values are transmitted. fran one

generation to the next.

Table 5-18

COrrelation of Parent I s Preference for Self and Parent's Preference
for Teen Concerning Occupational Conditions

Preferences Preferences
for a son for a daughter Total

Correlation with preference
for self ooncerning:

Closeness of super-
vision .25* .19* .22

Father Substance of the WJrk .26** .07 .17*
Degree of self-

reliance .28** .19* .23**

Closeness of super-
vision .28** .18* .23**

Mother Substance of the M)rka-.01 -.06 .02
Degree of self-

reliance .32** .26* .29**

* = significant at the .05 level
** = significant at the . 001 level
CWork with PeOple, written naterial or OrE'S hands.

Table 5-18 suggests that the parent's preferences for themselves

relate to those they have for the teen, but in particular ways. The

ITOst oonsistent set of oorrelations are for the father and his prefer-

ences for his son (.25 with respect to supervision, .26 for substance of

the work, .28 for self-reliance). As a rule the oorrelations ooncerning

the daughters are weaker, suggesting that for both parents preferences

for themselves are ITOre oonsistent with preferences for their sons than

for their daughters. The lOtI oorrelations oonceming substance of the
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work (.07, -.01. -.06, with the father-son correlation of .26 being the

exception) are particularly interesting in light of the strength of

previous correlations involving this variable. One might exPect that

the same-sexed correlations for this item (father/son, ITOther/daughter)

would be high since it seems to deal with sex appropriate occupational

behaviour. The strong father/son oorrelation (.26) is in line with

this exPectation, but the low ITOther/daughter oorrelation (-.06) does

not follow this pattern. It seems that the mothers do not see their

preference in this as being relevant to either sexed child (the

ITOther/son correlation being -. Ol~.

We have further data which can help us to trace sane of the

patterns of influence relating to these occupational values. (See Table

5-19)

Table 5-19

Correlations of Parents' Preferences for Teen with Status
of their ();.m Job and Teen's Expected Job

Correlation of parent's
preference for teen with:

Father's preference:

Closeness of supervision
Substance of worka

Degree of self-reliance

Hother 's preference:

Status of
father's
job

.05

.03
-.01

Status of
rrother's
job

.00

.04
-.09

Teen's
vocational
expectations

.21**

.29**

.22**

Closeness of supervision .05
Substance of worka .00
Degree of self-reliance .04

* = significant at the .05 level
** = significant at the .001 level
~.vork with people, written material or

.00
-.14*
-.07

one's hands.

.13**

.29**

.23**
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Fran Table 5-19 we see that the parent's preferences for the teen

have leM or, even negative, correlations with their own job but sheM

statistically significant relationships with the teen's vocational

exPeCtations. This suggests the PJssibility of feedback effects. It

appears that the type of job that the parents see appropriate for the

teen has rrore to do with their perception of the job the teen is

likely to enter than their own experiences. Diagrarrumtically, this

cCllld be represented as follows:

1Parent's job
~,

'.J

----~) I Teen's expected job I
Parent's occup3.tional

references for teen

(----) indicates a weal relationship.

Having considerEd the various patterns of intercorrelations of

these variables in the family, we return to the question of heM these

preferences affect the inheritance of social status.

According to a socialization model the parent's job influences the

parent's values which influence the teen's values, which in turn

influence the teen's expected job. Therefore, we would 8XPeCt that

controlling on p:trent's and teen's values will reduce the relationship

between p:trent' s am teen's job. Diagrarrrnatically this would be

represented as follows:

IParent's jobs [ -+ I Parent's values I -+ I Teen's values I-+ I Teen I s expected job I
In tenus of the occupational conditions we have been discussing,

we have data on both the p:trent I s preferences for self am the parent 's

preferences (what is seen as best) for the teen. The relevance of both

of these sets of values will be examined (see Table 5-20). Once again,

the technique used is partial correlation analysis.



Table 5-20

Reduction in Class COrrelation with Control on OCcupational Preferences

Percent Percent Percent
Sons Reduction Daughters Reduction Total Reduction

Original class cnrrelation
(between status of father's
job and teen's expected job) .37 .33 .34

Controlling on occupational
cnnditions preferred for teen

Teen's report .32 13.5 .31 7.3 .30 10.4
Father's report .36 2.4 .34 -1.8 .35 - 3.0
t-bther' s report .36 2. 7 .29 11.2 .35 - 3.3
Both parents .35 4.3 .30 8.8 .35 - 4.5

Teen and parents .34 8.1 .27 16.7 .33 2.4

COntrolling on preferences
for self:

Father .25 32.2 .22 32.2 .22 35.1
Mother .36 1.9 .30 8.5 .32 5.4
Both parents .25 32.4 .21 36.5 .21 38.1

Teen and parents .22 40.0 .21 37.7 .19 43.5
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Fran Table 5-20 we can make a nurrber of statements. First of all

the father's preferences for himself appear to be rrore relevant to

status inheritance than parental preferences for the teen,17 controlling

on the father's preferences for self reduces the original correlation

by a tlrird. Controlling on the mother's preferences has little impact

on the class correlation. (This is not surprising since the class

correlation is calculated in tenns of the father's rather than the

rrother's job. 18). Controlling on the teen's values brings about, at

rrost 14% reduction in the correlation.

The major point from this table, ho.vever, is that controlling on

these types of values does bring a1::out a substantial (37% to 44%)

reduction in the class oorrelation. This supports the idea of family

value elEments being iITportant to the transmission of social status.

We can make a number of statEments at this point in the analysis.

~'le see that parental values do appear to be involved in status inherit-

ance, but the nature of the causal relationships is not totally clear.

While there appears to be sane degree of 11 inheritance" of values, there

is also evidence of feedback from the teen to the parents which in-

fluences the value position of the parents. These developrents suggest

that further investigation into the interrelationships of these and

related values is warranted.

17This raises some questions about the advisabilitv of rreasuring
other values, such as self-direction/confonnity, in terms of parental
preferences for the teen rather than the parents' preferences or values
for themselves.

18rf we were to use the rrother's job, the pattern is more oomplex,
but the main point holds: controlling on these values reduces the class
oorrelation substantially.
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Educational Values

Research in the area of status attainment has indicated that rruch

of the impact of an individual's class background (as measured by the

father's occupational status) is rrediated through educational aspira

tions. 19 It wuuld be useful to see whether our data exmfinn this and,

rrore specifically, if this is a rrajor area in which parental values

affect status inheritance.

Again, our respondents see parents as being important to the teen-

ager's decision about how much fonnal schooling to take. (See Table 5-21).

Table. 5-21

Importance of Parents to Teen's Educational Decision

Very important
Moderately important
Not very important
Not at all important

N

I1Pp:>rtance of father Importance of mother
to educational decision to educational decision

Teen's Father's Teen's Mother's
report report report report

28.3% 39.7% 27.1% 33.1%
51.4 46.7 50.9 54.7
15.5 8.2 17.5 10.1

4.8 5.5 4.5 2.1

399 330 399 338

2 df=3, p<.05 2 df=3, p<.05X =15.98, X =13.25,

If we CQITlplre Table 5-21 to Table 5-8 we see that an even higher

percentage of our respondents see parents as being important to educa-

tional than to occupational decisions. Looking at the teens' repJrts,

28% say their father was very important to their educational decision,

27% say their rrother was. This a:::mpares to 19% and 17% woo say their

father/mother was important to their occupational decision. The

19Kerckhoff, 1976, op.cit., p. 368.
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corresponding percentages from the parents' rer:orts are 40% and 33%

who see themselves as very irrportant to the educational decision; 26%

and 23% see themselves as important to occupational ones. The higher

percentages with resPeCt to educational choices could well reflect the

fact that almost all of our teenage resr:ondents (83%) are still in

school, and most plan to take at least some additional training after

high school. Occupational decisions may not, then, be as imnediate

a topic of conversation or concern between the teens and their parents.

Focusing our attention on Table 5-21 we see that a substantial

pror:ortion of the resr:orrlents see their parents as mcrlerately or very

important (80% see the father in these terms, 78% for the rmther) to

th o f d .. 20lS type 0 eClSlon. The Percentages and the significant x2 also

suggest t."'1at the parents see themselves as rrore important to these

decisions than the teens do. Close to 90% (86% of the fathers and 88%

of the rrothers) see themselves as very or rroderately irrportant to the

teen's educational decision.

Tne importance of the parents' opinions is also reflected in the

teens' responses to the question as to who has been rros t important

besides themselves in their decision aJ:x:mt how much fonnal schooling

to take. (See Table 5-22).

In terms of educational decisions, the majority of respondents

(66%) see one or roth of their parents as the rrost important person

besides thenselves. (Again, despite the vlording of the question, a

20This is consistent with Breton's findings, R. Breton, op.cit.,
p. 329. See also Porter, Porter and Blishen, op.cit., p. 190.
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9Uall percentage (15%) still i..'1dicate themselves as rrost irrportant).

The percentage of individuals choosing "parents" here is higher than

for the question on occupational choice (see Table 5-9 above where 42%

gave this response). This fact plus the hypothesized interrrediary

role of educational aspirations reerrphasize the inportance of a further

analysis of educational values.

Table 5-22

Most Important Person in Teen I s Educational Decision

Most i.mtx>rtant in decision about formal schx>ling

Including self Excluding self

Self 15.4%a
56.1 66.3%Parents

Teacher or guidance
counsellor 16.2 19.1

Friend 4.8 5.7
Sibl' g 4.0 4.8
otherlfS 3.5 4.2

N 396 335

~ncludes those who chose one or toth parents
Includes relatives, a sponsor, a priest, "the example of others".

First of all, we must consider whether the educational aspirations

that the parents have for the teenager vary by social class.

vle see fran Table 5-23 that such a relationship does exist (both

x2 are statistically significant). (Mother's aspirations are similarly

related to the status of her own job - data not shown.) White collar

parents are rrore likely than blue collar parents to want their teenage

son or daughter to go to university or corrmunity college (77% versus

60% for fathers, 76% versus 62% for rrothers). The reverse pattern by

class is seen if we look at those parents wOO want the teenager to
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have high school or high school plus apprenticeship (12% of white collar

fathers have this aspiration for their teenager as cx:rnpared to 25% of

blue collar fathers. The corresponding figures for rrothers are: white

oollar, 13%, blue collar, 28%).

Table 5-23

Parents' Educational Aspirations for the Teen by Status of Father's Job

F th I •• 21a er s aspliations
for teen:

S.E.S. of father's job
~Vhite Collar Blue Collar

High school or less
High school plus apprenticeship
Comnercial or trade school
Community College
University

N

X2=12.43 df=4 p<.05

4.5%
7.2

11. 7
23.4
53.2

111

11.1%
13.9
15.4
24.0
35.6

208

Mother's aspirations
for teen:

S.E.S. of father's job
~te Collar Blue Collar

High school or less
High school plus apprenticeship
carunercial or trade school
Corrmunity College
University

N

X
2
=9.94 df=4 p< .05

8.9%
4.5

10.7
32.1
43.8

112

14.8%
13.3
10.3
24.1
37.4

203

If we control on the sex of the teenager we see that this relation-

ship is stronger for parents of males than Parents of females. (See

Table 5-24. The reduced case base with oontrols necessitates a shift

2~nless otherwise specified "educational aspirations" will refer
to the expectations concerning the teen's educational plans.
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to a consideI;"ation of oorrelation coefficients.)

Table 5-24

COrrelation of Parents' Educational Aspirations for the Teen
with the Status of the Father's Job by Sex of Teenager

Correlation with S .E.S. of
father's job

Parental aspiration for a:
Son Daughter Total

Father's aspirations

Mother's aspirations

.32**
(157) a

.26*
(152)

.20*
(162)

.22*
(163)

.26**
(319)

.19**
(315)

* = significant at .05 level
** = significant at the .001 level
~umbers in brackets indicate the case base.

The father-son oorrelation is .. 32 as cx::>rrpa.red to .20 for father-

daughter. For the rrothers the corresponding oorrelations are • 26 and • 22.

We also note t:h:lt the oorrelations terrl to be larger for the fathers.

Apparently the father's job influences his educational aspirations for his

children more than it influences his wife's aspirations. If we oonsider

the relationship between the rrother' s aspirations and the status of her

job, the correlations are .08 for sons,· .19 (significant at the .05 level)

for daughters. This suggests that the mother's job influences her aspi-

rations for her daughters; her husband's job influences her aspirations

for her son. This seems to indicate that the parents fornnl1.ate their

educational aspirations for their children in tenus of the type of job

they see as likely and appropriate for the teen.

DJ the teens similarly oonceptualize their educational aspirations

in tenus of their expected job? As Table 5-25 indicates there is a

strong relationship between the stabls of the teen's expected job am

his or her educational aspirations. This relationship is p3.rticularly
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narked for males (. 65 versus . 55 for females) .

Table 5-25

Correlation between Status of Teen's Expected Job
and Educational Aspirations

correlation between S. E. S. of teen's
eJq:>ected job and educational aspirations

N

Males
Females
Total

.66**

.55**

.58**

180
179
359

** = significant at the .001 level

The important questions then become: "To what extent do the teens

, inherit' these aspirations fran their parents?" and "To what extent can

these aspirations be seen as explaining the intergenerational inherit-

ance of social status?".

The cnrrelations between the parents' aspirations and those of the

teen will help us answer the first question. (See Table 5-26).

Table 5-26

Correlation between Parent I s and Teen's Educational Aspirations

Correlation between parent's
and teen's educational aspirations

Sons Daughters Total

Father

Mother

.61**
(159)a

.66**
(159)

.56**
(161)

.57**
(166)

.58**
·(320)

.61**
(325)

** = significant at the .001 level
~umber in brackets indicates the case base

A nurrber of things are evident fran this table. First of all, there

clearly is a strong relationship between the aspirations held by the

teens and those held by their parents. The father-teen cnrrelations
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are . 61 for sons and .56 for daughters. The corresponding correlations

for rrothers are .66 and .57. These correlations are remarkably high

in terms of the norm in sociolO3"ical research, considering that they

f ~ -~ rrl lIed . . 22come ran .wuepe ent y canp et questionnarres.

Secondly, the correlations for the sons are saneNl1at higher than

those for the daughters. There is little difference between the sets

of correlations for the two parents. Again it is difficult (and, with

our limited case base, problematic) to interpret the details cx:mtained

in these data. Our major concern here is to establish that a certain

degree of value consensus is evident across the generations.

Logically, the link between parents' occupation and teen's occupa-

tional choice could be conceptualized as:

~ I Teen's
1----"- -1.~ Aspirations

I~ ITe~nls I
~ Job

If this were an accurate picture of at least part of what is

hapPening, then controlling on the "intervening" variables would reduce

the correlation between parents and teen's social class. We see from

Table 5-27 that this, in fact, happens.

controlling on educational aspirations obvic:usly has a consider-

able effect on the intergenerational correlation of occupational status.

The proportional reduction is mu:::h rrore substantial (31% overall) than

that which occurred when valuation of self-direction/conformity was

controlled (8% reduction) .

2;hese correlations are consistent with those fourrl by Kerckhoff
ani Huff, op.cit., p. 313. This relationship may not be surprising in
light of the fact that parents are often res}?Jnsible for funding }?Jst
secorrlary education. See Porter, Porter ani Blishen, op.cit., pp. 147-148.



Table 5-27

Reduction in Class Correlation with Control on Educational Expectations

Percent Percent Percent
Sons Reduction Daughters Reduction Total Reduction

Original class oorrelation
(bebNeen status of father's .37 .33 .34
job and teen I S expected job)

Controlling on educational
expectations:

Teen I s report .28 24.3 .23 28.9 .24 28.0
Father's report .24 34.1 .28 13.7 .26 24.1
M:>ther' s report .31 17.6 .27 18.8 .27 19.3
Both parents .25 31. 4 .26 19.8 .25 25.6

Teens and parents .25 31.4 .27 28.3 .23 30.7

I-'
rv
U1
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As was the case with occupational preferences ,this evidence supports

the central idea that family value elerrents are critical to an under-

standing of tre dynamics of the process by which social status is trans-

mitted from one generation to the next.

Is the picture one simply of educational aspirations being trans-

rnitted from parent to child? Again, our data suggest that it is rrore

complex than this.

For one thing, there is strong evidence of feedback from the teen

to the parent. As Table 5-28 indicates the parenti s aspirations are

significantly related to the status of the teen's job. For the fathers,

their aspirations correlate. 60 and .43 with the expected job of a son

and a daughter, resp2ctively. For mothers, the relevant correlations

are . 55 for sons and . 46 for daughters.

Table 5-28

Correlation Between the Parent's Educational Aspirations
for the Teen and the Teen's Expected Job

Correlation between parent's educational
aspirations for the teen and the teen's
eXp2cted job

Father

Mother

Sons Daughters Total

.60** .52** .54**
(142)a (150) (292)

.57** .56** .53**
(148) (153) (301)

** = significant at the .001 level
~umbers in brackets indicate the case base

vvith th= exception of the one from mother to son, these correlations

are much higrer than v.Duld be expected sinply on the basis of tre corre-

lation between the parent's and teen I s aspirations, and the correlation
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b th ' 'ti' d hi' h d J'ob. 23 And l'fetween e teen s asp1ra ons an s or er expecte

we compare these correlations to those in Table 5-24, we see that

parents' aspirations are ITore strongly correlated with the status of

the teen's job than their own (.54 versus .26 for fathers; .53 versus

.19 for mothers). This carplicates the idea of value inheritance,

but it is consistent with the image of the family as a oarplex unit

of mutually interacting individuals, rather than as an arena whereby

one generation unidimensionally rnoulds the thoughts and values of the

next.

We have found that roth occupational and educatioral values appear

to affect status inheritance. The next logical question would be: how

can we be sure that the correlations with occupatioral preferences are

not just an artifact of differences in educational aspirations or vice

versa? They roth relate to the social class of the teen's occupational

croice, and they roth reduce the intergenerational class correlation

by non-trivial arrounts. The way to clarify this would be to use partial

correlation analysis to control on both sets of variables simultaneously.

For both sons and daughters both educational and occupational values

appear to have an independent impact on the correlation between the

status of the father's job ani the teen' s ~ected job. Comparing

these figures to trose in Tables 5-20 and 5-27 we see that for males

the t.wD appear to have an equal and aJ.rocst additive effect (41% for

ocOlpational values, 31% for educational values; 65% for roth). For

23The expected correlations would be for sons, .44 with the father's
aspirations, .51 with the rnother's; for daughters, .33 with the father's,
.35 with the rrother's.
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the female teenagers occupational values have sanewhat of a stronger

impact. In this case, cxmtrolling on occupational values reduces the

rorrelation 36%, controlling on educational values reduces it 18%,

rontrolling both, 45%. Overall, there is a 59% reduction in the

correlation when both sets of variables are controlled.

Table 5-29

Reduction in Class Correlation with Controls on
Educational and Occupational Values

Sons

Original class correlation .37

Controlling on educational
aspirations .25

Controlling on occupational
aspirations . 22

Controlling on toth educational
aspirations and occupational
preferences .13

Proportional reduction with toth sets
of variables 65%

Daughters

.33

.27

.21

.18

45%

Total

.34

.24

.19

.14

59%

It is clear fran the foregoing analysis that family variables cb

have an influence on the transmission of social class. }bwever, the

process by which this influence occurs appears to be highly complex.

Socialization or Allocation?

Initially, we posited a strictly socialization nodel to explain

the pattern of influence of value elem=nts on status inheritance. Our

data have given sane support to the idea of intergenerational value

transmission fran p:rrent to teen, but there is also the strong suggest-

ion that the situation is more romplex than this. The possibility of

feedback effects raises the question of the i.rrp)rtance of wl~t Kerckhoff
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referred to as allocation.
24

He points out that " ... the distinction between "wanting" sanething

and "expecting" sorrething is critical for an llilderstanding of the differ-

b . I' , d 11 . . " 25 .ence e~en a SOCla lzation an an a ocation vlew.... Expectations

are seen as responses to realistic recognition of oonstraints and

barriers. ~ve have data on both desires and expectations as they relate

to the teen I S educational and occupational decisions. (See Table 5-30).

The educational questions involved hCM far the respondent (the teen,

the father or the mother) would like (~ects) the teen to go in high

school, and what path he/she \\Duld like (expect) the teen to take after

high school. 26 The occup:ltional question involved the job the respond-

ent would like (expect) the teen to have.

We see that overall there are fairly highoorrelations (.70 to .83)

between what our different resJ:X)ndents would like the teen to do and

what they "realistically expect" the teen to do. This 'M)uld imply that

Kerckhoff's distinction between "wanting" and "expecting" sorrething is

not as critical as he suggests. Havever, there are problems in taking

these oorrelations at their face value. In all cases the t'M) questions

were J:X)Sitioned quite near each other in the questionnaire or interview

schedule; in the education related items they were oonsecutive questions.

The resJ:X)nses to the two questions may not be independent of each other

24KerckhOff, 1976, op. cit.

25 b'd 371I 1 ., p. .

26The J:X)st-high sd1oo1 09tions given were: work, apprenticeship,
cemnercial, business or trade school, camu.mity oollege, teacher's
college and university.
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Table 5-30

Correlations of Questions on Preferences and Expectationsa

Teen Father Mother

Educational preference:

In high school .74** .70** .74**
(333)b (135) (151)

After high school .83** .70** .74**
(381) (313) (322)

Occupational preference: .81** .76** .81**
(352) (157) (186)

** = significant at the .001 level
~he correlations indicate whether there is a relationship betwee"-n what
the resporrlent (the teen, mother or father) would like the teen to do

band what he/she expects the teen to Cb.
Number in brackets indicates the case base.

because of this. Also, the rrean level for preferences and expectations

may be quite different, so while the relatively high correlations here

do not give support to Kerckhoff's suggestion that one's likes and one's

expectations are significantly different, neither are they necessarily

11
' . .. 27tota y ll1COnslstent Wlth It.

Another point raised by Kerckhoff is the fact that much of the

literature (and here he is focusing sp2cifically on the status attain-

rrent literature) relies on an individual's perception (or misperception)

of the values held by his or her significant others. Therefore the

relationship between a teenager's values and those of his significant

others " ... can be interpreted as indicating that aCblescents tend to

27
Actually, if we rompute difference scores (prefer-expect) we find

a high degree of similarity in the two types of responses. For over two
thirds of the respondents their rep;Jrted preferences and expectations
are identical. For the teen, father, mother the percentage of rna.tchin:J
resp;Jnses are: occupational: 81%, 75%, 70%; in scl1cx)l: 84%, 84%, 85%;
after school: 80%, 63%, 70%.
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project their 0NI1 goals onto their significant others and tlat the

convergence between their own ani these others' goals during adoles-

cence is due to the child's increasing awareness of the realities of

the status attainment process.,,28 We have already examined data t.1Lat

appear to support this idea, at least insofar as the notion of teen's

rnis}?2rceiving their parents' values is concerned. (See Tables 3-11

and 5-6). HOtlever, this finding appears to hold only for particular

values. We also have data on the teens' }?2rceptions of their parents'

educational values. (See Table 5-31).

Table 5-31

COrrelation of Teen's Educational Aspirations with Perceived
and Actual Aspirations of the Parents

Correlation of teen's value with:

Teen's perception of
Father's value ~ther's value

Parent's report
Father Mother

Educationa1
prefereoces for .63** .63**
the teena (388)c (395)

Educational
. 63**dexpectation~ .60**

for the teen (388) (395)

.59**
(320)

.76**
(318)

.64**
(321)

.79**
(329)

** = significant at the . 001 level
~ese questions involved what the teen or the parent 'YDuld like or
bwould "think best" for the teen.
These questions involved what the teen or the parent "realistically
expected" the teen to do.
~uml:er in brackets indicates the case base.
dor'he questions on the perception of the parents' value involve what the
teen thinks the parent would "like" or 'YDuld "think best" - they would
be preferences rather than expectations. Nevertheless, for oompleteness,
it is useful to examine the oorrelations of these perceived preferences
with both the teen's preferences and expectations.

28Ibid., p. 370.
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Here we see that the pattern of the teen's values being rrore oorre-

lated with the perception of the parents I values than the parents'

reported values, fails to hold exmsistenly . When one considers the

question on preferences, the oorrelation of the teen I s values to the

parent's is about the sane as the oorrelation with the teen 's percept-

tions of the parent's values (.63 and .64 for the rrothers' values; .63

and .59 for the fathers'). With respect to the "realistic expectations"

of the different family Irernbers the teen's values correlate rrore strongly

with the parent's report of these values, than with their perceptions.

(The relevant oorrelations are .63 versus . 76 for the fathers' values,

. 60 versus . 79 for the rrothers' . ) These data do not support the idea

of the teens projecting their awn values onto their parents, at least

as far as educational aspirations are ooncerned. Further, the oorre-

lations (not given in the table) beuveen the perceived and reported

parental values are quite high (.55 and .64 respectively, for what the

father v;ould like and would expect; .61 and .57 for the rrother) , 29

suggesting a fair degree of accuracy in the teens' perceptions.

This finding is particularly important in light of the fact that

Kerckhoff 's reservations al::out the validity of "perceived values" is

at least partially based on his research on educational aspirations. 30

Fran Table 5-32 we see that a similar pattern holds when we look

at occupational values. That is, the teen's values are more stroIBly

correlated with the parents I reported values than the teen's perception

29These patterns of correlations hold \vhen the sex of the teen
ager is controlled.

30See Kerckhoff and Huff, 1974, op.cit.
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of these values, but here it holds for the respondents' preferences as

well as their expectations. (The correlations are .59 versus. 68 for

the father's preferences, .52 versus' 65 for the rrother' s.)

Table 5-32

Correlation of Teen's Occupational Values with
Perceived and Reported Values of the Parents

Correlation of teen's value with

Teen's perception of
Father's MJther' s

Preference Preference

Parent's report

Father Mother

Teen's occupational

Preferencea

Expectation

.59**
(297)b

.53**
(284)

.52**
(299)

.47**
(288)

.68**
(242)

.72**
(170)

.65**
(262)

.80**
(200)

** = significant at the .001 level
~Involves the specific job seen as best for the teen
~umber in brackets indicates the case base.

Beyond these questions of cnngruence between preferences and

expectations and accuracy of perception of one's parents' values we

have scrre data that relates rrore directly to the allocation hypothesis.

The teen's educational achievements to date can be seen as "givens",

as cnnstraints, in a rrodel which focuses on rrotivational and value

elements. There are problems with using these data in this way: one's

achievements may well be influenced by one's level of aspiration as

well as the reverse effect. Ho~ver, the tv..o are separable on a con-

ceptual if not an errpirical level. We cannot test for the presence

of discrimination or other structural constraints, but we can examine

whether our data support the idea of a realignrrent of one's expect-

ations when faced with cold, hard reality.
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First of all it is important to establish whether or not a relation-

ship exists between the educational aspirations held by both the parents

and the teens, and the teen's educational accanplishments to date.

Table 5-33

Teen's Expected Path after High Sdool by Teen's
Grade Point Average

Expected path after
high school:

Teen's grade point average:
Less than 51-60% 61-70% 71-80%

50%
Over

80%

Work or apprenticeship

Technical, rornmercial
traininJa

university

N

78.6%

14.3

7.1

14

53.2%

42.9

3.9

77

40.0%

42.0

18.0

150

26.5%

27.5

46.1

102

11.9%

14.3

73.8

42

~ncludes teacher's college, cx:mnunity college and cc:mnercial, business
or trade school.

From Table 5-33 we can see that there is a definite relationship

between the teen's grades and their expectations after high school. 31

(When the "Less than 50%" and the "51-60%" categories are combined to

increase the marginal frequency, the x2 value is 96.13. With 6 df this

is statistically significant at the .001 level.) For teens with a

grade point average of less than 50%, over three qt:arters expect to

proceed to work or an apprenticeship, 14% e~ct to go to technical or

exmnercial training, only 7% expect to go to university. The propJr-

tions expecting to go to university increase fairly steadily across

31A virtually identical r:attem holds if one examines the data
on the path the teen would like to take after high scJPOl.
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the categories so that for "!=hose with an over 80% average alrrost three

quarters exr:ect to attend university, 14% eXf€ct to take sore kind of

technical training and only 11% e}{f€ct to proceed immediately after

high school to work or an apprenticeship. These eJq?ectations are,

undoubtedly, quite realistic in tenns of minirnun standards required

for university entrance. The important fact is that arrong those who

could qualify for university entrance (those with higher than 60%

averages), the higher one's average, the more likely one is to think

in tenns of a university education.

This relationship also holds if we examine the parents' aspirations

for the teen (see Table 5-34) i for ease of presentation we switch to

correlation coefficients.

Table 5-34

Correlation of Teen's Grade Point Average with Parents' and Teen IS

Educational Aspirations for the Teen

Correlation 'vit.h teen's grade
paint average N

Educational aspirations for
the teen of:

Teen
Father
Mother

** = significant at the .001 level

.44**

.42**

.43**

375
304
315

There is a statistically significant relationship between the

teen's average and the educational aspirations held by different family

32
rnerrbers, and they are all arout the sam= magnitude (.44 for teens,

32 .. 1 la' hi '-"ld f f .A SllTU. ar re tions p UJ S or pre erenres roncerm.ng the
teen I s path after high sch:Jol as well as preferences and eJq?ectations
for how far the teen will go in high school.
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.42 for fathers, .43 for rrothers) .

The teen's academic performance (as measured by his or her average)

not only is related. to the educational aspirations of teens and parents,

but is also related to job preferences and ~ectations. (See Table 5-35)

Table 5-35

COrrelation of Teen's Grade Point Average with Preferred
and Expected Job for Teen

Status of job for teen: Male Female Total

Teen: Preferred job .45** (182)a .25** (183) .38** (365)
Expected job .49** (172) .29** (177) .42** (349)

Father: Preferred job .43** (120) .11 (127) '.31** (247)
Expected job .34* (85) .33** (93) .33** (178)

Mother: Preferred job .46** (127) .25* (141) .37** (268)
Expected job .53** (107) .25* (102) .42** (209)

* = significant at the .05 level
** = significant at the .001 level
~urnber in brackets indicates the case base.

All but one of the correlations reported here are statis tically

significant, which gives weight to the idea that the teen's educational

achievements (as measured by the grade point average) are relevant to

roth the teen I s and the parent's occupational preferences and expect-

ations for the teen. As an aside, we rote that the rorrelations for

the male teenagers are somewhat higher than these for the ferrales.

(The lowest correlation for the rnales is for father's expectation (.34).

The corresfOnding father-daughter correlation (.33) is the highest for

the females.) But again, our interest here is on the overall relation-

ship between occupational values and the teen's grade fOint average.

These data VX)uld support the allocation rrodel. However, we nust

keep in mind th3.t we are dealing with fairly canplex phenomena here.
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If the dominant direction of influence is fran structural o:mstraints

to expectations then, controlling on these cnnstraining factors should

reduce the cnrrelation between teens I and parents' aspirations. The

relationship could be diagrarmned as follavs:

Parental aspirations

{

~ Teen's educational
achievements

Teen's aspirations~
This is in contrast" to a socialization rrodel which would be dia-

grarruned as follows:

Parental aspirations1 Teen •5 edumlional
I ., ~ achievements

Teen s aspJXations

We can tentatively test the adequacy of these two models within the

limitations of our data.

Table 5-36

Reduction in the Correlation Between Teen and Parent I s Educational
Expectations for the Teen Controlling on Teen's

Average and Perception of Parent's Attitude

Correlation bet:v.een teen and p3.rents I

educational expectations for the teen

Without o:>ntrols

Percent
Father Reduction

.76**

Mother

.79**

Percent
Reduction

COntrolling on:

Teen's average
Perception of parent's

attitude

.70**

.62**

7.1

18.8

.75**

.61**

5.9

14.1

** = significant at the .001 level.
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Fran Table 5-36 we see that rontrolling on the teen's average has

little effect on the correlation between the teen and the parents' edu-

cational aspirations for the teen. (This control leads to less than 10%

reduction in the rorrelation. This rorresponds t.Q. at most, a 15%

reduction in explained variance.) To the extent that one's grade point

average can be seen as a measure of the inpact of allocaticn factors,

these data do not support the allocation hypothesis.

Also included in Table 5-36 is infonnation on the effect of ron-

trolling on the teen's perception of the parents' attitudes. If a

strictly socialization model accurately described the value transmission

process, controlling on perception of the parents' attitudes should

reduce the parent-teen relationship to near zero. Diagrarrmatically

this w::mld be represented as follows:

Parent's actual values Teen's values

~ Teen' s perceptionI
of parent's values

While there is sorre reduction (19% for fathers, 14% for mothers) in

the relevant rorrelation evident in bottom raw of Table 5-36, a subs-

tantial portion of the original relationship is maintained even with

controls.

If we look rrore closely at the teen I s perception of parental

values we can examine the allocation hypothesis in more detail. We

have seen that there is evidence of feedback from the teen to the

parents (see Tables 5-19 and 5-28 above). The important question then

bea:mes whether the teen's perception of the parent's values is pri-

marily influenced by the parent I s values or whether the teen projects
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his;her own values onto the parent. These two ideas can be diagrarrmed

as follows:

I
Parent's actual~ Teen I s values

va~ /

Teen's perception
of parent's values

A.

Parent's actual~Teen'svalues
values

Teen's perception
of parent's values

B.

The relationships in the diagram on the left is oore ronsistent with

a socialization rrodel; the one on the right rrore closely fits an allcr

cation model. The key differences in the two are: (1) the difference

in the hypothesized direction of influence between the teen I s values

and the teen's perception of the parent's values and (2) the hypothesi-

zed lack of any direct relationship between the parent's actual values

and the teen's perceptions of these in a purely allocation rrodel.

So, we must examine whether controlling on the teen I s values

reduces the relationship between the parent's values and the teen's per-

ception of these values. If it does, this would support the allocation

model; if not, the socialization rrodel would be more relevant. Table

5-37 contains the relevant correlations.

What can we say about these findings? There is considerable

reduction in some of the relationships (as much as 75% for the mother I s

and 50% reduction for the father's educational aspirations). However,

even when the reduction is substantial the remaining rorrelations are

statistically significant. This would suggest that the teen's values

have sorre iJnp::ict on the teen's perception, rot that there is still

evidence of a direct relationship }:)etween the parent I s values and these

perceptions. The impact of the teen I s values on these perceptions are
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pa.rticularly pronounced for educational values and sancwhat less so for

occupa.tional preferences (where the percent reductions with the oontrol

are 31% for fathers and 42% for rrothers). Overall our data support the

socialization rrodel represented by diagram A on p. 139, a.l:ove, as

oPfOsed to the strictly allocation model represented in diagram B.

Table 5-37

Reduction in the Correlation Benveen Perceived and Actual
Parental Values, Controlling on Teen I s Values

Parental values:

Original corre
lation between
perceived and
actual parental
values

Controlling on
teen's value

Percent
Reduction

.64** .32** 49.7

.68** .47** 31.4

.18** .16* 7.9

.57** .14* 75.1

.54** .32** 41. 7

.21** .19** 9.7

Father

Educational aspirations
Occupa.tional preferencesa
Kohn question

Mother

Educational aspirations
Occup:ltional preferencesa
Kohn question

~als with the specific job seen as desirable. We do not have data on
the teen's r:erceptions of the parents' preferences concerning the
occupational oon:iitions discussed earlier.

Our data were not designed to specifically test the allocation

rrode1. 33 However the evidence we have examined does sUPfOrt Kerckhoff' s

suggestion that including rreasures of both the socialization and allo-

cation process will improve our understanding of status attainment and

related phenorrena (such as status inheritance) .34

33In order to test such a rrodel one would need detailed inform
ation on various kinds of oonstraints that may be operating: market
oonditions, biases for or against partiOllar individuals because of
their age, sex, race, ethnicity, social class, etc., differential
educational opportunities, and so on.

34Kerckhoff, 1976, op.cit., p. 377.



Chapter 6

CONCUJSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FURI'HER RESEARCH

Overview of Findings

It v.Duld be useful at this roint to briefly surrunarize the imrortant

findings, especially as these relate to our original hYJ;X)theses.

A rrajor finding is that the parental values of self-direction/con-

fonnity are rot as critical to the intergenerational transmission of

social status as we had anticip:it.ed. The expected class differences in

parental values held, but these were i.InFerfectly transmitted to the next

generation. This was in p:irt due to discrepancies retween the teen's

perception of the p:irental values and the parents' reports of these

values. The teens' values were related to their occupational choices,

but it was unclear in which direction the causal relationship could be

said to be operating. Recalling the rrodel hYJ;X)thesized in Chapter 1:

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Status of Parent's Parental Child's Status of Child's
Parent's -r Occupational -r Values -r Values -r Occupational

OccufE.tion Experience Choice

We have found, as Kohn did that parent's job (l) is related to

Parental values (3), but the occupational experiences (2) did not seen

to play the important rrediating role which he sUJgests. vole found some

relationship between (3) and (4), and (4) and (5), but these were rot as

relevant as expected to status inheritance (the link between (1) and (5».

Further, there was evidence of feedback fran child to Parent (fran (4)

and (5) to (3».

141
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This question of tIE direction of causal influence and the possibi

lity of feedback, becarre a recurring theme through the data analysis.

Without time ordered data we rould not untangle many of the romplexities

evident in our data, hOt/ever we were able to ceme to sane tentative

conclusions.

A major criticism of the socialization model has to do with the

type of discrepancy in perception of parental values that we found in

our examination of self-direction/ronfonqity. If children consistently

misperceive their parents' values, the imp3.ct of such values will

inevitably be minimized. An important conclusion from our data is that

the relevant evidence is not consistent. Rather, it tends to vary

depending on the type of value considered. Our data would suggest that

the rrore specific and ooncrete the value being -examined, the greater

the likelihood that it will be accurately perceived. Teens appear to

be rrore likely to knOt/ the kind of job and/or education their p3.rents

would like them to get, than they are to be able to reronstruct

parental values relating to self-direction/oonformity . Another

important variable in a oonsideration of value inheritance is gender:

of the teenager and of the p3.rent. Our sample size was too small to

isolate ronsistent differences in the p3.ttern of inheritance in terms

of the sex of the individuals involved. There was, hOt/ever, evidence

th3.t sons and daughters differ in this respect.

The inoonsistency in the nature of the impact of different types

of values is also relevant to status inheritance. The particular

values we examined (educational and occupational preferences) could

be expected to be related to occupational choice. This expectation
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was confinned by the data, and JrOre generally, these values appear to

be important to status inheritance, ITUlch rroreso than the valuation of

self-direction/conformity.

Again we return to the question of causal ordering. It was not

clear from the data whether the teen I s job choice influenced the educa-

tional and ocOJ.pational aapirations of the various family members, or

whether the reverse was true. Considering the impact of the teen 's

educational achievem:mts shed sane light on this. While both parents'

and teen's values were related to these achievements, the value con-

gruence among the family members oould not be attributed to the

influence of this variable. tbr could the teen's perception of the

parents' values be attributed to projection of his or her awn values

on the part of the teen.

A further corrplicating finding is that the relationship between

the teen arrl the parents, by either's report' , does not appear to

affect the degree of value congruence in the family. If a strictly

socialization rrodel were applicable one w:mld expect the nature of

the parent child relationship to have rrore of an influence. 1

We are left with the conclusion that socialization accounts for

sane but not all of the observed sirnilarity between teenagers and

their Parents, both in terms of their values and their expected ocoJ.-

pational status. Our limited data on this suggest that the allocation

variables discussed by Kerckhoff are irrportant as well.

~his finding is oonsistent with that reported in Kerckhoff, 1974,
Ope cit.
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The picture that we derive from this analysis is one of the family

as an arena of ITUltually interacting individuals. Not only is there the

suggestion that children have an impact on their parents, but also

that reither Parent nor child acts in a value vacuum. There is an

impact fran outside the family which presunably affects toth values and

behaviour. Our model of the relevant forces of influence then becanes:

__P~:n~I: ~o~ __
~I 1

:>t X Parental values~
~ 21 1 I 1
~ ~I .(, I I l'
~ 8

1
Teen s values ( I A lOcatlOI1 factors

- -i- - -,- - - - .:.------
Teen's job~

Clearly there may be other class related variables that are also

relevant, but this possibility is not spelled out since, as it is,

our IPDdel is becaning increasingly a::mplex. Even as it stands, we would

expect the relative strength of the various relationships to vary

according to which values are examined as well as the sex of the parent

and child.

The idea of the family as a system of interacting individuals in-

. volving reciprocal influence is not necessarily new to sociology. Berger

and Berger state that:

n ••• the child is shaped by society, molded in such a way
that he can be a recognized and participant rranber of it.
But it is also important not to see this as a one-sided
process. The child, even the very young infant, is not
a passive victim of socialization. He resists it, parti
cipates in it, collatorates with it in varying degrees.
Socialization is a reciprocal process in the sense that not
only the socialized but the socializers are affected by it. ,,2

~.L. Berger and B. Berger, Sociology: A Biogrcphical AWroach,
Basic Books, New York, 1972, p. 53.
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Dreitzel discusses II ••• a certain shift in the use of theoretical

rrodels and research prcx:edures which has errerged since the middle of

the sixties in this field: a new tendency to see socialization as an

interaction process which involves the child as an active Partner,

rather than as a process of unilateral manipulation of the child. 11
3

However, research in the area has done little to increase our

understanding of the dynamics of this proce:::s and, as recently as 1973

Bronfenbrenner, an eminent scholar in the area of socialization, has

oorrmented: "The importance of reciprocity as a defining property of

any adequate rrodel for the socialization process has been reoognized

in theoretical discussions ..•but in research practice the principle

has been more honored in the breech than in the observance. 11
4

Our data can be seen as one atterrpt to explicate some of the

important dirnensicns of this process. As was suggested in Chapter

one, above, it is useful to view the traditional socialization mJdel

as a tyPe of "null hypothesis ll
• In the testing of hypotheses we

often exr:;ect the null hypothesis to be rejected. In the same way,

it was not anticipated that a strictly socialization mJdel would

totally acoount for the phenanenon of status inheritance. The pur-

pose of the research was to gain further insight into the role of

parental values in t.'lis process. Having analyzed and discussed the

data we do have irrportant infomation on scme of the ways parental

3H. P . Dreitzel, IIIntroduction: ChildhCXJd and Socializationll in
H.P. Dreitzel (00.), Recent Sociology No.5: ChildhCXJd and Socialization,
Haanillan, NBV York, 1973, p. 15.

4u. Bronfenbrenner, IIA Theoretical Perspective for Research on
Human Developn:mt", in Dreitzel, op.cit., p. 339.
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values are and are not relevant. Much of this .infonnation is tentative

and preliminary to any kind of complete analysis, but it does suggest

directions that further research might fruitfully take.

SuggestiDns for Further Research

There are a number of preliminary tasks that must be undertaken

before we can hope to systematically srndy the dynamics underlying such

phenomena as starns inheritance. First of all, we need rrore inforrration,

and rrore theoretical analyses of, the nature of class differences. Kohn's

work on the impact of occupational self-direction on an individual's

values was an important contribution .in this area. The failure of our

data to replicate his findings unfortunately confuses this picture, and

po.ints to the need for further research into this question. There are

a number of possible reasons that could help explain the discrepancies

between our results and Kohn' s. One, suggested by Wright and Wright

are changes over time. Kohn's national data were collected in 1963,

ours in 1975.
5

Another possibility is that important Canada-U.S. differ-

ences exist which affect the relationship between class and values.

5wright and Wright, Ope cit., p. 536. Unfortunately the Wrights do
not examine the impact of occupational self-direction on these parental
values so we canrot make a canparison with their 1973 data. A recent
Canadian study (D. Cohrrn and V.L. Edwards, "Job Control and Child
rear.ing Values", Canadian Review of Sociology and Anthropology, vol. 13,
1976, pp. 337-344) has data on occupational self-direction and the
Pearlin and Kohn version of the "Kohn question". However, rather than
analysing whether job conditions affect the relationships between social
class and values, they focus on whether social class (and other variables)
have an impact on the relationship between occupational self-direction
("job control", as they call it) and values. So, again, coIllfB.risons with

our analysis are not possible.
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Kohn's study with Pearlin gives one cross-national comparison. While

he a::mTrents that "Italian and .Arrerican parents of the same social class

differ rrore in their value priorities than do middle- and working-class

parents of either country," 6 the general relationships found in Turin

parallel those in the Washington and national s tmies . One \\QuId

expect that canada would be more similar to the United States in this

than Italy \\QuId be, however our data do not support this idea. The

type of jobs held by Canadians and/or the ethnic mix (particularly the

concentration of Italians in our sample (13%)), could explain Part of

the discrepancy. Data from different areas of the country, and fran

different countries \\QuId help clarify the generality of the relation

ships found by Kohn. Longituditional studies which take into account

derrographic shifts in the population and changes in the nature of the

latour force \\QuId also be relevant to this type of research.

As we rrentioned in our introductory chapter there has been little

theory or research into the question of :l1aN and why social class

influences behaviour and values to the extent that it does. This

question is critical to an understanding of social stratification in

our society. A more detailed examination of socialization practices,

attitudes and skills that are class linked, the importance of other's

definitions of individuals fran different class backgrounds, and the

role of the school and other institutions in countering or reinforcing

these attitudes and definitions are important areas to be explored.

6Kohn , 1969, op.cit., p. 41.
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The argument was made earlier, in the discussion of the fonnulation

of the current research, that studies with a specific, limited focus can

be useful in understanding such CDITplex phenanena as status inheritance.

It .\Quld have been llnp::>ssible to detect sane of the nuances in our

data (sane of the ma.le-ferrale differences, variation in the way differ-

ent tyPes of values were related to other variables, the possible

existence of feedback effects) had we roncentrated on including a nU11ber

of different tyPes of variables which might have helped to rraximize the

explained variance with respect to status inheritance. our findings

strengthen the earlier argument and reemphasize the need for additional

research of this tyPe.

On a different vein, there is a need for the developnent and improve-

rrent of Ireasures not only of class variables, but of the behaviours and

attitudes seen as affecting or affected by these variables. Beyond this

there is a need for some ronsensus on these measures so th3.t sociolo-

gical research can, indeed, function as a a.nnulative undertaking. New

techniques of analysis and a ronsensus on relevant techniques are also

necessary. M:my of the multivariate techniques currently in vogue in

sociological research assune prior knowledge of such important infonn·-

ation as the causal ordering of variables. Thi s precludes this causal

ordering itself from being the focus of the research, unless one has

access to longitudinal data. 7

7Witlxmt going into a long excersus moo the sociology of sociology,
it is relevant to point out that, given pressure 00 PUblish in academic
circles, and given the relatively bleak picture of future research
funding, an increase in the number of longitudinal studies is unlikely,
ho,vever important and relevant it may be.
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These latter are rrore general roncems that apply not only to the

study of status inheritance but to many areas of sociological research.

The suggestion is not, however, that these very difficult problems must

be solved before any further relevant research can be undertaken. Rather,

they are presented as critical problems that warrant our attention as

social researchers and as problems that ITO.lst, at least someday, be

solved before we can hope to understand status inheritance and related

phenomena.

There are s~ additional suggestions for further research that are

relevant at this point.

Our data on the occupational plans of fermles point to the need for

rrore research on this topic. fust of our fermle respondents intend to

work outside the horne for much of their adult lives. 8 This fact alone

reinforces the importance of including fermles in future studies of occu-

pational choice, status inheritance, stab.1s attainment, etc. This point

is emphasized because of the tradition among sociologists to focus a1Irost

9exclusively on males. Our data VX)uld support not only the inclusion

of females, but also the focus on male-female differences. The sections

on female occupational choice and on attitudes to sex-typed occupations

8This is ronsistent with Breton's findings, op.cit., Chapter III-5.

9See Kerckhoff, 1976, op.cit., p. 379, footnote 1. Not all pre
vious sb.1dies omitted fermles, but the number which do warrant an
emphasis on this point. An example of recent research which does focus
on the male-female differences is found in the article by C.J. Cuneo
and J.E. Curtis, "Social ascription in the educational and occupational
status attainment of urban canadians", Canadian Revie:.v of Sociology and
Anthropology, vol. 12, 1975, pp. 7-24.
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highlight the need for further research in this area. The danger here

is that rrodels develOI:~d on the basis of research on males will sinply

be applied to roth sexes. It is critical that sociologists resist this

temptation and accept the challenge to develop new rrodels that incor-

porate the recognition of the different social roles played by males

and females in our society.

These male-female differences should not only be examined in the

light of socialization to different roles; further research into the

differential opportunitieslO available to males and females in the

scmol and in the job market should also be undertaken.

This relates to another issue which warrants further analysis:

Kerckhoff's question of the relative importance of socialization and

allocation processes.

OUr data support the idea that roth are important to status inherit-

ance and, rrore generally, status attaiI1ITent. We were not able, however,

to systematically estimate the relative importance of the tw:::>o It

appears that the answer to the question of which is more important will

differ depending on the p:lrticular variables being considered. The

question is therefore rrore corrplex. It beccm2s: "In what situations

are socialization processes rrore relevant and in what situations are

allocation prOCEsses dominant?"

10see H. Armstrong and P. Armstrong, "The segregated participation
of wanen in the Canadian larour foroe, 1941-71", Canadian Review of
Sociology and Anthropology, vol. 12, 1975, pp. 370-384, as exanple of
recent evidence of the continued occupational segregation of wanen.
See also L. Marsden, E. Harvey and 1. Charner, "Female graduates: their
occupational rrobili ty and attai.nm:mts", Canadian Review of SociolOJ¥
and Anthropology, vol. 12, 1975, W. 385-403.
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Certainly it is important that further research III this area include

data on roth allocation and socialization variables. This would give a

necessary baseline fran which an examination could be made of the

relative irrpact of these tv.D sets of variables under different conditions.

This may sound like a discouraging amoont of WJrk to be done before

we can hope to a::rne to tenus with some of the critical dynamics of

status inheritance. I feel, h<:JNever, that these suggestions are im

portant and realistic ones, and certainly they are better seen as a

cnallenge than as a barrier to our understanding in this area.

The above analysis can perhaps Il1C6t usefully been seen as a pre

liminary contribution to research on the important question of factors

influencing the rates of status inheritance in our society.
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Pretests

The data gathering instrum.e...l1ts used were the end products of a

proress of many revisions and reorganizations. The details of this

process are not relevant here but it would be useful to briefly over

view the different tyPes of pretests used.

Unstructured Preliminary Interviews

T'ne initial stage involved twenty-ThD rnstructured interviews

from teenagers J..n an area just outside Hamilton. The plITfX)se of these

intervie",s was to focus the direction of the research and to sensitize

myself to criticill questions. The respondents involved were volunteers

fran a grade twelve class in a local high school; no attempt was made

to have any kind of representative sample at this stage. Interviews

were conducted with the teen and both parents. This experience led

to the decision to switch to a questionnaire fonnat for the parents.

While all the parents did agree to be intervieNed this \..,ras obviously

a possible sourre of strain since, in most instanCES, it involved the

researcher returning to the home on three separate occasions. This

required a degree of cooperation and rorrmitmen t on the part of the

respondents which would be lL.-rreasonable to exp2ct throughout the

population - especially in light of the fact that in this sillTlple, the

teens, at least, were volunteers. There was also evidence that the

i\-l
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different family members discussed the questions asked between inter-

views leading to an unknONll degree of contamination of their resp:mses.

Again, by using questionnaires for the parents it was hoped to minimize

thi's ,1occurrlnJ .

Specific questions to be included in the study were chosen on the

basis of a search of the relevant literature in such areas as socializa-

tion, parent-child relationships," oCOlp3.tional choice, measurement of

attitudes, sociology of youth and social stratification. 2

Pretest Questionnaires

Different versions of the questionnaire and interview schedUles were

devised and revised in consultation with colleagues. Given the focus of

the research the two key variables to be operationalized were occupational

choice and values; they warranted p3.rticular attention. A pretest ques-

tionnaire was designed to specifically test the feasibility of particular

rreasures of these variables.

In tenns of occupational choice, a set of alternatives were set up

along the lines of forced choice attitude inventory scales. Pairs of

occupations
3

were chosen so that they were very similar in status but

differed in terms of the degree of self-direction required. 4

NEW neasures of values were also included: specifically the

~e field reports indicate that when the questionnaires were filled
out when an interviEWer was present, there was very little of this dis
Olssion. There is TO way of knowing h:Jw much took place for "these
parents who answered the questionnaires in tiE interviewer's absence.

2See bibliography for references.

3See pretest schedule below for details.

4This was based on a subjective judgement made in consultant with
other sociologists.
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"stretched Kohn" question and a nunber of agree-disagree which were

developed to operationalize Kohn' s conceptual definitions of self-

direction and confonnity . The Kohn question was also included as a

basis of oornparison.

The pretest questionnaires were administered in four introductory

sociology classes. A total of 210 questionnaires were oompleted. The

following conclusions came out of the analysis of these data: the

value items as designed did not appear to be problematic. The res-

tx'rrlents W8re able to answer the questions withJut apparent difficulty

and the questions did differentiate between different resr:ondents. 5

The occupational question was mnsiderably rrore problenatic. It became

obvious from the restx'nses that the specific characteristics of the

particular occupations were influencing the choice more than consider-

ations of p:::>ssibilities for self-direction. This type of question was

dropped from the data gathering instruments. Specific questions on

preferred occupational oonditions as well as open ended questions

atout the teen's occupational choice were developed in its stead.

The Four Cities Sbldy

Another source of relevant data for the formulation of the data

gathering inst.rurrents cannot technically be seen as a pretest for the

currerit research. This involved. a study of COITUlUnity relations and

5The disadvantage of using an educated sanple such as oollege
students was emphasized as later in the final study we discovered
trot there was little variability in the resp:mses to the stretched
Kohn question (see Chapter tvx:> aJ::x)ve).
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job exp=rience in four cities in central canada. 6 A number of questions

on job experience and social class were taken fran this study. How-

ever its rnajor relevance to the current research was the fact that the

Kohn question was included in the questionnaire. Its use in the four

cities study confinued that it was a meaningful question for Canadian

restx>ndents and, further, that the class differences found by Kohn

could be expected in Canada as well. 7

Since Hamilton was included as one of the "four cities" we also

lave data on whether we should expect Hamiltmians to be atypical in

their response to these value questions (See Table A-l) .

On only two of the thirteen characteristics is Hamilton out of

line with the restx>nses from the other cities: obeying one I s p:irents

and acting as a boy/girl should. While there are obvious limitations

on the conclusions we can draw aJ::out how representative Hamilton is

of other cities in Ontario, the available evidence does not indicate

that it is particularly atypical.

Final pretests

On the basis of the various stages described in the above sections,

finalized versions of the interview schedule and questionnaires were

made up. In order to familiarize the interview=rs with the data

6Research conducted by F.E. Jones, P.C. Pineo, J. Goyder and V.
Keddie. See V. Keddie, Manual Workers' Attitudes Towards Social Class,
Unpublished Ph.D. Dissertation, Ma'vlaster, 1974. The samples were
drawn fran Hamilton, Sudbury, ottawa and Hull. For field work details
see ibid.

7There is also evidence of possible Canada-U. S. differences in
valuation of particular characteristics but this need not concern us
here.
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gathering instruments and to discover any last minute problems, sixteen

names were randanly selected from assessment lists for the neighbouring

tam of Dundas. The respondents were cxmtacted and the data' gathered

in the same way as was done in the final study. 8 No serious problems

were encountered at this stage.

8see Appendix B belcw.



Table A-l

Responses to the Kolm Question in Four Citiesa in Central Canada

Parent choosing each characteristics as one of the three most importantb

Hamilton Sudbury Ottawa Hull
Items measuring self-direction:

G:xx1 sense and sound judgement 36.8 33.5 37.3 32.1
Self-control 5.2 8.6 8.5 11.6
Responsible 22.0 27.4 24.4 32.6
Considerate 25.6 24.4 23.7 19.2
Interested in hc:M and why things happen 30.0 27.8 37.6 26.3

Items measuring confonnity:

Good manners 25.2 20.3 18.6 17.9
Neat and clean 5.2 4.1 3.1 7.6
Oreys parents 22.8 16.9 14.6* 8.9*
Gcx:>d student 10.4 15.4 12.9 16.1

Other:

Tries hard to succeed 13.6 18.8 15.6 20.5
Honest 63.6 60.5 60.7 66.5
Acts as a boy/girl should 14.8 25.9* 22.7* 20.1
Gets along with others his/her age 20.8 14.7 18.0 9.4

N 250 266 295 224

*Percentages are statistically significantly different from tiE Hamilton data (. 05 level). :r
~ata from this table are an W1Published tabulation provided by Peter C. Pineo

0'\

Respondents were asked "Imagine you rave a son who is ten years old. Hhich three qualities of those
listed... \\Duld you say are the rrost desirable for a boy of that age to have? "



Pretest Qu~stionnaire administered to Introductory Sociolo9v classes:

V!\LlIF EI.I:~lE:\TS STUIlY

.\IOST QUES'IIONS CAN liE A,S\~ERI'Il RY CIRCI.l:-lr. TilE :-JII'IRIR \E~IIlF ·11Ii.
APPROPRIATE ANSWI:ll. FI:I~ REQUIRE YOUR WRITl:-.lr. IN YOUR A~SWER

IN THE SPACE PROVIDED.

First of all we would like to ask you some Reneral information
about you and your family.

Col 1-2 1I0w old were you on your last hirthday? yea rs .

Are you l.Female 2. la 1e

4 What vear of universitv studies are you registered in?

I. Qualifying year
2. First year
3. Second year
4. Third year
5. Fourth year
6. Other (please specify)

5-6 What is your father's occupation? (Be specific, ego say
"pattern maker for Stelco" rather than "steelworker",or
"b ran c h man age r for'" the Ban k a f ~I ant rea 1" rat her t han
"manager". )

7-8 How many years altogether was your father in school?

years

AssuminR you had the necessary skills and training,if vou had the
choice would you rather he:

10

II

12

I. a haker
OR

2. a h a rh e r

I. a longshoreman
OH

2. a taxi.:ah driver

1. a rai IroaJ brakeman
OR

2. a T.V. repairman

I. a bank teller
() H

2. a rlay~~round director

13

14

15

16

1. an airplane mechanic
OR

2. a T.V. cameraman

I. a real e~tate agent
OR

2. a computer programmer

1. an accountant
OR

2. an author

1. a veterinarian
OR

2. il high school tcacher



I.

2

17 lIow import:llll to vou ,... ouIJ your filthe~ opinioll he 111

your Jecision as to ho'" 11111<:11 formal schooling to ta e'!

lIis opinioll wtlulJ Ill':
Vcr" important
~oJerately important

3, 'lot very important
4. Not at all important

18 1I0w important to you would your father's opinion he in
your occupational choice?

Ilis opinion would be:
1. Very important
2. ~Ioderately important
3. Not very important
4. Not at all important

19 How important to you would your mother's opinion be in
your decision as to how much formal schoolin~ to take?

Iler opinion would be:
1. Very important
2. Moderately important
3. Not very important
4. Not at all important

20 Ilow important to you would your mother's opinion he in
your occupational choice?

Her opinion would be:
1. Very i mp 0 r tan t
2. Moderately important
3. Not very important
4. ot at all important

21 1I0w important to you would the opinion of your closest
friends he in your decision as to how much formal schooling
to take?

Their opinion would he:
1. Very important
2. ~loderately imporClIlt
3. Not very important
4. Not at al I important

22 1I0w important to you would the opinion of your .:Iusest
friends be in your occupational choice?

Their opinion would he:
I. \' cry imp 0 r tan t
2. 10Jeratley important
\. :'iot very important
4. :-lot at all important



.'

23 r~ tt!"re :..nv,'/I<l l'ls\' wl!o you see as important in \'our
dec i s ion :I s t II h 0 IV JlIU C h for ma I s c h 0 0 lin g tot a k e ?

I. Yes
No

Who?
(SpecifY relatipl1shi" tn \'('11)

:!S Is thC'l'C' .tll\"Ont' ~l:,("' hIll\,.' \"lHI ::'\,',-' .l~ 111lP~'t·(.tl\t 11\ \\'\11"

occupational choice'

1. Yes
2. No

26 Who?
(Specify relation~hip to vou)

27 Who would you say has heen most important in influencing
your decision as to how much formal schooling to take?

1. Father 6. Vocational guiJance counsellor
2. :.lother 7. Friend
3. Brother B. Other
4. Sister (Please specify)
5. Teacher 9. No-one influenced me

2B Who \~ould you say has been most important in influencing
your occupational choice?

1. Father 6. Vocational guidance counsellor
2. ~lother 7. Friend
3. [lrother 8. Other
4. Sister (Please specify)
5. Teacher 9. No-one influenced me

The following is a list of statements dealing with your heliefs
and feelings. Please indicate how much you agree or disagree
with each of these statements.

28

30

It's all right to get
around the law as long
3S you don't actually
break it.

1. Strongly agree
2. Agree somewhat
3. ~either agree nor disagree
4. Disagree somewhat
5. Strongly disagree

Teenagers have to learn how
to take orders from those in
authority.

I. Strongly agree
2. '\gr~e somewhat
3. Neither agree nor disagree
,I. Il i sag r e e s 0 mew hat
5. Strongly disagree

29

31

The way a person looks and
a~ts tells YOU a lot about
his values.

I. St rang Iy agree
2. Agree somewhat
3. Neither agree nor disagree
4. nisagrec somewhat
5. Strongly disagree

It is im,ortant that you
understand a person's
motives before you judge
his actions.

1. Strongly agree
2. Agree somewhat
3. ~either agree nor disagree
4. Disagree somewhat
S. Strongly disagree



I. Strongly agree
2. Agree somewhat
3. Neither agree nor disagree
4. Oisagree somewhat
5. Strongly disagree

32 I. ivin l: III'
valll("S is
livin~ up

t ,) It..;; (H: i cry I '" II

I (0" ., i Iii fl 0 I' tan t
tv ,'nu r own

than.
33 ltd 0 e s n • till" t t e r It'· " U

l h ink 11 \.,' r n 11 g t h n II g h t .i" J ~

long as yOll don' t Pllt them
into action.

l. Stronilly agree
2. A~ree somewhat
3. ~eithcr agree nor disagree
4. Disagree somewhr.t
5. Strongly disagree

34

36

38

40

i\ teenager should be given
independence ~ as long as
he/she uses it wisely.

I. Strongly a",ree
2. Agree some\~hat

3. Neither agree nor disagree
4. Disagree somewhat
S. Strongly disagree

If something works, it
doesn't matter whether it's
ri ght or wrong.

I. Strongly agree
2. Agree somewhat
3. Ne i the r agree nor dis agree
4. Disagree somewhat
5. Strongly disagree

The key to getting along is
being able to fit in with
the way things are.

I. Stron~ly agree
2. Agree somewhat
3. Neither agree nor disagree
4. Disagree somewhat
5. Strongly disagree

Some things are wrong even
if they are legal.

1. Strongly agree
2. Agree somewaht
3. 'either agree nor disagree
4. Pi agrC'e somewhat
5. Strongly disagree

35

37

39

41

How vou get along in this
world denends on whether
you can make your own
decisions and stick to them.

1. Strongly agree
2. Agree somewhat
3. Neither agree nor disagree
4. Disagree somewhat
S. Strongly disagree

You should obey your
superiors whether or not
you think they are right.

1. Strong ly agree
2. Agree somewhat
3. Neither agree nor disagree
4. Disa~ree somewhat
S. Strongly disagree

As long as a teenager is
respectful and oheys his/her
parents, they should let him!
her think what he/she likes.

1. Stronglv agree
2. Agree somewhat
3. Neither agree nor disagree
4. Oisagree somewhat
S. Strongly disagree

If we stick to what people
in authori ty say, w(', 11
never improve things.

I. Strongly agree
2. Agree somewhat
3. Neither agree nor disagree
4. Disagree somewhat
S. Strongly disagree
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s

As long as a child has learned 43
the right values, parents
Jon't need to worrv ahout
specific acts of wl·ongdoing.

I. Strongly agree
2. Agree somewhat
3. Neither agree nor disagree
4. Disagree somewhat
5. Strongly disagree

!'eople have to learn that
ther often cnn't ju~t do
something hrcnuse they
think it is ror thC1iC~t.

1. Stronglv alree
2. Agree ~()mcwhat

3. Neither agree nor disagree
4. nisagree somewhat
5. Strongly disagree

44 ft's all right to do any
thing you want as long as
you stay out of trouble.

1. Strongly agree
2. Agree somewhat
3. Neither agree nor disagree
4. Disagree somewhat
5. Strongly disagree

4S One should always show respect
to those in authority.

1. Strongly agree
2. Agree somewhat
3. Neither agree nor disagree
4. Disagree somewhat
5. Strongly disagree

People differ in terms of the qualities they consider imnortant in
judging themselves. How important are each of the following
characteristics to you? The question is not which characteristics
you have, but how important you consider them to be.

How important is it to you whether or not you:

46

48

50

Have good manners?

1. Very important
2. Somewhat important
3. Not very important
4. Not at all important

Are honest?

1. Very important
2. Somewhat important
3. Not very important
4. Not at all important

lIave good sense and sound
judgement"

1. Very important
2. Somewhat important
3. Not very important
4. Not at all important

47

49

51

Try hard to succeed?

1. Verv important
2. Somewhat important
3. Not very important
4. Not at all important

Are neat and clean?

1. Very important
2. Somewhat important
:\. Not very important
4. Not at all imp art an t

Have self-control?

1. \ erv import ant
2. Somewh~ t important
3. Not very important
4. Not at all important



I.
~
L •

I.

3.
4.

V"!'y import:lnt
Somewhat importunt
Not very import:lnt
Not at :lll important

Get along well with others
your age"

Very important
Soml'what i mnortant

3. 1'Iot verv important
4. Not at all important

54

56

Obey your parents well?

1. Very important
2. Somewhat important
3. Not very impotant
4. Not at all important

Are considerate of others?

1. Very important
2. Some\~hat important
3. Not very important
4. Not at all important

55

57

Are re$ponsihle?

1. Very important
2. Somewhat important
3. Not very important
4. Not at all important

Are interested in how
and why things happen?

1. Very important
2. Somewhat important
3. Not very important
4. Not at all important

58 Are a good student?

1. Very important
2. Somewhat important
3. Not very important
4. Not at all important

59 Which of these characteristics would vou say are most
important to you?

eTHeLE TilE
TIlHEE ~10ST

IMPORTANT.

That you: 1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
Y.

10.
1 1 .
12.
13.

Have good manners
Try hard to succed
,\re honest
Are neat and clean
lIave good sense and sound judg()lI1ent
lIave self-control
Act like a hoy/girl should
Get along well \~ith others YOllr age
Ohey your parents well
Are responsible
Are considerate of others
Are interested in how and why things happen
Arc a good student
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oil Which of thes,' ch:l["actt';,i~tit:,; would vou s:!v arC' mo~t

imp art :l II t t U Yt) U r fat he" i n t c r ms oft h c kill d a fIll' r" un
he would likt' YOU to he'~

That vou: I. lIavc Rood manners
2. Try ha rd to succeed
3. Are honest
·t. Are neat and clean
5. lIave good sense and sound judgement
6. Have self-control CIRCI.E THE
7. Act like a boy/gi rl should TIlREE I~QST

8. Get along well with others your age IMPORTANT
9. Ohey your parents well

10. Are responsible
11. Are considerate of others
12. Are interested in how and why things happen
13. Are a good student

61 Which of these characteristics would you say are most
important to your mother in terms of the kind of person
she would like YOU to be?

r.lllCLE THE
THRE F. lOST
DIPORTANT

That you: 1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12 .
13.

Have good manners
Try hard to succeed
Are honest
Are neat and clean
Have good sense and sound judgement
Have self-control
Act like a boy/girl should
Get along well with others your age
Ohey your parents well
Are re!'oponsihle
Are cOTI!'oideratc of others
Are interested in ho~ and why things happen
Are a good student

TIlANK YOU FOR YOUR COOPERATlO .



Appendix B

SalT;>le

As indicated in ~~'1apter ThD aOOve, our sa'1pling base was the

population of individuals born in 1957 who were currently living with

both their parents. The sanple v'as dra\Vl1 fran the regional assess

ment list.

A number of "areas" within the city were sampledj these areas

are divisions used by both the Hamilton Planning Council a..'l.d the

Regional Assessment Office.
l

The Planning Council had surrmary figures

specifying hON many individuals born in 1957 there were in each "area"

(the figures for males and fEmales \"lere given separately). The

figures for each area were cumulated so that we \VOuld krow into which

area would fall, for example, the 538th individual rorn in 1957.

Randc:rn numbers were used to select one third the required nurcber of

individuals. Note was made of ha.v many individuals would be thus

required from each of the Planning Council '" areas". To obtain the

required sample, each area was sarf?led, using random numbers, for

three times the number of individuals thus indicated. So, if in the

original set of ranCbm numbers, a'l. area VIas selected twi02, when the

~ee map at the end of this a:;>pendix.
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actual sample ",laS drawn, six names w::>uld be drawn from this area; if

it were selected five tlires, fifteen names would be drawn.

The rationale for this m:x1ification of a strictly randc::m sampling

tecrmique was based on financial considerations. The slight cluster-

ing e;ffect caused by this sampling technique would cut down travelling

expenses. I t was hoped that twJ interviews in the sarre area might be

dore consecutively on the sarre day, and the travellinJ necessitated

by follON-up procedures w::>uld be reduced. In this way 65/113 = 57.5%

of the "areas" in the city were sampled. In tenns of census areas

(which occasionally encanpasses rrore than one of these areas used by

the Assessment Office), all but eight areas of the city were included

(the separate sampling of males and females increased the number of

areas covered). Census inforrration on these areas allow us to test for

bias. If we amit the census area which is a hospital area, there is

little evidence of bias. Three of the areas have a higher than average

inCOIre, four are below; three have a rrore highly educated pop.llation

than the whole city, four have lower. 2

Originally the study was to include 200 males; it was thought

that the inclusion of females v,ould considerably complicate the ana-

lysis. At the request of the grantinJ agency, females were, in fact,

included in the study. The data gathering instnunents were rrodified

accordi.nJly, to take into account the rrore cx:mplex nature of a

female I s occupational choice in tenus of her expected particip3.tion

~ata fran the 1971 Census catalogue 95-739, Population and
Housing Characteristics by Census Tracts: Hamilton, Statistics canada,
1971.
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111 the labour force at various stages of her life. Because the deci

sion to include females was made after many of the preparations for the

study had been rorrpleted, the sarrple of females was drawn independently

of the male one. Identical sarrpling procedures were used for both sub

sarrples.

'!Wo replacenent lists were drawn using the same sarrpling proce

dure: one for males, one for females. "I"fuenever a respondent refused,

was found to be ineligible or was non-locatable, a correspondingly

sexed individual was selected at randan f:rom one of the replacerrent

lists.

A respondent was considered ineligible if he or she was (a) not

rorn in 1957, (b) not living at horre or (c) living with only one parent.

We might note here that step-parents (or, in one case, grandparents)

were treated as the sociological parents of the respondent, if, in

fact, they tad played that role for at least tl'E past two years.

Another reason for anitting a possible respondent was if the inter

viewer had firm reason to believe that he or she was not capable of

answering the questions owing to physical or mental illness.

Individuals were oonsidered "non-locatable" if l::¥ the time of

the field w:Jrk they rould not re found at the given address, and the

family could not re traced within the city of Hamilton. Before

individuals were assigned to an interviewer, their naITeS were

checked in the Hamilton Telephone Directory, and their phone nunbers

reoorded. If they were not in the phone book, the Hamilton City

Directory was used as a reference. If the information in the city

directory ooincided with that from the assessrrent lists, the case
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was given an LD. number and assigned to an interviewer. If the name

and address did not appear in eit..her the phone book or the city direct

ory, or if there were any discrepancies behveen the information fran

the assessment lists and either of these sources, t..he rB.IT1e '.vas re

checked in the assessment lists. (Possible discrepancies were the

parents' initial, the exact address, the sf)211ing of the surname,

etc. ). T'nere was several m::mths delay frQll the tline the original

sample was drawn and the time of entry into the field so some inaccu

racies in the sail1ple were e..xpected. Updated assessmeIlt lists were

checked and updated infonnation used. If an individual was no longer

at the original address, all individuals with that surname and with

the father I s firs t narre were checked, using the assessment office's

alphabetic listings. If an individual were found at another address,

with a child born in 1957 with the same name as the child originally

selected, it was assumed that this '.vas the same family and the case was

included in the sample. If no such individual could be located, if

the data now indicated that it was a single parent hare or that the

"1957 child" was not living there, the case was Qmtted from the

sample. If the records now indicated that the child selected was,

in fact, rom in some other year (usually 1956 or 1958), the case was

also omitted.

Table B-1 gives the numbers of refusals and ineligibles. If we

calculate the response rates in tenns of those individuals who

were locata1Jle and who were eligible to p..-=rrticipatc, the rates are:

males, 201/236 = 85.2~, f~nales 199/225 = 88.4%, total 400/461 =

86.8%. If '.ve include in the base for our calculation all those whose

names were drawn for the sample the rates are: !IDles 201/291 = 69.1~,
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fewales, 199/280 = 71.1%, total 400/571 = 70.1%.

Table B-1

Response rates for teenagers

Males Females Total

Ineligible:

Not living with both parents 28 26 54
Unable to do intervie\v 3 2 5
\,vrong age 7 6 13
Non-locatable 17 21 38

Refusala 35 26 61

Successfully contacted 201 199 400

~ncludes those cases where the parents refused to allow the teen to
participate.

The Field Work

The field work was conducted fran February to June of 1975, by a

team of nine interviewers, including myself. The interviewers were

thoroughly briefed concerning the purposes of the study, the content

of the data gathering instruments, and the guidelines for the field

work.

Once the narres had been selected and assigned to a specific inter-

viewer, the families involved \vere contacted by mail. One letter was

sent to the parents and a separate letter sent to the appropriate

3teenager. In both, the general purpose of tl1e study was outlined

and their cooperation was requested. They w~re informed that an

interviewer would be contacting them in the near future to set up a

time for the interview.

3See Appendix c.
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Where possible, the teenager Has contacted by phone; otherwise

the interviEWer went to the address given. If the teenager was eli

gible for the study (in terms of t1.e eriteria outlined aJ::x)ve) and was

\villing to participate, a time for the intervie.v was set. The usual

arrangement was for the interview to be held in the resp:mdent' shane,

although there were a fe\v cases \.;here this was not possible, and other

arrangements were made.

The data gathering instruments ronsisted of an interview to be

ronducted with the teenager, and a questionnaire for each of the

parents. Ideally, the intervie\v .\·.-as to be arranged at a time when

both parents rould be present so tr..a.t they rould romplete their

questionnaires 'while the interviet••; was being ronducted. In the cases

where this was not possible, st.aInf:ed, addressed envelopes were left

for the parents to mail in the questionnaires once they \vere ccm

pleted. Even if the parents did not wish to participate in the study,

the teenager's interview was retaL'1ed in the data. If the parents

had not returned their questiomaires after approximately a week to

ten days, they were rontacted and asked to send them in. A number of

parents required several such reminders before they canpleted them.

Sane indicated that they couldl1' t be bothered and ot.1<ers returned

them partly or totally blank. These individuals were sent a short,

one page version, rontaining a few key questions. Parents who refused

outright were not contacted further.

After \OJe were in the field a short time, it became apparent that

sene parents would be unable to CX>.-=?lete the questionnaires bEcause

they were not familiar en:Jugh wit..""l the English language. Sane indi-
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viduals knew emugh English that they could answer the questions if

read to them in English; others obviously required a translation into

their native tongue.

When the teenager was initially contacted, he/she was asked if: he/

she were living with both his/her pa.rents, if he/she were born in 1957,

and if roth his/her pa.rents cnuld urrlerstand written English. If the

teen said one or roth pa.rents cnuld not handle written English, an inter-

preter was assigned to the case. In sorre instances the teen had indicated

that the pa.rents could handle the English questionnaire, but the inter-

viewer discnvered that, in fact, they could not.

There were a number of cases where the problem was one of liter-

acy rather than laIBUage. In some of these the problem was overcnffie,

at least in pa.rt, by the interviewer reading the questionnaire to the

parent. In other cases, such assistance was not requested and the

questionnaire was cortpleted and returned, although the answers indi-

cated an obvious lack of urrlerstanding of sane of the questions.

Given the heavy concentration of Italians in Hamilton, it was

not surprising to discnver that several pa.rents in our sample were

Italian. It was felt that the number of cases warranted a translation

of the questionnaires into this language. 4

handled by one of the interviewers who sp::>ke Italian. She was

assigned to these cases so that she cnuld explain the purpose of

the questionnaires and answer any possible questions. It turned out

4Because of financial constraints TO back translation of the
questiormaires was urrlertaken.
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that in a number of cases these parents were, in fact, illiterate or

close to it. In these cases the questionnaire was read to them in

Italian. The interviewer reported some difficulties since Italian

,,,as not her native tonguej-_ it ,'las a language she had learned through

fonnal courses. The fact that different dialects were used posed

additional problems, but she did not feel that either of these problems

seriously affected the data.

Those parents ,,,hose mother tongue ",as ot.her than Italian, and who

could not read the English version, ,-lere assigned to the present

researcher. An interpreter was arranged to accompany the researcher,

to translate the questionnaire from the English. This proCEdure

introduced an unknmvn degree of variability in the resp:mses since

many of the q1.Estions OJuld not be translated literally and often the

interpreter had to "explain" what the questions meant.

Another problem was t.hat SOlle expressions in the original question

naire turned out to l::e quite idiomatic and practically nontranslatable.

If, after several attempts to explain a question, the resp:>ndent still

did not understand, the question was anitted.

These disadvantages "lere countered, at least in part, by the

advantage that all the qu2stions ",ere asked, and, if understood, an

swered. In the cases of English speaking parents, it is obvious that

some questions were overlooked and others apparently completely mis

und2rstood. In the questionnaires adminis terE~d by an interpreter, we

are also oonfident that the responses were those of the appropriate

respondent and that they ",ere relatively inde?2I1<'.8nt of the opinions

of others in the family. (I-t "las usually although not always, possible
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to cnnduct the administration of the questionnaire in private). When

the questionnaires were left with English speaking parents (or with

the teenage respondent to give to his/her Parents) it was stressed

that they should be filled out independently. However, on the basis

of sane cases which were cnmpleted while the teenager I s interview was

in progress, and on examination of sane of the responses (particularly

to the open-ended questions) ,it is obvious that this procedure was

not always followed. Unfortunately it is not possible to estimate the

degree of "contamination" of responses because of this.

Table B-2 gives the pattern of response among the p3.rents.

Table B-2

Response Rate of Parents in Sarrple

Completed questionnaire:

in Englisha

in Italian
in another language

Total a::mpleted

Canpleted only the "short version"
Refusal

Father

302
23
11

336

12
52

400

MJther

317
20

7

344

9
47

400

~ncludes 5 fathers and 6 mothers for wmm the questionnaire was admi
nistered in English as an interview.

From Table B-2 we can see that we have at least some data on

348/400 = 87% of the fathers and 353/400 = 88.3% of the mothers. We

have cnrnplete questionnaires for 336/400 = 84% of the fathers and

344/400 = 86% of the mothers. These rates are quite high by social

science standards.
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We have data from the teen' s in~rview that would allCNl us to o:::mpare

pTIents who did and did not resp:md.

From Tables B-3 and B-4 we see that a greater percentage of non

respondents than those who completed the questionnaires (56% versus 36%

of the fathers; 44% versus 27% of the mothers) have less than grade 9

education. There is little difference in the reported status of the

parents' jobs (for the fathers, 31% of both mn-respondents and those who

canpleted the schedule are white-collar. For mothers, the percentages

are 62% of the non-respondents and 67% of the respondents). The

important thing to note, hCMever is that the educational and occupational

levels of the total sample of parents is virtually identical to those

for parents who completed the questionnaire. The small percentage of

non-resp:m::lents has -little impact on these figures. This gives us con

fidence that the mn-responding parents have not introduced a serious

source of bias in our results.

It should, lPwever, be kept in mind that to the extent that our

sample is representative, it is representative of two parent families

in Hamilton who have a child born in 1957 who was living at horne in

1975. Any generalizations to a wider population must be made with

caution.



Table B-3

Parent's education 1eve1a by response

Education level

Father

Grade 8 Grade More than Grade 8
or less 9-13 high school N or less

Non-responrent 55.8% 32.6% 11.6% 43 43.6%
Short version 36.4 36.4 27.3 11 33.3
Cbmpleted questionnaire 35.6 49.8 14.5 295 26.8

'lbtal 38.6% 47.8% 14.7% 345 28.8%

~ta fran teen's interview schedule

Table B-4

Parent's occupational status by response

Status of parent's job

r.lother

Grade More than
9-13 high school N

51.3% 5.1% 39
50.0 16.7 6
60.9 12.3 302

59.7% 11.5% 347

Father Mother
\'!'mte Collar Blue Cb11ar N White rollar Blue Cbllar N

on-respondent 31. 4% 68.6% 51 61.9% 38.1% 42
Soort version 25.0 75.0 12 62.5 37.5 8
Completed questionnaire 31.3 68.7 332 67.4 32.6 307

tD
I

'lbtal 31.1% 68.9% 395 66.7% 33.3% 357 f-J
f-J
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Appendix C

IBtters to ResFOndents and Data Gathering Instruments
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ly\CAi;\STCR U IVERSITY
Dep,lIlmcnt of S\)(,io\ogy

1280 :-'lJin Street Wc~t, HJmilton, Ontario, L8S 41-.14
Telcphonc: 525-9140 Local 4481

C-2

-----

Dear (Teenager)

This letter is to ask you to assist us by taking part in a study
of teenagers in the Hamilton area .. We are interested in teenagers'
attitudes toward their future jobs and the types of things that
influence when and how they decide on a job.

This part of the
hope that you have no
you for a short time.
there be any personal
general attitudes and

research involves interviewing teenagers. We
objections to someone coming and talking with
This will not be a test of any kind, nor will

questions. We are only interested in your
opinions.

* If no answer, please
call 529-0903 if you
have any questions.

An interviewer will phone in the next few days to arrange a
suitable time and place for the interview. If you or your parents
have any questions about the research you can discuss them at that
time, or you can call my graduate student assistant, Mrs. Dianne
Thomastlat 527-6700! Your parents have been sent a separate letter
informing them that we will be contacting you for this study.

Your name was chosen as part of a random sample of teenagers in
the area. The regional government has a list of all residences with
the age of all the occupants. We were given permission to draw a
sample from this list. It is important that we are able to interview
you and the other individuals vlhose names were specifically chosen
in our sample. We canno·t substitute someone else in your place.

We sincerely hope that you will be \villing to help us in this way.

Thank you very much.

~cere~7ours,

~C-~~~
Dr. Peter C. Pineo,
Professor, McMaster University

~lease note that "Mrs. Dianne Thomas" is the autlPr of this thesis and is
row known as Ms. Dianne Lcoker.



t\'\u\t\/\STfJ\ U: IIVrRSllY
DCp,lrlnll:n{ of Sociuloi:Y

1200 1.lin Str.:ct \VC~l. HJmilton, OnlMiv. LSS ·1;\14
Tclcrhonc: 525-9140 Local '1481

C-3

Dear dr. & Mrs.

This letter is to ask your cooperation in a study being
undertaken of teenagers and their parents in the Hamilton area.
The research deals with teenagers' attitudes and decisions
concerning their future jobs.

At this point in the research, we are interviewing teenagers.
y,7e have sent a separate letter to your son, (teen's name)
asking his cooperation. We hope that you have no objection to
someone talking with him for a short time.

An interviewer will phone in the next few days to arrange
a suitable time and place for the interview. If you have any
questions about the research, you can discuss them with the
interviewer at that time, or you can contact my graduate
assistant, Mrs. Thomas at 527-6700"t- The interviewer \vill have
a brief questionnaire for each parent of the teenagers we
interview. We hope that you will be willing to take a short
time to help us by filling it out.

Thank you for your cooperation.

*If no answer, please
call 529-0908 if you have
any questions.

?i:1cY924
Dr. Peter C. Pineo,
Professor, McMaster University

~or parents of fema.le teenagers, the \'.ording was appropriately changed.
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The version of the parents' questionnaires which follCNlS is that

administered to the parents of a female teenager. In the version

given to parents of a male the sections dealing with the teen were

m:x1ified using male reference tenns. Questions 42 and 48 in the

rrother's questionnaire and Question 48 in the father's questionnaire

were not asked of parents of a male respondent.

The "short version" of the questionnaire which was sent to

p:trents who were reluctant to crntPlete the full version included some

what modified versions of questions 8, 10, 26 to 29, 36, 42 and 54

from the father's questionnaire, questions 7,' 8, 23 to 26, 36 43a

and 53n from the JT\Other' s auestionnaire.



TEENAGER 0 S IN'l'ERV I EI-J SCHEDULE

1=rIJ
123

Case No.

Date

Card No.

IT]
6 7

Interviewer No.

ITIIIIJ
8 9 10 11 12 13

(day) (mnth) (yr)

Time Interview Began

Sex 1 - ~1ale

2 - Female

a.m.
------~p.m.

o
14

First of all I'd like to ask you some general information about
you and your family.

1. How many years have you lived in Hamilton?

Less than 1 year

or

01. 88. Don't know

99. No answer

IT]
15 16

(write in number of years)

2. How many years have you lived in this house?

Less than 1 year 01. 88. Don't know

or

(write in number of years)

99. No answer

3. How old were you on your last hirthday?

88. Don't know
(years) 99. No answer

4. How many brothers do you have?
-----,

O. None
9. No answer

a.How many are older than you?

O. None
9. No answer

Skip to Question 5

b.How many are younger? (COUNT TWINS AS "YOUNGER")

O. None
9. No answer



(years)
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'i. How many sisters do you have?

O. None - Skip to Question 6
9. No answer

a.How many are older than you?

O. None
9. No answer

b.How many are younger? (COUNT TWINS AS "YOUNGER").

O. None
9. No answer

6. How old was your father on his last birthday? (IF THE
RESPONDENT IS UNSURE, ASK FOR THE APPROXIMATE AGE - TRY
TO AT LEAST GET WHICH TEN YEAR CATEGORY HE FALLS INTO).

SS. Don't know
99. No answer

7. Howald was your mother on her last birthday? (IF RESPONDENT
IS UNSURE, ASK FOR THE APPROXI~~TE AG~ - AT LEAST THE TEN
YEAR CATEGORY) .

(years)

SS. Don't know
99. No answer

B. In what country were you corn?

83. Don't know
99. No answer

~. Are you currently attending school full-time?

1. Yes - ASK 9a.
2. No - ASK 9b and 9c.

~. IF YES: What grade are you currently enrolled in?
(IF SCHOOL IS ON THE COURSF. CREDIT SYSTEM, ASK THE
APPROXIMATE GRADE EQUIVALENT).

(grade) I
_
S_S_._D_o_n_._t_k_n_o_w__---',- Skip to Question 10
99. Jo answer .
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9b. IF NO: What was the highest grade you have completed
so far? (IF SCHOOL IS ON TilE COURSE CREDIT SYSTEM,ASK
THE APPROXIMATE GRADE EQUIVALENT).

(Grade)

88. Don't know
99. No answer

9c. Are you working?

1. Yes, full-time
2. Yes, part-time

ASK
Q.9d

3. No
8. Don't know
9. No answer

Skip to
Q.11

9d. What is your job? (PROBE FOR DETAILS)

99. No answer

10. O.K. I'll ask you a bit more about school a little later,
but for now I'd like to know if you are in any particular
"stream" in school. Some schools organize their courses
into such streams as "academic", "commercial", "technical",
and so on. How would you describe the courses you are taking?

1. Academic
2. Commercial
3. Technical
4. Other (specify)

7. School does not have streams
8. Don't know
9. No answer o

39
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1 1. ,)IIC of thE' l1Iain thj lIelS we are interested in j s the kind of
LiI:mghts te,~nagers have about the ty~'c 0 f joL they' cl like to
'1<) into. Nmv, a lot of teendqers YOll!:" age W0n't have made
tl ny defini. te decisj (}ns about the job they'd 1 ike, ""hile others
have fairly definite plans. In any .ase, people often have
some ideao about tile kinds uf work situations they I-Iould and
Hould not like, tit" kinds of situations that would make them
tE'el comfortable and uncomfortable.

What I'd like you to do is describe what you would think of
as the "ideal job situation" for you - but I would like you
to be realistic in this and to think in terms of the general
type of work you think you are likely to end up doing. O.K.?
(IF RESl'ONDENT IS WORKING, SAY: "We are not necessarily asking
about your current job but rather ~hatever type of work you think
you will probably end up doing.) What kinds of things would
you look for in a job? (IF RESPONDENT HESITATES OR CAN'T SEEM
TO THINK OF ANYTHING, SAY: "You can take some time to think
about it if you like"). (THE POINT IS TO GET TilE RESPONDENT
TALKING AS MUCH AS POSSIBLE ABOUT THE KIND OF JOB HE/SHE
WOULD LIKE).

Anything else?

Anything else? (REi';P PROBl G - THIS IS ONE OF
TilE MOST H1PORTANT PARTS OF THE
INTf'RVIE\\. USE WHA'l'EVER PROBES
ARE NECESSARY TO GET TilE
RES?ONDEN1' TALKING) .

** (IT IS IMPORTANT THAT YOU
RECORD TillS SECTJON LITERALLY
\~ORD FOR WORn I\S ~1 Cli AS
POSSIULE - ASK TIfE RESPONDENT
'1'0 \-JAIT UNTIL YO GET IT DOWN,
IF ECESSARY. TRY TO MAKE A NOTE
OF rllI: PHOSES YOU USED.
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WHEN TilE RE.SPONDENT liAS VOLUN'I'EERFD ALL IIF./SFE SFEf04S TO HAVF. TO SAY ASK:

12. OK. What about the amount of supervision - some people like a joh
where they are hiqhly supervised, others prefer to be almost
completely unsupervised. Thinking in terms of the ~ind of work
you will likely be doing, if you r-ad your choice, how much
supervision do you think you would like on a job?

(RECORD VERRATHl AND CODE) (DO NOT RFAD CODES)

1. Prefers consincrable supervision
2. Prefers moderate supervision
3. Prefers little supervision
4. Prefers no supervision

8. Don't know ~ Skip to Question 13
9. No answer r-

D
46

(DO NOT ACCEPT A "DON'T KNOW" RIGHT AWAY - TRY TO GET TPE
RESPONDENT TALKING).

12a. Why is that? (RECORD Vr.RBATIM)



(DO OT ACCEPT

Sa -

\1. 1n almost- all occupations, it is Ilecessary to work with you~

hands (llsing tools, using Qr repa~ring machines, using spec~al

rnstrunlpnts, etc.), with l'eople (conferences, negotiations,
seeing customers, etc.), ~nd with written materials (letters,
files, memos, books or blueprints, etc.)

If ¥C'\1 have your choice, do you think you would prefer a job in
which you I ...ould be worb ng primari ly with your hands, with people
or with written materials?

(conE RESPONSE AND NOTF ANY ADDITIONAL COMMF.NTS.)

1. With hands
2. With people
J. With written materials

9. Don_'_t__k_n_o_w ~ Skip to Question 14
9. No answer J

A "DON'T KNOW" RIGHT AWAY - PROBE FURTHER)

:~. Why is that? (RECORD VERBATIM)

o
49

50 51
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14. What about the amount of "self-reliance" - heing required to make
a lot of rlecisions on your own, having to make independent judgements.
Some people like a lot of self-reliance, others prefer havinq very
little. rf you had your choice, how much self-reliance do you think
you would prefer on a job?
(RECORD VF'RBATH1 AND CODE) (DO NOT READ CODES)

1. Prefprs a great deal of self-reliance
2. Prefers a moderate amount of self-reliance
3. Prefers a little or no self-reliance

8. Don't know
9. No answer

Skip to Question 15

(DO NOT ACCEPT "DON'T KNOW" WITHOUT PROBING)

14a. ~hy is that? (RFCORD VERBATIM)
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L5. Some people prefer a well organized work situation where
everything is clearly spelled out - who is to do what and
when they are to do it. Others prefer a more open, flexible
situation. If you had your choice, which of these two
situations would you prefer - one where duties are clearly
spelled out, or one which was more open and flexible?
(CODE RESPONSE AND NOTE ANY ADDITIONAL COM}IENTS).

1. Very much prefers duties to be spelled out.
2. Somewhat prefers duties to be spelled out.
3. Somewhat prefers a more open, flexible situation.
4. Very much prefers a more open, flexible situation.

8. Don't know
9. No answer

Skip to Question 16 D
55

(DO NOT ACCEPT "DON I T KNOW" \VITFIOUT PROBING).

Sa. Why is that? (RECORD VERBATIM)

ITJ
56 57
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16. FOR MALE RESPONDENT.', ASJ(: viould you consj der going into a traditionally
female occupation - that is, one which is predominantly female?

FOR FF.HALE RF.SPONDEN'1'S, ASK: \"ould you consider qoing into a traditionally
male occupation - that is, one which is predominantly male?

IF RESPONDENT ASKS rOR FXAMPLES ASI<: What jobs do you think of as
traditionally female (male)? IF RESPONDFNT ~ENTIONS SOME AS~:

Thinking in terms of these jobs as traditionally female (male) ....
(REPEAT ORIGINAL QUFSTION) (M.nKE A NOTE OF RESPONDF.NT'S FXAl-'PLES).

IF RESPONDENT DOESN'T MFNTION ANY, ASK: Well, in general .....
(REPEAT ORIGINAL QUESTION) .

(CODE P.ESPONS2: TF M1lHGUOUS ALSO RECORD VEP.BATH1j

1. Definitely would consider it.
2. Probably would consider it.
3. Probably would not consider it.
4. Definitely would not consider it.

8. Donl_t__k_n_o_w ~~ Skip to Question 17
9. No answer I
(DO NOT ACCEPT A "DON I T KNOW' ~lITHOUT PROBING).

l6a. Why is that? (R~CORD VERBATIM)

59 60
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Fan HALE RE.SI ONDENTS, ASK: Suppose you did end up in a
traditionally female occupation, some boys wnuld feel quite
comfortable in this sit.uation, while others would be very
uncomfortabl,' .

Ho~' comfortal,le do i'0u think you would feel in a traditionally
female job?

FOR FEMALE R, '::;PONDENTS, ASK: Suppose you did end up in a
traditionall~ male occupation, some girls would feel quite
comfortable i~ this situation, while others would be very
uncomfortabll: .

Ho''; comfortal: Ie do you think you ",ould feel in a traditionally
male job?

(CODE RESPON:?.!i, IF AMBIGUOUS ALSO CODE VF.RBATIM)

(PROBE: READ CATEGORIES)

1. Quite cenfortable
2. Moderately comfortable
3. Neither comfortable nor uncomfortable
4. Moderately uncomfortable
5. Quite un~omfortable

8. Don't kn~~ Skip to Question 18
9. No answe~

L7a. Why is that? (RECORD VERRATIM)

62 63
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.18. vihat kind of job \voul<1 ye,u 110Sl. 1 if:;, to
have finished all your formal education

88.
99.

go Into after you
anci training?

Donlt~SJ.:ip to
No answer IQ. 21

l8a. Why? loJhat would you IH;e about heing a
(occupation from Q.18)

(PROBE: Anything else)? CD
69 69

(RECORD VERBATIM)

88. Don't know
99. No answer

l8b. Do you know anyone who is a
(occupatIon from Q.18)

1. Yes - ASK: Who?

(SPECIFY ONLY RELATIONSHIP TO RESPO~DENT)

2. No
8. Don't know
9. No answer

CODE RESPONSE: CODE "~.jQT VERY GOOD" AS "POOR"
PROBE: READ CATEGORIES TO RESPONDENT

o
71

5. Very poor
8. Don't know
9. No answer

1. Very good
2. Good
3. Fair
4. Poor

19. What do you think your chances are of becoming a
(oeen. from 0.18)

20. Is there any other job you'd like?

Yes - specify

22. No
88. Don't know
99. No answer

Skip to Question 21
[III]
72 73 74 75

20a. Why? What would you like about heing a
(accn. from 0.20)

(PROBE: Anything else?)

(RECORD VERBATI l)

A8. Don't know
99 . .10 answer
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p;I;J
Case No.

CiliJ
4 5

Card No.

21. ~~hat kind of job ",'ould you !lot want to go into?

R8 .. Don't k~ Skip to
99. No answ~ Q. 23 [III]

6 7 8 9

21d. ~hy? What would you dislike

(PROBE: Anything else?)

(RECORD VERBATIM)

88. Don't know
99. No answer

about being a
(occn from Q.21)

22. What other kind of job would you not want to go into?

77. No other job disliked
88. Don't know
99. No answer

Skip to
Q. 23

~2a. Why? What would you dislike about being a
(occn. from Q. 22)

(PROBE: Anything else?)

(RECORD VERBATIM)

38. Don't know
99. 0 answer

23. What job do you realistically expect to go into after you
have completed all your formal education and training?

88. Don't know
99. No answer

Skip to
Q.24

. 3;1. Besides high school training what pt' 'paration or r.raining
do you need to prepare for this job?

(PROBE: Anything else?)

88. Don't know
99. No answer
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24. \'Iho I-/OU ld you .;ity has bOt-'n most important (besides yourself)
in your decisioll as to h(\w much formal schooling to take?

24a. Who would you say has been most important (besides yourself)
in your decision about your occupational choice? (IF
RESPONDENT IS COMPLETELY UNDECIDED CONCERNING A FUTURE
OCCUPATION, ASK: Who would you say probably will be most
important .... etc.)

(SPECIFY RELATTONSHIP TO
RE SPON DENT)

(SPECIFY RELATIONSHIP TO
RESPONDENT)

no. Don't know
'39. No answer

88. Don't know
99. No answer

CD
25 26

25. Some people can't imagine going through life without
working, others wouldn't want to work if it weren't a
financial necessity. ~hich of these positions best
expresses your point of view?

1. I can't imagine going through life without working, or D
2. If work weren't a financial necessity, I wouldn't

want to work. 27
3. RESPONSE INDICATING RESPONDENT IS SOMEWHERE BET~~EN THE

TWO - DO NOT MENTION THIS AS A POSSIBLE CATEGORY. BEFORE
USING THIS CODE ASK: WHICH OF THESE POSITIONS ARE YOU CLOSEST
TO?

8. Don't know
9. No answer

FOR MALE RESPONDENTS CHECK BOX c=J, AND SKIP TO QUESTION 36

26. Do you think you will get a full-time job before getting married?

1. Yes - definite
2. Yes - qualified
3. No - qualified
4. No - definite
8. Don't know
9. No answer

27. How do you feel about working af 'cr marriage? (JF .. IT DF.PENDS",
ASK: ON vIHAT?) (CODE RESPONSE: IF J'u~lBIGUOUS, AL.SO RECORD VER ;\TIN)
(IF NECESSARY PROBE BY READING CATEGORIES).

1. Definitely would work
2. Probably would work
3. Probably wouldn't work
4. Definitely wouldn't work
8. Don't know
9. No answer
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28. IE y~u husband disapproved of your working, would you quit?

1. Definitely would quit
2. Probably would quit PROBE IF NECESSARY
3. Probably wOldn't quit BY READING THESE CATEGORIES
4. Definitely wouldn't quit

5. Wouldn't marry anyone who disapproved of my working.
8. Don't know
9. No answer

\vorking \vhen you have "preschoolers"
years old who are not enrolled in
IF ECESSARY BY READING CATEGORIES)r Skip to Question 311. Definitely would work

2. Probably would work
3. Probably wouldn't work
4. Definitely wouldn't work
8. Don't knmv
9. No answer

How would you feel abou
that is children under 5
school full-time? (PROBE

29.

10. I" there wer~ adequate day-care facilities available,
how would this influence your decision about working
when you had preschoolers? Would you say you:

1. Definitely would work
2. Probably would work
3. Probably wouldn't work
4. Definitely wouldn't work
8. Don't knovl
9. No answer

D
32

31. How would you feel about working after all your children
are in school full-time? (PROBE IF KECESSARY BY READING
OFF CNrEGORIES).

Definitely would work
Probably would work

3. Probably wouldn't work
4. Definitely wouldn't work
8. Don't know
9. No answcl':

o
33

32. !lGW vloul<1 you feel al::out workinq after all your children
h~V0 qrown up and left home? (PROBE IF NECESSARY BY
RYADING CATEGORIES) .

1. DpEinitely would work
2. Prob~bly would work
"3. Prob,~llly vlouldn' t work
4. Oefinitely wouldn't work
':. Con' t !-:no\V
9. t;o anS\ver

D
34
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13. If you didn't n"cd t.he ('xtrCl money, would you ~lOrk after
mar clage?

1. V es - definite
2. Yes - qual i fied
3. tlo - quali.fied
4. tlo - definite
8. {Ion' t kno\-I
9. 10 answer

34. ~vh<lt: V10uld your father's atti tude be to your working after
malTlage? ~lo1l1d he: (HAND RESPOr-.:nENT CARD 1)

1. 'rhink it ~.'ould be a really good idea.
2. Think it. would be a fairly good idea.
3. See it as neither a good nor a bad idea.
4. Think it would be a fairly bad idea.
5. Think it would be a really bad idea.
8. Don't know
9. No answer

(IF "HE'D LEAVE IT UP TO ME", OR SIMILAR RESPONSE,
ASK: Most parents have their own thoughts on this, even
if they leave the decision to their children. What do you
think your father's attitude would be? CODE ANSWER ABOVE).

35. What would your mother's attitude be to your working after
marriage? would she: (REFER RESPO~DENT TO CARD 1)

1. Think it would be a really good idea.
2. Think it would be a fairly good idea.
3. See it as neither a good nor a bad idea.
4. Thin~ it would be a fairly bad idea.
5. Think it would be a really bad idea.
8. Don't know
9. No answer

(IP"SHE'D LEAVE IT UP TO HE", OR SHULAR RESPONSE, ASK:
Most parents have their own thoughts on this, even if they
leave the decision to their children. What do yeu think your
mother's attitude would be? CODE RESPONSE ABOVE).

ALL RESPONDEN'rS, MALE AND PE~·AI.r, Jl.N~WEF '1'11£ FOLLOWING OUEST IONS .

36. In t.erms of work for pay, if you had your choice, would you
prefer to:

1. Wory. full-time
2. Work part-time
3. Not work
8. D·)n· t y.now
9. No answer

D
36

o
37
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I pupl€' differ in terms of qualities they consider ill'portant
III judgin", themselves. flow important are each of the following
chJractcrist.ics to you? The questio:1 is not which characteristics
you have, but how important you consider them to be. Please
classify each in terms of these categories. (HAND CARD 2 TO
HESPONDE'1'. Card 2 HAS THE Rr:SPONSE CATEGORIES LISTED.)

!lu'" im ortant is
\~EPEAT FOR EACH

or not ou:

a. liave good manners?

1. Extremely important
2. Very important
3. Somewhat important
4. Of little or no importance

b. Try hard to succeed?

1. Extremely important
2. Very important
3. Somewhat important
4. Of little or no importance

c. Are honest?

1. Extremely important
2. Very important
3. Somewhat important
4. Of little or no importance

d. Are neat and clean?

1. Extremely important
2. Very important
3. Somewhat important
4. Of little or no importance

8. Don't know
9. No answer

8. Don't know
9. No answer

8. Don't know
9. No answer

8. Don't know
9. No answer

D
39

D
42

c. !lave good sense and sound judgement?

1. Extremely important 8. Don't know
~. Very important 9. No answer
3. Somewhat important
4. Of little or no importance

o
43

f. Hilve self-control?

1. Extremely important
2. \ery important
3. Somewhat important
4. Of little or no importance

8. Don't know
9. No answer o

44

8. Don't know
9. No answer

lj. l\ct like a boy (a girl) should?

1. Extremely important
2. Very important
1. Somewhat important
4. Of little or no importance
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17. (10'-' inlpol t."lnt is it Lo YOll whC'ther or not you:
(REPEAT FOR EACH CHARACTF.RISTIC)

8. Don't know
9. 10 answer

h. Get along well with others your age?

1. ExtreMely important
2. Very importan
3. Somewhat" important
4. Of little or no importance

8. Don't know
9. No answer

i. Obey your parents well?

1. Extremely important
2. Very important
3. Somewhat important
4. Of little or no importance

o
47

j. Are responsible?

1. Extremely important
2. Very important
3. Somewhat important
4. Of little or no importance

8. Don't know
9. No answer D

48

8. Don't know
9. No answer

k. Are considerate of others?

1. Extremely important
2. Very important
3. Somewhat important
4. Of little or no importance

o
49

o
50

why things happen?

8. Don't know
9. No answer

1. Extremely important
2. Very important
3. Somewhat important
4. Of little or no importance

1. Are interested in how and

8. Don't know
9. No answer

m. Are a good student?

1. Extremely important
2. Very important
3. Somewhat important
4. Of little or no importance

o
51

/
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\B. Wlich THREE of these characteristics would you say are the most
import<lnt to y"" in judging yourself as a person?
(HAND RESPONDENT CARD 3)

I. Having good manners.

2 • Trying hard to succeed.

3 . Being hon0st.

4. Being neat and clean.

5. Having good sense and sound judgement.

6. Having !;elf-control.

7. Acting like a boy (like a girl) should.

8. Getting along well with others your age.

9. Obeying your parents well.

10. Beinq responsible.

lI. Being considerate of others.

12. Being interested in how and why things happen.

13. EpLng a good student.

8. Dt1n't know

9. ;-;0 answer

19. Arr there any other qualities not on this list that you feel
ar.' important to you? Please stop anc think very carefully
ubnut this?

1. Yes - ASK: What are they? a.

b .• _

L. No
fl. Don't know
9. No answer

52 0
53 D
54 0
55 D
56 D
57 0
58 0
59 D
60 0
61 0
62 0
63 0
64 0

D
65
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O.K., Now a few more questions abouL your schooling.

40. I!ow many years altogether will you have been in school as of
this June';>

8R. Don't know
99. No answer

(years)

41. How many course credits have

77 .

(No. of credits)
88.
99.

you completed so far?

Not applicable (school
on credit system)
Don't knOlv
No answer

not

42. How many more course credits would you need to complete the
course you are (were) in? (ASK OF NON-SCHOOL RF.SPONDENTS AS WELL).

(No. of credits
77. Not applicable (school not on credit
88. Don't know
99. No answer

system)

~
43. What was your average on the last report card you received?

PROBE: READ CATEGORIES TO THE RFSPONDENT.

1. Less them 50%
2. 51% to 60%
3. 61% to 70%
4. 71% to 80%

5. Over 80%
8. Don't know
9. No answer o

72

44. How far would you like to qo in high school? (PROBE: READ
CATEGORIES)

1. Grade 9
2. Grade 10
3. Grade 11
4. Grade 12 (Secondary

School Diploma)

5. Grade 13 (Secondary school honours
diploma) .

o. As far as I have
8. Don't l<no\v
9. No ansll\'er

45. When do you realistically expect to leave high school?
(PROnF: READ CATF.GORIF.S) .

l. l\fter Grade 9 5. After Grade 13 (Secondary school honours
2. ,\fter Grade 10 diploma)
3. l\fter Grade 11 6. I already have

~4. After Grade 12 8. Don't know
(Secondary school 9. No answer
diploma) .
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-lb. l'ft."y· you lc:\··c high school, Hi.lch of the following paths
\'iolll d you 1 ir.•:! to take? UlAND ('ARD 4 TO RESPONDENT).

1, ';0 to WOI ",

2, (;0 into an apprenti ceship
J, Go to a "nmmercia 1, businl'!)s or tr"lde school •
.;. Go to a "ommuni ty college
5. Go to a teacher's college
(. Go to university
I, Do something elsl' (specify)
8. Don't know -----------

No ans\-,er

o
75

OIJ
123

Case No.

Wi]
4 5

Card No.

,;.,. ;vhich of these do you realistically e::pect to follow? (REFER
RESPONDE~lT TO CARD 4) (IF RESPONDENT HAS ALREADY LEFT SCHOOL
ASK WHAT HE/SHE IS DOING)

1. Go to work
2. Go into an apprenticeship
3. Go to a comn~rcial, business or trade school
4. Go to a community college
5. Go to teacher's college
6. Go to university
7. Do something else (specify)
B. Don't know
9. '0 answer

;7a. IF UNIVERSITY TO QUESTION 47 ASK: What do you think your
chances are of successfully getting a university degree?
READ CATEGOIUES TO RESPONDENT (CODE "NOT VERY GOOD" AS
"POOR")

1. Very gou<1 B. Don't know
2. Good 9. No answer
3. Fair
4. Poor
5. Very poor

,/~. IF NON UNIVERSITY TO QUESTION 47 ~SK: What do you think your
chances would be of getting a un1versity degree if you tried?
READ CATEGORIES TO RESPONDENT (CODE "NOT VERY GOOD" AS "POOR").

l. Very good B. Don't know
2. Good 9. No answer
3. Fair
4. Poor
5. Very poor

p
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,lB. Whilt tyl''' of wod: do you thinY you will be most qualified
for after you finish your en~ire education or training?
(IF RESPONDENT FEELS HE/SIIE HAS FINISHED HIS/HER EDUCATION,

ASK: What type of wurk do you feel you are best qualified
for now that you have finished your education?)

88. Don't know
99. No answer

49.

50.

How fur do you think your father would like you to go in
high school? Would he like you to:

1. Finish Grade 9
2. Finish Grade 10
3. Finish Grade 11
4. Finish Grade 12 (that would be with a secondary school

diploma)
5. Finish Grade 13 (that would be with a secondary school

honours diploma)
6. As far as I can get (DON'T READ THIS RESPONSE)
8. Don't know
9. No answer

Which of the following paths would 10ur father think it best
for you to take after high school? REFER RESPONDENT TO CARD 4)

1. Go to work
2. Go into an apprenticeship
3. Go to a commercial, business or trade school
4. Go to a community college
5. Go to teacher's college
6. Go to university
7. Other (specify)
8. Don't know
9. No answer

51. HOVi important would you say your father's opinion would be in
your decision as to how much formal schooling to take? Would
you say his opinion would be:

1. Very important
2. Moderately important
3. Not very important
4. Not at all important
8. Don't know
9. No answer

D
15
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:''}. 110\0" far do you Lhin~ your mother .,lould like you to go in
hi. school? Would she like you to:

l. ,'inish Grade 9
2. \. inish Grade 10
3. ;, i nish Grade 11 04. inish Grade 12 (that' would be with a secondary school

iploma) 16
5. inish Grad!'! 11 (that would be with a secondary school

onours diplomil)
6. s far as I CRIl get. {DO NOT READ 'rHIS RESPONSE}
8. on't know
9. 0 answer

53. Who h of the following paths would your mother think it
be! I for you to take aft!'!r high school? (REFER RESPONDENT
TO 'ARD 4)

1. I 0 to work
2. Go into an apprenticeship
3. 'io to a commercial, business or trade school
4. lio to a community college
5. ";0 to a teacher's college
6. Go to university
7. Other (specify)
8. Don't know
9. );0 answer

S4. How important would you say your mother's opinion would
be in your decision as to how much formal schooling to
take? Would you say her opinion would be:

1. Very important
2. Moderately important
3. ~ot very important
4 .• ot at all important
8. Don't know
9. No answer

WE HAVF A FEW MOP,E QUESTIONS THAT DEAL SPECIFICALLY WITH
YOUR PARENTS.

J. In what country was your father born?

88. Don't know
99. No answer

,0. What was the highest grade of formal schooling that your
father cn pleted? (IF FDUCATED OUTSIDE CANADA, ASK POR THE
APPROXIMATE CANADIAN EQUIVALENT.)

(IF 'lOU ARE NOT SURE, PLEASE GIVE THE REST ESTIMATE YOU CAN)

88. Don't know
99. No answer

p



56. What is you father's job? (PROBE: What does he do? What kind of
business is it? [F NECESSARY PROBE FOR DETAILS)

(Note: IF RETIRED ASK ABOUT THE JOB HE HELD FOR THE LONGEST
TIME, THEN SKIP TO QUESTION 44)

- :>l -

55b. How many years altogether was your father in school?

88. Con't know
99. No answer

(IF YOU l\RE NOT StlRI':, PLEASE
GIVE 'fliP. BEST ESTIMATE YOtl CAN).

88. Don't know
99. No ansvler

56a. Is this his "usual job"?
l. Yes ~GO to Ouestion 57

2. No

IF NO: What is his usual job?

88. Don't know
99. No answer

57. In what country was your mother born?

88. Don't know
99. No answer

57a. What was the highest grade of formal schooling that your
mother completed? (IF EDUCATED OUTSIDE CANADA, i\SK FOP. THE
APPROXI~ATE CANADIAN EQUIVALENT.:.

88. Don't know
99. No answer

(IF YOU ARE NOT SURE, PLEASE GIVL THE
BEST ESTHIATE YOU CAN.)

LlJ
23 24

ITITI
25 26 27 28

D
29

OJ
.14 35

1'; 37

57b. How many years altogether was your mother in school?

(years)

88. Don't know
99. No answer

CD
38 39
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58. Does your mother have a job at the present time?

1. Yes 1
---'

2. No
8. Don I t knm"
9. No answer

Skip to Question 59

"3a. IF NO: Has she ever had a job, as far as you know?

1. Yes

2. _N_O ~ Skip to Question 61

8. Don't know L
9. No answer I Skip to Question 60

o
41

59. What is her job? (IF NOT CURRENTLY WORKING ASK: What was
the most recent job she held for seven months or more?)
(PROBE: What does (did) she do? What kind of business is
(was) it? PROBE IF NECESSARY FOR DETAILS)

1. Current job
(wr~te in name of job) 2. Previous job

8.
9.

Skip to
Q.60 o

46

59a. How long has she held this job? (did she hold this job?)

88. Don't know
99. No answer

(years - approximate)

CD
47 48

~O. As far as you know/did your mother ever work:

i) Before she was married?

1. Yes
2. No

8. Don't kllow
9. No answer

D
49

ii) After she was married but before she had any children?

1. Yes
2. No

iii) When she had

1. Yes
2. No

8. Don't know
9. No answer

preschool age children?

8. Don't know
9. No answer

iv) When all her children were in school?

1. Yes
2 ..10

7. Not
not

8. Don't know
9. No answer

applicable,
all children are in school.
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~Od. What different johs h~s she had? (PROBE FOR DFTAILS)

(WE ARE INTFRESTED IN
THE DIFFFRFNT TYPES
OF' JOBS 1!F.LJ)

80.Don't know
99.No answer

60b. Were these mostly full-time or mostly part-time jobs?

1. Mostly full-time
2. About half and half
3. Mostly part-time
8. Don't know
9. No answer

61. Most parents have some idea as to the kind of job their
children should go into given the individual child's
talents and attitudes. What kinds of jobs would your
mother think it would be good for you to go into? We
are not asking whether or not she has tried to influence
your decision, but rather what kind of jobs she thinks
you are suited for.

Can you think of at least three jobs that she would see
as a good idea for you to go-rnto given your talents and
attitudes?

WRITE IN Job 1-----------
Job 2 _

Job 3-------------
66. Mother has indicated no such preferences
88. Don't knOl.,r
99. No answer

DID
53 54 55 56

ITID
57 58 59 60

DID
61 62 63 64

[II]
123

Case No.

[2L]
4 5
Card No.

62. Can you think of at least three jobs that you mi~ht consider,
which she would see as a bad idea for you to go ~nto? Again she
may not try to influpnce your decision; we are only interested
in what her opinion ~ould be.

WRITE IN Job 1

Job 2

Job 3

66. Mother has indicated no such preferences
88. on't know
99. No answer
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.. C.ln you think of u t lea!:lt three jobs your father would see
uS a good idea for you to go ~nto'? flemeher '~e are not asking
whether or not he has or will try to influence your decision.
but rather what ~inds of iobs he thin~s you are suited for.

\ RI'I'E IN Job 1

Job 2

Job 3

66. rather has indicated no such preferences.
88. Don't know
99. No answer

64. Can you think of at least three jobs that you might
consider. which he would see as a bad idea for you to
go into?

\'lRITE IN Job 1

Job 2

Job 3

66. Father has indicated no such preferences.
88. Don't know
99. lO answer

65. How would your father react if you went into the same
kind of job he is in? (IF CURRENT JOB IS NOT HIS "USUAL
JOB" SEE QUESTION 43d.) ASK \'HTH RES?ECT TO HIS USUAL
JOB) (REFER RESPONDENT TO CARD 1)

Would he:

1. Think it is a really good idea.
2. Think it is a fairly good idea.
3. Think it is neither a good nor a oad idea.
4. Think it is a fairly bad idea. or
5. Think it is a really bad idea.

IIIIJ
26 27 28 29

w;g
~

~

o
42

7. Not applicable
8. Don't know
9. No answer

_ Skip to Question 66

~s . Why do you think he feels this way? (RECORD VERBATIM)

88. Don't know ~I
99. No answer ~
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66. !'Jould ylJl! like to go int.o the same joh that your father has?
(REFF.H 1l1':SPONOEN'l; 1'0 C RD 1)

I-Iould V< 011:

l. 'l'h i II~ it is i'l rea 1 I ~' CJood jdpa.
2. Thillk. it is a fairly good idea.
3. Thillk it is neithtl cl good nor it bad idea.
4. Think. it is a fairly bad idea. or
5. 'rh i Ilk it is a rea] ly bad idea.

7. Not applicahle
8. Don't know
9. 110 answer

Skip to Question 67

o

66a. Why no you feel this way? (RECORD VERBATIM)

88. Don't know
99. No answer

67. IF RESPONDENT'S MOTHER HAS NEVER WORKED, CHECK BOX

AND SKIP TO Q. 69.

How would your father react if you went into the same job
that your mother 1S in (was in)? (REFER RESPONDENT TO
CARD 1).

Would he:

1. Think it is a really good idea.
2. Think it is a fairly good idea.
3. Think it is neither a good nor a bad idea.
4. Think it is a fairly bad idea. or
5. Think it is a really bad idea.

7. ot applicable
8. Don't know
9. No answer

Skip to Question 68

67a. Why do you think he feels this way? (RECORD VERBATIM)

88. Don't know
99. No answer

49 50
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I. >j. '," ,\lId you 1 ike to go into th£> same i ob that your mother has
(had)? (REFER RESPON[)F'NT '['0 CI\RD 1)

\~ould you:

1- Think it is a rCillly good i (le.1 •

2. Think it is a f,"irly good i (lea. p3. Think it is neilher il good nor ,1 bad idea.
-1. Think j t is a [,Ii dy bLld idea. or
5. Think it is a rC;J lly bod idea.

7. .lot applicable
8. Don't know
9. No answer

Skip to Question 69

;ba. Why do you feel this way? (RECORD VERBATIM)

88. Don't know

99. No answer

~9. How would your mother react if you went into the same
kind of job that your father is in? (IF CURRENT JOB IS

01' HIS "USUAL JOB" (SEE QUESTION 56a) ASK WITH RESPECT
TO HIS USUAL JOB) (REFER RESPONDENT TO CARD 1)

~'lould she:

1. Think it is a really good idea.
2. Think it is a fairly good idea.
3. Think it is neither a good nor a bad idea.
4. Think it is a fairly bad idea.
5. Think it is a really bad idea.

CD
52 53

D
54

fl. Don't know
9. To answer \-

--------
Skip to Question 70

'.\. ~Jhy do you think she feels this way? (RECORD VERBATIM)

88. Don't know
99. No answer
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70. IF HESPONOr:N'I"":: ~10'r,!~!.":\S Nr Irn fiELD fl. Jon, C!lF.CK BOX 0
AND SKIP 1'0 (11I1'S'rIml 71; If' ~'rIE Ill\S !lAD ONE ASK:.._---_.
!IoV! would YOUl lTIoUl\>r r(',lC\' if you v/ent into the same
kind of jOll t I;.lt Sll(~ is (w"s) in? (REFER RESPONDENT TO
CARD 1).

Ivould she:

1. Think it j ~, a rcally good idea.
2. Think it is a fail-ly good idea.
3. Think it i s neither i1 good nor a bad idea.
4. Think it is a fairly bad idea. or
5. Think it is a really bad idea.

8. Don't knOl" ~
9. No answer

-
Skip to Question 71

70a. Why do you think she fp.els this way? (RECORD VERBATIM)

88. Don't know
99. No answer

71. Have you ever discussed with your father the kind of
job you would like to go into? Would you say you:

1. Have not really discussed this.
2. Have had some discussion on this.
2. Have discussed this a fair bit or
4. Have discussed it quite a bit.
8. Don't know
9. No answer

72. To what extent has your father tried to influence your decision
about the kind of job you go into? Would you say that he

l has not tried to influence your decision at all.
2 has tried to influence your decision a little.
3 has tried to influence your decision a fair bit or that he
4 has tried to influence your decision a great dea~
8. Don't know
9. No answer

71. !lave you ever discussed with Y0ur mother the kind of JOD
you would 1 ike to go into? Would you say:

1. !lave not rea] ly discussed this
2. Have had some discussion on this.
3. Have discussed this a fair bit. or
4. lI<lve discussed it C!uite a hit.
:3. Don't know
9. No answer

D
60

D
61
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Ii. TO what extent has your mother tried to influence your decision
about the kind of job you go into? Would you say that she;

1 has not tried to influence you decision at all.
2 has tried to influence your decision a little
3 ..• has tried to influence your decision a fair bit or that she 0
4 ..• l1as tried to influence your decision a great dear:- 63
8. Don't know
9. No answer

75. How important would you say your father's opinion is to
your occupational choice? would you say his opinion is:

1. Very important
2. Moderately important
3. Not very important or
4. Not at all importan~

8. Don' t kno~l

9. No answer

76. How important would you say your mother's opinion is to your
occupational choice? Would you say her opinion is:

1. Very important
2. Moderately important
3. Not very important or
4. Not at all importan~
8. Don't know
9. No answer

NO\" I WOULD LIKE TO ASK YOU A FEW GENERAL QUESTIONS ABOUT YOUR
RELATIONSHIP WITH YOUR PARENTS.

:7. Would you say that your ideas about things in general are
more like your mother's ideas or your father's?
(CODE RESPONSE; IF ~BIGUOUS ALSO RECORD VERBATI~)

(IF THE RESPONDENT SAYS "IT DEPf.NDS", OR SIMILAR RESPONSF,
PROBE FOR EXAMPLES AS TO WHICH AREAS ARE RELEVANT TO WHICH
PARENT) .

1. More like Father's
2. Hare like Mothers'
3. Sometimes li~e father,

sometimes like mother.
(TRY TO ~VOID CODE 3 
PROBF TO SEE IF CODE 1 or
2 APPLY)

4. Not like either
8. Don't know
9. No answer

o
65

D
66
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7R. How close WQuld you soy you are to your father? Would you
say you are:

1. Very close to each other.
2. Fairly close to each other.
3. Not really very close.
4. Not at nIl close to each other.
8. Don't know
9. No answer

78a. How close would you say you are to your mother? would you say
you are:

1. Very close to each other.
2. Fairly close to each other.
3. Not really very close.
4. Not at all close to each other.
8. Don't know
9. No answer

79. Would you say that you are closer to your father or your
mother?

1. Closer to father
2. Closer to mothnr
3. Equally close to both
4. Equally far from both
8. Don't know
9. No answer

80. It is often thought that teenagers go through a certain
stage in which there is relatively high conflict with one
or both of their parents. If ycu were to describe the
relationship you have with your parents at this time,
would you say you are:

Currently going through this stage with one or
both of your parents. 1.

You have already gone through this stage with
one or both of them and are now out of it. 2.

or

You have not gone through this stage with
your parents. 3.

Don't know B.

No answer 9.

o
68

o
70
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I) 1. i I ':")\1 and yo." parents" isa'1ree about \~hf'ther you should
"'C cll1o~'ed ~o .1 ..... something, Ii0.1 IiI-ply arE' you to be able

{J ,liscuss 1 \.!j h them':'
("tl!lF: REspOtJr!; IF A1>IBH;UOUS ALSo HECORD VERBATIM)
(11" RESPONDF 'I' SAYS, "IT DEPENDS" OF SnULAR RESPONSE,
PHOSE FOR EXAr'\PLES AS 1'0 WHICH AREAS HE CAN AND CANNOT
Dl'CUSS WITH !':ACH PAREN'l'.)

l. Can discuss with father
2. Can discuss with mother D.3 • Can discuss with either

or both 71

4. Cannot discuss with either
8. Don't know
9. No answer

82 . .En terms of the kind of person you'd like to be, would you
rather be more like your mother or more like your father?

(TRY TO AVOID CODE 3, IF POSSIBLE, PROBE FOR·DETAILS TO SEE
IF CODE 1 OR CODE 2 APPLY)

1. More like father
2. More like mother
3. Like either or both
4. Not like either
8. Don't knmv
9. No answer

o
72

P.ow flexible would you say your
or guidelines he has for you?

1. Very flexible
2. Moderately flexible
J. Not very flexible
4. Not at all flexible

1.. How flexible would you say your
or guidelines she has for you?

1. Very flexible
2. Moderately flexible
3. Not very flexible
4 . .lot at all flexible

fahter is about the rules

8. Dun't know
9. No answer

mother is about the rules

8. DOli' t know
9. No anS\oler

D
73

I~. When requiring to do something, does your father:

1. Always explain the reason 8. Don't know
2. usually explain the reason 9. 0 answer
I. Explain about as often as not
4. Seldom explain or
~. Almost never explain

',hr>n n~quiri Ilg you to do something, does your mother:

,. Alw~ys explain the reason 8. uon't know
'" ':;u,~lly ~:plLlin he reason l). No ansVler

Explain about as often as not
\. Scl~om 0xplain or

Almost never explain
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rIll
12'3
Case No.

[ill
4 5

Card No.

8Sa. ~hen you father wants you to do some household work
does he usually just insist that you do it, does he
usually ask or suggest that you do it, does he leave
it up to you, or what? (IF PESPONDENT SAYS THAT HE KNOWS D
WHAT TO DO SO FATHER DOESN'T HAVE TO TELL HIH, CHECK BOX
AND ASK: HOI..' about when somethinC] unusual comes up?)

1. Usually just insists
2. Usually asks or suggests
3. Leaves it up to ~e

4. Other
(specJ.fy)

8. Don't know
9. No answer

8Sb. When you mother wants you to do some household work,
does she usually just insist that you do it, does she
usually ask or suggest that you do it, does she leave
it up to you, or what? (IF RESPONDENT SAYS TlffiT HE KNOWS 0
WHAT TO DO SO MO'rIlER DOESN'T HAVE TO TELL HIM, CHECK BOX
AND ASK: How about when something unusual comes up?)

1. Usually just insists
2. Usually asks or suggests
3. Leaves it up to me
4. Other

(specify)

8. Don't know
9. No answer

o
6

86a. When your father wants you to do some household work, how
free do you feel to disagree with him?

1. Very free
2. Somewhat free
3. Not very free or
4. Not at all free-

8. Don't know
9. No answer o

8

86b. \<!hen you disagree, does your father:

1. Always get his way
2. Usually get his way
3. It is about half & half
4. Do you usually get your way or
5. Do you always get your way

8. Don't know
9. No answer p
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"ric. \vhen y llir mother \-Iants you to do some household work, how
free d·. you feel La disagree wi th her?

1. Very free
2. SOllln\Vha t free
3. at. very free ur
4. Not. at all fr0c

~Gd. When you disagree does YOllr mother:

1. Always get hEr way
2. Usually get her way
3. Is it about half and half
4. Do you usually get your way
5. Do you always get your way

8. Don't know
9. No answer

8. Don't know
9. No answer o

11

87. Which three of the following characteristics would you say your
father feels are most important in ~ boyar girl your age?
(HAND RESPONDENT CARD 3)

1. Jlaving good manners

2. Trying hard to succeed

3. Being honest

4. Being neat and clean

5. Having good sense and sound judgement

6. Having self-control

7. Acting like a boy (like a girl) should

O. Getting along well with others yeur age

9. Obeying your parents well

10. Being responsible

jl. Being considerate of others

12. Being interested in hO\I1 and ,,'hy things happen

11. Being a good student

8. Don't know

9. No answer

12 0
130
140
15 D
16 I !
170
18 U
190
200
nO
22 U
230
240
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87. Which thrpe of the following characteristics would you say
your mother feels ntp most important in a hoy or girl your age?

(REFER RE~rONDENT CARn 3)

1. HavinCl good manners

2. Tryinu hard to succeed

3. Being honest

4. Being neat and clean

5. Having good sense and sound judgement

6. Having self-control

7. Acting like a boy (like a girl) should

8. Getting along well with others yo~r aqe

9. Obeying your parents well

10. Being responsible

11. Being considerate of others

12. Being interested in how and why things happen

13. Being a good student

8. Don't know

9. No answer

25 0
26 0
27 0
28 0
29 D
30 0
31 D
32 0
33 0
34 0
35 D
36 0
37 Ll
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1'1 (. nex t ~'oup I uf ques I I nIlS dca I \/1 t h i"lag i nary s i tua tions
i llvulving teel' qers. \... I'eallze I hilt the choices we ask you
t" m<lkt~ are d i r' f icu1 t., },t1 L we '.'Oll J Ii ask you to answer the
qllt'stions oS I pst you ",Ill.

[,'OR MALE RE:;I', lNDENTS, I\SK OUES'l'!()£ 89. FOR FEMALE RESPONDENTS
CIIECK BOX I ~J AND Sf-; IP TO Ql;r-:~;'i' [ON 90.

(J 9a. One teenage;, Peter, h:i1 S very \-/0 J 1 mannered and c lean cut.
lie was very honest and he always oiJeyec'l his parents. lie
~retty much accepted things the way they were rather than
thinking tlwm through on his O\·/n. He basically tried to
live up to the standards he learned as a child.

Another boy, David, WdS much mora easygoing - he tended to
be rather sloppy in his dress and his manners. Ile had his
o ...m ideas ,I bout \vhat he should be 1ike and dion' t always
do things the 'way his parents wanted him to. But basically
he was a considerate ond fairl.' responsible fellm.... (HAND
RESPONDENT CARD 5 - MALE \-HTIl THE DESCRIPTIONS OF THE TWO.)

Would your father prefer you to be more like Peter or more
like David? Would he:

1. Very much prefer you to 1''2 more like Peter?
2. Somewhat prefer you to ha ~ore like Peter?
3. Somewhat prefer you to De more like David?
4. Very much prefer you to be more like David?
8. Don't know
9 . 0 a nS'Iler

81b. Would ¥our mother prefer you to be more like Peter or
more llke Davld? Would she:

1. Very much prefer you to be more like Peter?
2. S0I11ewha t prefer you to be mo:':'e like Peter?
3. Somewhat prefer you to be more like David?
4. Very much prefer you to be more like David?
8. Don't know
9. ~Jo answer

8ge. In terms of what kind of person you'd li~e to be, would you
prefer to be more lik~ Peter or more 11~David?

viould you:

1. Very much prefer to be more like Peter?
2. Somewhat prefer to ~e more like Peter?
3. Somewhat prefer tn be more like David?
4. '/ery much prefer 0 be more like David?
8. Don't know
9. No answer

o
38

D
39

o
40
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89d. l\lex \.,a5 a quod s tuden t, tl(' \'!O rJ:r~d hard in schoo 1, did his
homework and got relatively 'Jood marks. I1e could be counted
on to be honest, polite and r.~spectful to the teachers.

Matthew, \.,ho \Vas as briqht as )I.lex, did not seem to fit in
\Vith the school system <1S vlell. lie \.,ould often be more
interested in r.eading about things and thin~ing them through
on his o\Vn, than in following the school lessons. Some of his
teachers were unhapl-'Y w.i tl: r.i8 attitudes toward school and
school\o1ork.
(HAND RESPONDE T CARD Ii \HTH DESCRIPTIONS OF THE TvlO)

Ivould ~r fa ther pre fer you to he more lil-:e Alc>x or more like
Matthew? Would he:

1. Very much prefer you to be more like Alex?
2. Somewhat prefer you to be more like Alex?
3. Somewhat prefer yo~ to be more like Matthew?
4. Very much prefer you to be more like Matthe\o1?
8. Don't know
9. No answer

8ge. Would your mother prefer you to be more like Alex or more
like Matthew? Would she:

1. Very much prefer you to be more like Alex?
2. Somewhat prefer you to be more like Alex?
3. Somewhat prefer you to be more like Matthew?
4. Very much prefer you to be more like Matthew?
8. Don't kno\·/
9. No answer

89f. In terms of the kind of person you'd like to be, \o1ould you
prefer to he more like Alex or more like Matthew? Would you:

1. Very much prefer to be more like Alex?
2. Somewhat prefer to be more like Alex?
J. Somewhat prefer to be more like Matthew?
4. Very much prefer to be more like Matthew?
o. Dcn't know
9. No answer.

o
41

o
42

D
43
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I"UI, 1!ALE RESPflIJ'tFNTS, Cm:CK nax L-,I AND SKIP TO QUESTION 91.

~Oa. Uno teenager. J, tricia, ~AS vey well mannered and clean cut.
~;he was very}" 'II"st ilnc1 she <llv:ays obeyed her parents. She
pretty much .,., 'r pted things the way they \.-..ere rather than
t.hinking thew Jhrough on her own. She basically tried to
live up to th.' ;tandards she leiu'ned as a child.

Another girl, ":onna, \'las much more easygoing - she tended to
be rather s10f !'Y in her dress ,lnc1 her milnners. She had her
own ideas abu'It what she should be like and didn't always
do things the way her parents wanceri her to. But basically
she was a cOTi"iderate and fairly rE"sponsible girl. (lIAND
RESPONDENT CI\!'JD 5 - "lITH DESCRIPTIOnS OF THE TWO).

Would ~our futher prefer you to be more like Patricia or
more llke DOIlTla? \-Jould he:

1. Very much prefer you to he more like Patricia?
2. Somewhat ~refer you to he more like Patricia?
3. Somewhat prefer you to be more like Donna?
4. Very much prefer you to be more like Donna?
8. Don 't knn\oJ
9. No anSWB;'

'lOb. Would your l110ther prefer you to be more like Patricia
or more lir.e Donna? Would she:

1. Very much prefer you to be more lil-:e Patricia?
2. Somewhat prefer you to be more like Patricia?
3. Somewhat prefer you to be more like Donna?
4. Very mu~h prefer you to be more like Donna?
8. Don't kllOw
9. No answrr

'IOC. In terms of' the kind of person you':l like to he, would
you prefer to be more like Patricia or more like Donna?
\'!ould you:

1. Very Inllch prefer to be more like Patricia?
2. Somewhat prefer to be more like Patricia?
3. Somewhat prefer to be more like Donna?
4. Very much prefer to be more like Donna?
8. Don't know
9. No aW,"/er

o
40
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qOd. Anne vii,,; a good sturiC'nt., she IvorJ<ed hard in school, did her
homewnl~ and got relatively good marks. She could he counted
on to Ie honest, polite and respectful to the teachers.

lartha, who was as bright as Anne, riid not seem to fit in
with he school system as well. che would often be more interested
in reading about things and thinking them through on her own,
than in following the school lessons. Some of her teachers were
unhappy with her attitudes toward school and schoolwork.
(I-lAND RESPONDENT CARD 6 WITH DESCRIPTIONS OF THE TloJO).

Would your father prefer you to be more like Anne or more
like Martha? Would he:

1. Very much prefer you to be more like Anne?
2. Somewhat prefer you to be more like Anne?
3. Somewhat prefer vou to be more like Martha?
4. Very much" prefer-you to be more like Martha?
8. Don't know
9. No answer

90e. Would your mother prefer you to be more like Anne or
more like Martha? Would she:

1. Very much prefer you to be more like Anne?
2. Somewhat prefer you to be more like Anne?
3. Somewhat prefer you to be more like Martha?
4. Very much prefer you to be more like Martha?
8. Don't know
9. No answer

90f. In terms of the kind of person you'd like to be, would you
prefer to be more like Anne or more like Martha? Would you:

1. Very much prefer to be more like Anne?
2. Somewhat prefer to be more like Anne?
3. Somewhat prefer to be more like Martha?
4. Very much prefer to be more like Martha?
8. Don't know
9. No answer

D
41
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We are almost finished .... Now r'd like to ask you a few questions
about your friends and th0 kids you hang around with. For these
questions, we are interested in your friends other than a special
boyfriend (girlfriend).

91. About how many hours a week co you spend with your friends
outside of school? (PROBE IF NECESSARY, ASK: Approximately
how many hours? (PI). Take this last week - How many hours
would you say you spent with them? (P2) Is this about what you
usually spend?)

Hours a week 88. Don't know
99. No answer

CD
44 45

92. ~~at kinds of things do you do together? (PROBE: Anything else?)

88. Don't know

99. No answer

93. If you wanted to spend an evening doing something with your
friends, but your parents wanted you to do something with them,
what would you do?

1. Would go with friends
2. Would stay with parents 0
8. Don't know
9. No answer 46

33a. Why? (RECORD VERBATIM)

94. Do you think you arc closer to your friends or your parents?
Would you say that you are:

1. Very much closer to your parents?
2. Somewhat closer to your parents?
3. Somewhat closer to your friends? or
4. Very much closer to your friends?--
5. Equally close to both?
6. Equally far from both?
8. Don't know
9. No answer
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95. Thinking of your two best friends: what are their fathers' jobs?
Take each one separately.

Think of one of your two lest friends: I---~

~hat is his father's joh? ~

H8. Don't know
99. No answer

And your other "best friend"
What is hlS father's job?

88. Don't know
98. Only one friend
99. No answer

(DO NOT ACCEPT '98' UNLESS
RESPONDENT HAS NO OTHER FRIENDS)

9Sa. Thinking of these same two friends, what do you think their
chances would be of getting a university degree if they tried?

Thinking of your first friend: what do you think his
chances are of getting a university degree if he tried?

Very good l.

Good 2.

Fair 3. IJPoor 4.

Very poor 5.

Don't know 8.

No answer 9.

Thinking of your second friend: what do you think his chances are?

Ver.y good 1.

Good 2.

Fair 3.

Poor 4.

Very poor 5.

o
57

Don't know

No answer

8.

9.
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96. We are interested in your friends' reactions to your education
plans. '1'0 simplify tllings, CQuld you tell me once more how much
training and formal edllcation you expect to get.

88. Don't kn~_Skip to
99. No answe~ Q. 96d

96a. Do your close friends know this?

1. Yes

2. No
8. Don't know
9. No anS\oJer

Skip to Question 9fic

96b. What do they think of this idea. (PROBE READ CATEGORIES)

1. Think you should get more education than you plan
2. Approve of your plans
3. Think you should not get as much as you plan
6. "They wouldn't care" OR SIMILAR RESPONSE
B. Don't know
9. No answer

96c. What would they think of your plans if they knew? (PROBE
READ CATEGORIES)

1. Think you should get more education than you plan.
2. Approve of your plans
3. Think you should not get as much as you plan
6. "They wouldn't care" OR ~IMILAR rESPONSE
8. Don't know
9. No answer

~Gd. How important to you is your close friends' opinion to
your decision as to how much formal schooling to take?
~ould you say it is:

1. Very important
2. ~octerately important
J. Not very important or
4. Not at all importan~
8. Don't know
9. No ans,-"er

Skip to
Q. 96d

D
62
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~7. Could you also tell 'I,r' oncE' mor:-e what
to go inlo?

88.
9~.

97a. Do your:- close friends know this?

1. Yes

kind of job you'd like

1)on 't knoQ Sk ip to
No ~nswcr:- Ouestion

98

CIIIJ
63 64 65 66

2. ~o r-
8. Don't k_n_o_w___________ Skip to Question 97c
9. No answer _

97b. What do they think of this idea? (PROOE: REP.D CATEGORIES)

o
67

1. Strongly approve
2. Approve somewhat
3. Neither approve nor disapprove
4 ..Disapprove somewhat
5. Strongly disapprove
7. Not applicable
8. Don't know
9. No answer

S}:ip to Question
98

97c. What would they think of your plans if they knew? (PROBE:
READ CA~F.GORIF.S).

1. Strongly approve
2. Approve somewhat
3. Neither approve nor disapprove
4. Disapprove somewhat
5. Strongly disapprove
7. Not applicable
8. Don't knoH
9. No ans\.er

98. 1I0w important to you is your close friends' opinion to your
occupational choice? Would you say it is:

1. Ver:-y important
2. 10derately important
1. Not very important
~. Not at all important
8. Con't know
9. No answer

o
69
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Is therl' dllyone else (l>esiclC's your ~arpl1ts and your close
friende) IoJho you think has heen or wi.l1 be important to
your decision about YOllr schooling?

1- ASK: Who?

----------- (ESTABLISH ONLY RELATIONSHIP TO RESPONDENT)

~ Skip to Question 101
----

88. Don't know
99. No answer

Skip to Question 101

100. How important would this person's opinion be?

1. Very important
2. Moderately important
3. Not very important
4. Not at all important
8. Don I t kno...,
9. No answer

101. Is there anyone else who you would think has been or will
be important to your decision about your occupational choice?

D
72

Yes ~ ASK: ~1ho?
------------~ (ESTABLISH ONLY RELATIONSHIP TO

RESPONDENT)

22. No
88. Don't know
99. No answer

Skip to Questlon 103

102. How important would this person's opinion be?

1. Very important
2. Moderately important
3. Not very important
4. Not at all important
8. Don't know
9. No answer

p;=y
C.:lse ilo.

Cil:iJ
4 5
Card No.
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1111. LookiJl' ell thi~; list, whf) vlOulc1 you say has been rrost important
(besi(', 'i your;,!' I f) in yOII'- deci"ioll ilS to ho\\' much formal
schoo I I ng to t ,I.e? (llA H. HESPO mrWf Cl\RD 7)
I'JRITl': I l'mXT '1'( I THF CIRCLED RP.SPONSE.

01. !'i1ther 07.
02. ,lnther
03. :;ister 08.
04. Jlrother 09.
05. 'i'eacher
06. Vocational guidancp counsellor 88.

99.

Friend (other than
"hoyfriend" or "girlfriend")
Boyfriend or girlfr~end 1---r-l

6

7
Soweone else (SPECIFY) l--l-J

Don't know
No answer

l03a. Who would be the second W.ost important? (vrRITE 2 EXT TO
TEl: CIRCLED RESPONSE ABOVE.)

104. Looking at the same list, who would you say has been most
important (besides yourself) in your decision about your
occupation~l choice? (WRITE 1 NEXT TO CIRCLED RESPONSE)

8 9

01. Father 07.
02. 1'1other
03. Sister 08.
04. Drother 09.
05. Teacher
06. Vocational guidance counsellor

Friend (other than
"hoyEriend" or "girlfriend")
Boyfriend or girlfriend
Someone plse (SPFCIFY)

LLI
10 11

88. Don't know
99. 0 ans\"er

104d. vho would be the second most important? (WRITE 2 NEXT TO THE
CIRCLED ~ESPONSE ABOVE.)

i. 05. IF RESP(, 'DE T l~AS 1\0 SIELl GS I ChFCK BOX I IAND SKIP TO
QUESTIO~1 107; IF P.ESPONDENT HAS G.lLY YOUNGER SIBLINGS CHECK
BO:'; 2 0 NlD SKIP 'I'O QUESTION 106.

Thinklng of your oldpr brothers and sisters, which one is closest
to you in age?

(write in i.\qc)

1050. Thin~ing of this ~roth~r (sister) what ~n you think his (her)
chan~cs are of getting n university degree if hr (she) tried?

Very good 1. ilo older siblings 7.

Good 2 . Don I t know 8 .

Fair

Poor

1.

4.

In answer 9.

Vet-y oor 5.

He (she) has a university denree 6.
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106. (IF ReSPONDENT HAS NO YOUNGER SIBLINGS, CHECK BOX c=J
AND SKIP TO QUESTION 107).

Thinking of your younger brothers and sisters, which one
is closest to you in age?

(wri te in age)

106a. IF YOUNGER SIBLING IS UNDER 12 YEARS, CHECK BOX c=J
AND SKIP TO QUESTION 107.

Sibling too young for
Res~ondent to judge

No younger siblings

Don't know

No answer

Thinking of this brother (sister) what do
(her) chances are of getting a university
he (she) tried?

Very good 1.

Good 2.

Fair 3.

Poor 4.

Very Poor 5.

you think his
degree if

6.

7.

8.

9.

o
19

The remaining few questions deal with your attitudes and
beliefs about different things.

107. Joe, a seventeen year old, went out and promised his
parents he would be home by nine o'clock. He met a friend
who was very upset, so Joe decided to sit and talk to him
to see if he could help. He couldn't get away to call his
parents - and didn't get home until midnight. His parents
were worried and angry, but Joe felt that he had done the
right thing.

Do you think Joe was right in what he did:

1. Definitely right
2. Probably right
3. Probably wrong
4. Definitely wrong
8. Don't know
9. No answer

108. Another seventeen year old, Christine had a girlfriend who
tended to dress and act sloppily. Her parents didn't want
her to hang around with this girl. Christine felt that her
friend was really a good person and so refused to stop seeing
her.

Do you think Christine was right in this:

1. Definitely right
2. Probably right
J. Probably wrong
4. Definitely wrong
8. Don't know
'J. No answer

D
20 .
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Would y"'1 lease indicate whether you agree or disagree with
the toll'.vlinq .'t-.i1tell'ents. There are no right or wrong answers
v:e .:lI:<' "nly interest0.d in your opinion. (llANO RESPONDENT CARD 8)

109. '['een'''.1 I S have to l(~i1rn how to take orders from those in authority.

1. Stre "oIly agree
2. Agr",,' somewhat
3. Ne i. t I,er aq rec nor disagree
4. Disauree somewhat
5. Stro1l41y disagree
8. Don't, knol-l
9. No answer

110. It doesn't matter if you think "wrong thoughts" as long
as you 00n't put them into action.

1. St,'ongly agree
2. Agree somel-lhat
3. Neither aqree nor disagree
4. Disagree somewhat
5. Strongly disagree
8. Don't know
9. No ans\>/er

Ill. It is more important to me that I be a sensitive, responsible
person than th.:lt I achieve any I-Iorldly success.

1. Strongly agree
2. gree somewhat
3. ,;ei ther agree nor disagree
4. Disagree somewhat
5. Strongly disagree
8. Con' t knov:
9. ~!n .:lnswer-

1] 2. TvlO people \'J!:o commit the> same act should be dealt with in the
same way, no matter what their motives are.

1. Slronqly agree
2. A~rec somewhat
J. ~either aqree nor disagree
4. Disagree somewhat
5. Stronqly disagree
n. Don't knoVi
9. No i1nSVIer

113. I'd probably be more li~ely to trust som one who was neat and
rpspvcta lc looking than someone who dress d really sloppily.

1. Strongly agree
2. Agree somewhat
3. Neither agree nor disagree
4. Disagree somewhat
5. Strongly disagree
a. Don't know
9. No answer

o
23
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114. I'd rents sho' I I d give independence to their teenage child
Cl..!llY as lon" as he uses it wisely.

1. Strongly ~gree

2. Agree s ... ',lewhat
3. Neither .lgree nor (lisagree
4. DisagrC'.~ somewhat
5. Strongly disagree
8. Don't ':110\01

9. No answer

115. It's all right to get around the law as long as you don't
actually hreak it.

1. Strongly agree
2. Agree somewhat
3. Neither agree nor disagree
4. Disagree somewhat
5. Strongly disagree
8. Don't know
9. No answer

116. Having an interest in many things and being curious about
how they work is more important than being a good student
in school.

1. Strongly agree
2. Agree somewhnt
3. Neither agree nor disagree
4. Di.sagree somewhat
5. Strongly disagree
8. Don't know
9 .•'0 answer

117. A ~erson's mntives should count more than his actions.

1. Strongly ~yree

2. I\gree som<:what
3. Neither ayree nor disagree
4. Disagree somewhat
5. Strongly disagree
8. Don't know
9. No answer

118. The key to gettinq along in the world is being able to fit
in with th~ way things are.

1. Strongly agree
2. Agree s0mewhat
J. Neither agree nor disagree
4. Disagree somewhat
5. Stronqly disagree
8. Don't know
9. No ilnswer

o
27

o
28

o
31
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119. It's elll ri9ht". to do anything you want as long as you stay
Ollt nf trouble.

1. Strongly ~qrce

2. Agree somewhat
3. Neither aqree nor disagree
4. Disagree somewhat
5. Strongly disagree
8. Don't kn0\1
9. No answer

120. One should always show respect to those in authority.

1. Strongly agree
2. Agree somewhat
3. either agree nor disagree
4. Disagree somewhat
5. Strongly disagree
8. Don't }:now
9. No answer

121. As long as a child has learned the right values, parents don't
need to worry too much about specific acts of wrongdoing.

1. Strongly agree
2. Agree somewhat
3. Neither agree nor disagree
4. Disagree somewhat
5. Strongly disagree
8. Don't know
9. No answer

122. There are times when it is morally right to break the law.

1. Strongly agree
2. Agree somewhat
3. Neither agree nor disagree
1. Disagree somewhat
5. Strongly disagree
8. Don't Y.nol-l
9. No answer

123. You should obey your superiors whether or not you think
they are right.

1. Strongly agree
2. Aqree ~omewhat

J. N~ithpr agree nor disagree
4. Disagree somewhat
5. Strongly disagree
8. Don't know
9. No answer

o
12

[J
33

o
34

o
35

[]
16
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124. IE something works, it doesn't matter whether it's right or wrong.

1. Strongly agree
2. Agree somewhat
3. Neither agree nor disagree
4. Disagree somewhat
5. Strongly disagree r-l
8. Don't know ~

9. No answer

125. Teenagers have to learn to face the consequences of their
actions, no matter how innocent their intentions were.

1. Strongly agree
2. Aqree somewhat
3. Neither agree nor disagree
4. Disagree somewhat
5. Strongly disagree
8. Don't know
9. No answer

126. People have to learn that they often can't just do something
because they think it is for the best.

1. Strongly agree
2. Agree somewhat
3. Neither agree nor disagree
4. Disagree somewhat
5. Strongly disagree
B. Don't know
9. No answer

127.
THfu~K YOU VERY MUCH FOR YOUR COOPERATION.

INTERVIEWER'S CO~~NTS: Time completed

How long did the interview take in all?

Were there any interruptions in the
interview? 1. Yes (SPECIFY)

2. No

Where was the interview conducted?

o
39
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40 l\l
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('ClSI" no.

~E
4 5

Card nC'o

First of oJl1, \'Jc'd liyc to as~'_ you some i.nformatior at-nut vn"rs('] f.

1. Tn what country were you horn? --------- o=J
6 7

2. In what country was your father born?

3. In what country was your mother born?

4. Besides Canadian, which nationality in your background has
had the greatest influence on you?

5. Please indicate the age and sex of all your children.

".ge at last birthday Sex

1. M F

2. M F

3. M F

4. M F

5. M F

6. M F

Pl Cilse circle the number on the left (1. to 6.) corresponding
to the teenag~r we have contacted for en interview.

~l

o
14

g
o
16

o
17
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h. ',':hdt \Va~; your aqe "1"1 your last birthd"y?
(years)

7. \·:hat \oJ.:ts the hiCJhest qr.:tde ()f formal schoolina that you
cowp10 0~ ?ITf pducation outside Canada. give approximate
Canadinn cquiva1en )

.:). lim,' wany yenrs ,11 together \verc you in school?
(years)

cr~1
lR In

CD
20 21

CD
22 21

h. Do you have any additional training besides formal
sct001ing (e.g. apprenticeship.• extension or correspondence
courses, etc.)?

1. Yes

2. No

IF YES. please specify _ o
24

CD
25 26

.1. L"s v:et:'k, \\'ere you working. going to school or what?

I':ere you:

~orking full-time (35 hours or more) 01.

Working without pay on a family
f.:trm or businef;s 03.

~orkina part-tiwe 02.
Go to
Question

9

';'Ii th a job but not t \Vork because
o~ t~~. orary illness. ?acation,
s rike. etc. 04.

lnemployed (looking for work)

Petired

Tn school full-time

Other (please specify) __

05.

06.

07.

08.

Go to
Question

Ba

27-28 !

flu. TF (:JEMPLOYED. RETIRED, IN SCHOOL OR OTHER: Did you
ever work for as long as seven months?

'{cs 1. =:J- Go to uesticn 10

:10 2.
~

Go to Question 26 ~I
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9. Dicl you, dUJ i"q the LIst l~!eJv months pxppripnce
Iln~mploYlT'ent 1\]" l,lyoff?

1.

2.

1.

4.

Yes, (or 1(, "" h.Jn 1 month

Yes, for 1 ~.r) 2 months

Yes, for O\'~~r 2 months to 3 months

Yes, for n'..(~r 3 months or IllOl"e

No ........................... 5-JGO to
.----- Ouestion

10

9a. IF YOL' EAVE I-:XPERIENCED ANY lINENPLOn'FNT OR LAYOFF
IN THF LAST 12 ~lONTHS: \'1as this more than you
expprience in a typical year? Was it:

Very much more 1.

Somewhat more 2.

About average 3.

Somewhat less 4.

~Very much less 5.

10. Describe your rresent job (for payor profitl - your wain
job if you have IT.ore tha none. IF YOU P.RE CURRENTLY OT V;ORKI '(~

OR IF YOU ARE RSTIRED, please describe the most recent jeb
you have held that lasted 7 months or more. It would help us
if you would provi~e a complete occupational title.

Examples of cowplete and incomplete titles are:

Complete Incomplete

Drill press operator Machine operator
High school English teacher TC'dchpr
Invoice clerk Cler~

Medical X-rav technician Technician
Electrical foreman Foreman
Office machine mechanic MC'chanic
Farm owner Farmer
Farm hand F.Jrrner

What is your present (or most recentljoh?
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i. 11('d.;P d0sl,,:ri}.p Yf')\It" tll-U'l.{:iptll i'lb clutics (l~ thnlf'IHlhly

I"; I '0 ~ " 1 h 1 Eo' •

. - ----- . ------_._-------- -----_._---

THE NEXT ~FW QliESTIONS DEAL WITH CERTAIN SPECIFIC ASPECTS
"r YOUH LAST clOB. IF YOU ARE NOT CURRENTLY vl0RKING, PLEASE Jlt-/SKER
FOR TilE: LJ\ST JOB YOU HELD FOR 7 MONTHS OR MORE.

1" Doe" your \·.'ork involve doing the same thing in the same
way repeatedly, the same kind of thing in a number of
riifferent ways, or a number of different kinds of things?

Doing the same thing in the same way repeatedely 1.

Doin~ the same kind of thing in a number of
c1ifferent \,·ays.

I;oing a number of different kinds of things

13. Do you .....ork for others or are you self-employed?

2.

3.

Work for others

Self-employed

1.

2. ~I

14. Of all the people above you in your h'ork, \·/no has the
most control over what you actually'do on the job?
(Give his or her title and his or her position relative
to vou, not his or her name)

1.

Olt

I have no one above me in my work 2. Skip
to
Q. 18
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15. lIow cluse 1-_ - IOf! S hc' "~I !-:It('\ ~llpelvi~t.· ynu?

He/she t ' I les ,.-I1LlI ( (l, ,1 I'd hc)\-/ ! ,j (,

lie/she d' ides \~ha t do, !.uL 1 >t s n.('

decide I- : to do i l

[ have s· rtie freedoll j I" deciding both
what I r!· and how J do it

I am my ,',wn boss c1~ long as I stay
\o!i thin l he general policies of the
firm (p, department)

I_

'2.

4.

16. When hL (she) \,'al"ts ycu to do something,does he (she)
usually just tell you to do it, does he (she) usually discuss
it ",ith you, or is it half and half?

H~ (she-) usually just tells me to do it

He (shc) usually discusses it with me

It is ~bout half and half

1.

2.

3.

17. How flee do you feel to disagree ~'ith your supervisor?

Cor-'!' 1etely free 1.

LarClp.ly but not completely free 2.

Noderately free 3.

Ned particularly free 4.

l\"t at all' free 5 . 0
18. Do you have much influence on the way things go at \-Icrk?

have a great deal of i~fluence on this 1.

have a consi.derahle amount of in f] uence 2.

I have a moderate amount of influence 3.

I have very little influence 4.

I have practical] y no in fluence on this 5. ~
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Etn·: imtJtl) , lilt l~· it r"I' lllli ny your °j"l' \\rell Lhiit you
,io \·:hat ',' ·Il are lold?

VCT}' illj . 0' tant l.

'·loderi1' . Iy importiln . ? .

Not V,~l important 3.

~:ot at III imparL n 4.

20. Is t:Je ~.:'eed at Vihich y"1I work controlled mostly by you,
your L·t. ,.;, the people YfJU work with, the speed of
r.'i1chin'·, y with which y"" work, or what?

'The "I'ced of machiner y l.

'The ! f!nple I "'ark wHh ? .

I'~Y t·ns s 3.

":yFP I f 4.

Ot!:.~ t 5.
(specif ,)

~c" jobs required thClt you be quite self-reliant (require
~'r." I t) make indepemier.t judgements) while other jobs do
not, How much self-reliance Hould you say is involved
in ·,'"ur job'!

r,. ;Leat deal of sel f-reliance is
-lvalved 1.

A ~onsiderable amount of self-
, ,.] iar.ce is invol ved 2.

h moderate amount of self-reliance
13 in olved 3.

~cry little or no self-reliance
,s involved 4.
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22. Most ,hs requin' ynll to SPP/Irl some time> I"i th each of the
fnl}. ing types of olctivity \/oryinq \'/ith written mattC'rials
(let I 'O:S, files, ml'l1'OS, hooks, or hlueprints, pte.), working
Hitl 'our hands {('ther th'ln \·;ri.tten m•• terial - Ilsing tools,
usj I\,:orrepai.rinq machir.es, uzing special instruments, etc.),
and 10aling lVith people (conferences, neClotiations, seeing
cu::: 1 It'1erS, etc.).

In "'ur typical lL,y' s work, how important is each of these
kil' <; of activit) for doinq your job adequately?

In n~ lVork, work with written material is:

, , ry important-

"')derately imnurtant

:Iot very impnrtant

Unimportant

1.

2.

3.

4.

I n my work, 1-'0 rk wi th my hands, other than WI' i tinq I is:

Very import '.I nt

t·\oderately ifTlportant

Not very jl"portant

Unimportant

1.

2.

3 .

4 .

In my lVork, dealing with people is:

Moderatrly important

Not ver; important

Unimportant

1.

2.

3.

4.

~3. Which nr these is mo~t important in vour work (not in trrms of
time SI'l'rot in each--;--hUt I-.'hat you feel is the most ill'portant
in yom job)?
(PLFASF CEECK at!loY mJr)

WorJo: Iv i th written material is most import.art l.

I'lork \'Ii th my hands is most irPpc>rtant 2.

Dea I i "'1 I-,j tr reopl0. is mC1st jmporti'lnt 1. ~
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," I. lien,' sat tsficd ill l' you v.. i Lh your prE'!";c,nL inl"!

-,,"1'',' satisfiC'd J.

i-'"dc-rotely si'lrisfied 7.

"'('d"rc:.tely dis!;i.ltisfiE'd 3.

,."lite dissatislied 4. ~

~'iu. "; t!l("n~ any otiH'l Job (Ot" jobs) that you ,·/Quld prefer
rlCol'e than your rresent one?

Yes 1.

No 2.

11 n:s, PLEl'.Sr': SPECIFY

ITITJ
54 55 56 57

3.

4.L have never thought. of leaving my occupation.

25a, "·tve you ever thought of leaving your present occupation
~r~ soree other kind of work?

~cs,I have given it a great deal of consideration 1.

Y0S, T have given it some consideration 2 .

. : though the thought has occurred, I have not
,liven it much consideration.

2,)b, T!linking realistically, do you t.hinl-: you v'i.ll
ever leave your present occupation for some other
}: i nd 0 f ·....0 rl: ?

Y<2S, definitely

Y~:j, probably

l'robaJ::,ly not

Definitely not

1.

2.

3.

~ .

.'r.. \'lO!'Lll ALL REspr)NDEl'-iTS, IvOln:rNG AND NnN-"IORKH1G, PLEJ\SF i\tlSI.JER
'I ilL rU-llllNING C"lJI:STIONS. TF YOU !lAVE ~IEVr:R HORKED, WOULD YOU
I'Ll-,J\ E 1'.1';SWFR TIlE NEXT FeW (ll.'F.STION!' IN TERMS OF "'Hl\T YOllH
I'H£"[ r n-';CE I-:CULD BE IF YOU I-!FRE TO Gl'T .7\ Jon.

:f you ~2d your choice, how much superVision would you
prefer on a job?

v~uld prefer a job that is:

I!ighly supervised 1.

,;upervised to a [.:lir extent 2.

~oderately free from
~upcrvision 1.

5.

L~rgely but not completely
~ l'( C 4.

Completely free from
Supc-rvisio:1 ~J
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27. If .. " had y011l '!'l>lCe, W(IU]" ,'ou prC'!Pl' to be ·..'urking
,,1'1'.11 ill' witllpt pte (cnnlt 1\-llC;es, lleqoti;:ltin,.s, seeinq
Cus 1 "lIlers, etc-:-). ,..-ith writ, II materi ...tl (lettC'",;, files,
nL'" ::, buoks, 1,1. ·print~·-:~ witl ~r 1"lnc1s (other
th"" ...:rit1ng - (, "rating tU(>J~ or machines, ty~ using
or ,-,pairi.ng an,. kind of in,'trument, C:tc.).

I ',"ulc1 prefer " Job in whJl'h I \~as workinq primarily:
(1'111\5£ CHeCK, ·.I.Y ONE)

\', i th people

',.:ith written !1I<.terials

\ i th my hands

1.

2.

3.

28. If you had y'.ur choice, low much self-reli.ance (being
lcouired to make independent judgements) would you prefer

o "have on a job?

I would prefer a job in which:

1\ great dr'al of self-reliance is involved 1.

A considrr3ble amoun of self-reliance
is involv"J 2.

A modernle amount of self-reliance
is involved

Very Ii I Ie or no ,;elf-reliance
is inv(.lveO

3.

4.

29" Some pN)ple prefer a well organized ..-ark situa ion "here
everytlli ng is clQilrly spelled out - \'Iho is to do what and
when \'Il'-'y are to tlo it. Others preJC'r more open, flexible
situal1on. If you had your choice, ~hich of these two
situatlons woulJ you prefer:

I \Vou]

Very much prefer duties to be clearly
s~elled out 1.

SOIl'('what prefel" duties to be clearly
sp(·jled out 2.

Somewhat prefer a more open, flexible
"lt ation 3.

',-ry much prefer a more open, flexi.b] e
"ituation 4 •
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;1 •. J n I L'L'mS of "Cd f. for pay, it you h..ld '1"\11 choice, would you
"t" ' 'r to:
(1'1.1 I\SE cm:cr: 'It] LY CUE)

\','1,.. fult-tllt· 1.

2.

J. ~I

31. Ir the space provided below, please dc-scribe your father's
n::, j n jot (fot payor profit). If he held several jobs,
d.-scribe the one he held for the lonq·.'st period of time.

Please give as complete an occupational' title as you can
('ce Qucstion 10, page 3, for examples of complete and
j~co plete occupational titles).

I don't know what his job was

3L '..:;'''1' \,:as the highest grade of formal schooling that
your father completed? (If he was educated outside
~anada, 0ive the approximate Canadian equivalent)

(Grade) (If you are not sure please give the best
esti~at~ you can)

I con' t Lno',-l

r=:r=rTl
fS 66 67 68

IT]

32a. !lO\" many years altogether was your father in school?

(years)

I don 't knov'

(If you are not sure please give the
best estimate you can)

CD
7J 77
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THE r:~,XT FEI' ("'ES'I'IONS DEAL SPECIFICALLY \'11'11 YOUR TEENAGE DAUGHTFP.
WIIO I':/\'S I tin: II , I U-iEO.

33. Hhat gruel., in school is she in? If she is no longer in school,
pleas qive the last grade completed. (If the school is on
the COUlse credit system, give the approximate grade equivalent)

34. 1I0w far would you like her to go (to have gone) in h~gh
school! (If school is on the course credit system, g~ve
the approximate grade equivalent). I ~:ould like her to:

73 74

Finish Grade 9 l. Finish Grade 13 5.
Finish Grade 10 2. (SecOnl!ary School.

Honours Diploma)Finish Grade 11 3.
Go far sheas as

~
Finish Grade 12 4. can 6.(Secondary School
Diploma)

35. How far do you think she will probably go in high school?
I think she will probably:

Finish Grade 9 l. Finish Grade 13 5.
finish Grade 10 2. (Secondary School

lIonours Diploma)finish Grade 11 3.
She has already goneFinish Grade 12 4. as far as she will 6.(Secondary, School

Diploma)

36. v:hich of the following paths would you like your daughter
to take after high school?

Go to work l.
Go into an apprenticeship 2.
Go to a commerical,business
or trade school 3.
Go to a community college 4.
Go to a teacher's college 5.
Go to university 6.
Other (please specify) 7.

Case o. Card No.

~ C}J+J
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17. ;';'lJl'il of these 1'<Ilhs do you realistically think she will
,H·t toLl liy Eoilo\·:.'

(;c'\ Lo .....'ork 1.

ell into an apprpnticeship 2.

Co Lo a commercial, business
or trade school 3.

Go to a community college 4.

Go to a teacher's college 5.

Go to university 6.

Other (please specify) 7.

38. liOl" important do you think your opinion is to your
daughter's educational plans?

Very important

~oderately important

~ot very important

::ot at all important

1.

2.

3.

4.

j'l. now close would you say you and your daughter are?

Vie are very close to each other 1.

\,e are fai::ly close to each other 2.

\':e are not really very close 3.

\"Ie are not at all close to each

~other 4.

40. Have you ever discussed ./ith her what occupation she
should go into?

1\0, we haven't really discussed this 1.

We have had some discussion on this 2.

\I', have discussed this a fair bit 3.

l'le have discussed it quite a bit 4.

41. How important do you think your opinion is to your daughter's
uccupational choice?

~J

Very important

:~odcrately important

:.ot very important

:lot at all important

1.

2.

3.

4.
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42. IN 1'HF Nn.'l' Tv-'O QUESTIONS ylE ASK YOUR IDEAS A!lOUT YOliR DAUGHTER'S
POSSII.lLl I(,n CliOICE. TIlESE QUES'!'IOr,_ DO NOT H1PLY 'fIlAT YOU TRY
TO INFLlJt-.rJCE !IER DECISION - WE ARE SH1PLy-----r-NTERESTED IN YOUR IDEAS.
\v'IlETHER ,'011 NOT SHE IS AWARE OF THEM.

List thrt t! jobs (in order of preference) that you thinY. it would
be a good-idea for her to go into, given her talents and attitudes.

1.

2.

3.

OR I have no idea what kind of job it would
bt" i'l good idea for her to go into.

43. List three jobs you think it would be unwise for her
to go into, thot she ~ay consider.

1. _

2. _

3. _

hJlD
12 13 14

DID
15 16 17 18

CIrL
l~ 20 21 22

LLl LJ
27 28 29 )0

CIITl
"3"1 32 33 34

OR I have no idea what kind of job it would be
unwise for her to go int':>.

44. How impo tant do you think a career is to your daughter?

ExtremeLy important

V"''=""7 J.mportant

Moderately important

Of little or no importance

1.

2.

3.

4.

45. Ilow would you react if she \>'an ted to go in 0 the same kind
of job you are in?

I think it \v'ould be a really good idea 1.

I think it would be a fairly good idea 2.

I think it would be neither 1 good nor
a bad idea 3.

I hink it would be a fairly bad idea 4.

I th iny. it would be a really bad idea 5. 36~
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41,_ IF VOl'H \,'IFF. IS CURRENTLY \'OPJ<INr. FeLL-THIE (for payor profit):
11m" \-/()u I cI you reac l if she wanted to '10 into the same ld nd 0 [
job h"l !;;othcr is in:

I think it vlOU ld i.e il really good iJea

hlllK it \..'ould be L1 fairly good idea

I thin!'. it \"ould be neither a good nor
-l bad i\!ea

th ink it would be a fairly bad idea

think it vloulLl be a really bad idea

~ot .:lpplicable, Viife is not currently
\"orking full-time

l.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

3.

4.

5.

I think it would be a really good idea

I think it \"ould be a fairly good idea

r think it would be neither a good nor
a bad idea

I think it would be a fairly bad idea

think it would be a really bad idea

~7. How would you react if she wanted to go into a traditionally
male occupation - that is, one which is predominantly male?

l.

2.

: .. ~·}hl.lt. would your attitude be if she worked after marriage?

I think it would be a really good idea l.

I t.hink it would be a fairly good idea 2.

I thinr. i·t would be ne i ther a good nor
a lJad idea 3.

I think it would be a fairly bad idea 4.

I think it would he a really bad idea 5. ~

~9. Given her personality and disposition, do you hink she
Silould choose a job tha t is highly supervised?

I think she should choose a job that is:

Completely free from supervision 1.

Largely but not completely free 2.

~oderately free from supervision 3.

Supervised to a fair extent 4.

Iiiyhly supervised 5.
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50. Given her lJersonnlity and disposl.tion, do you think she
should ,",ulose a job which shp- would 1 e wurkinq pr irnari ly
with vc()!'ie, with her hands, or ,-lith written material?
(PLEASE ('HECK ONLY or r:)

I think she should choose a job in which she would he
workinG primarily:

Wl.th I",'ople 1.

with ht'r hands 2.

With I-Jl-itten matet'ial 3.

51. Given her personality and disposition, do you think she
should choose a job which involves a great deal of self
reliance (being required to make independent judgements)?

I think she should choose a job in which:

A great deal of self-reliance is involved 1.

A considerable amount of self-reliance is
involved 2.

A moderate amount of self-reliance is
involved

41 J

Very little self-reliance is involved 4.

52. What occupation do you think she will probably'go into?

53. A number of characteristics are listed below. Parents
differ in the things they think are desirable or important
on this list. Thinking mainly in terms of your daughter, how
important are each of these qualities to you?

LIIIJ
43 44 45 46

a. That she has good manners.

Extremely important

Very important

Somewhat important

Of little or no importance

b. That she tries hard to succeed.

Extremely important

Very important

Somewhat important

Of little or no importance

1.

2.

3.

4.

1.

2.

3.

4. ~I
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c. That she is honest.

Extremely important 1.

Very importunt 2.

Somewhat important 3.

Of little or no importance 4.

d. That she is neat and clean.

Extremely important 1.

Very important 2.

Soreewhat important 3.

of little or no importance 4.

e. That she has good sense and sound judgement.

~xtremely important 1.

Very important 2.

Somewhat important 3.

Of little or no importance 4.

f. That she has self-control.

Extremely important 1.

Very important 2.

Somewhat important 3.

Of little or no importance 4.

g. That she acts like a girl should.

Extremely important 1.

Very important 2.

Somewhat important 3 ..

Of little or no importance 4.

h. That she gets along with others her age.

Extremely important 1.

Very important 2.

Somewhat important 3.

Of little or no importance 4.

~I

52 I
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i . That she ollf'ys her p:l rell ts I'V I I .

I xtremely lll'I,,"'tant 1 •

Very importdl1l ~.

~;omewhilt illlIJo1'tant 3.

of little or no importance 4.

j. That she is rC'sponsiule.

~::-: treme ly intportant J •

Very important 2.

Somewhat important 3.

Of little or no importance 4.

k. That she is considerate of others.

Extremely important 1.

Very important 2.

Somewhat important 3.

Of little or no importance 4.

1. That she is interested in how and why things happen.

Lxtremely important 1.

Very important 2.

Somewhat imporlant 3.

Of little or no importance 4.

m. That.she is a good studen~.

Extremely important ] .

Very important 2.

Somewhat important 3.

Of little or no importance 4.
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5,1, \-ihich TliREE uf ('th'se cll;Jrilcteristics ~Jo\lld you s,'y dre the
1:,OSt important in il girl her age?

(l'LEJ\SE CIRCU: TIlE :IUNBERS CORRES!'() owe; TO T!lF T!lREE MOST I1~PORTA 1')

I, 11.1s <.lond llldnnCl'S

2, Tries hard to succeed

3, If; honest

4. Is neat and clean

5. !ldS good sense and sound judgement

6. !las self-control

7. Acts like a girl should

8. Gets along with others her age

9. Obeys her parents well

10. Is responsible

11. Is considerate of others

12. Is interested in how and why things happen

13. Is a good student

~
~
~

~
~

~
~

!2J
_6~

_6~

~~
7~

.~
THE nEXT FEW QUESTIONS DEAL WITH HYPO':'HETICAL SITUATIO. S CONCERNING
n;C"AGERS. \vE REALIZE T!lAT THE CHOICES WE ASK YOU TO MAKE ARE DIFFICULT
OIH:S, nUT viE '\vOULD ASK YOU TO CHOOSE ONE RESPONSE FOR EACH QUESTION.

55. One teenager, Patricia, was very well mannered and clean cut. She
was very honest and she always obeyed her parents. She pretty much
accepted things the way they, were rather than thinking them t.rough
on her own. She basically tried 'to live up to the standards she
learned as a child.

Another girl, Donna, was much more easygoing - she tended to be
rather sloppy in her dress and her manners. She had her own ideas
about what she should be like and didn't always do things the way
her parents wanted her to. But basically she was a considerate
and fairly responsible girl.

Would you prefer your daughter to be more like Patricia, or more
like Donna?

I would:

Very much prefer her to be more like Patricia

Somewhat prefer her to be more like Patricia

Somewhat prefer her to be more like Donna

Very much prefer her to be more like Donna

1.

2.

3.

4.
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56. "line was a 'J"o<l s ll<lent; sllt:l ~J(Jl·b·cl h",<1 tn sch,'ol, did her
l,unl£.:work ,1IH.I <jo\ t'p!ativply ,!"Clcl mdd:s. :>h.. ("ulIlcl he COlli pc!
'"I to Le honc'sl, fJoJ itC' dnd ;·(·"!'f',·t tl:l I () the C'achl!rs.

~i,ll:tha'\'Jho ·..... IS IS briyht.ls '\\lne, did not s C'm 0 ii in wlth
the school syslpm as \·Jell. ::h" \·!ouJc; (oj en l>~ nOIC interes'ed in
ll'acling dbollt ll.lnys and think 1 nq \ hem 'hl'ouah n her own, than in
following the school lessons. Some of her E'achers werE> ur,happy
\':ltl1 her atLi udt's tOHa!"d school and school ·,..ork.

~ould you prefer you daughter to be more like Arne or more li~e

~lilrtha?

I would:

Very much prefer her to be more like Anne l.

Some\vha t prefer her to be more like Anne 2.

Somewhat prefer her to be more like Martha 3.

~Very much prefer her to be ntore like ~lartha il.

57. Joe, a seventeen year old,went out and promised his parents
that he would be home by nine o'clock. He met a friend who
was very upset, so Joe decided to sit and talk to him to
see if he could help. He couldn't get away to call his parents 
and didn't get home until midnight. ilis parents \vere worried
and angry, but Joe felt that he had done the right thin9.

Do you think Joe was right in what he did?

I think Joe was:

Definitely ri~ht

Probably, right

Probably wrong

Definitely wrong

1.

2.

3.

4.

58. Another seventeen year old, Christine, had a g~rlfriencl who
tended to dress and act sloppily. Her parents !idn' want
her to hang around with this girl. Christine felt that her
friend was renlly a good fcrson and so r.fused to stop seeing
her.

Do you think Christine \o{as right in this?

I think Christine was:

Definitely right

Probably right

Probably wrong

Definitely wrong

1.

2.

3.

4.
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Til IS CONCLUDES TilE SET Of QUEST IONS Tllf,T CONCERN YOUR DAUGHTER. The
follovling is i1 list of sti) ernents dea lin') with your beliefs and
feelings. Please indicate how much you ayree or disagree with
each of these sti:ltemcnLs.

59. Teenagers have to
authority.

Strongly agree

Agree somewhat

Neither agree nor

Disagree somewhat

Strongly disagree

learn how to take orders from those in

l.

2.

disagree 3.

4.

5.

60. It doesn't matter if you think ·wrong thoughts· as long
as you don't put them into action.

Strongly agree 1.

Agree somewhat 2.

Neither agree nor disagree 3.

Disagree somewhat 4.

Strongly disagree 5.

61. It is more important to me that my daughter be a sensitive,
responsible person than that she achieve any worldly success.

Strongly agree 1.

Agree somewhat 2.

Neither agree nor disagree 3.

Disagree somewhat 4.

Strongly disagree 5.

62. Two people who commit the same act should be dealt with in
the same way, no matter what their motives are.

~I

Strongly agree

Agree somewhat

Neither agree nor

Disagree somewhat

Strongly disagree

l.

2.

disagree 3.

4.

5.

Ca~e t~o.

~
Card No.

~I
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63. I'd !nobably llc mOl" likely to trust someone ,·,ho was neat and
re::;pcctable looJ...inq than sameon£' '.llla tll'essed really sloppily.

~trany1y agree 1.

Al.lr<!e somewhat 2.

Neither agree nor disagree 3.

Disd~ree somewhat 4.

Stn11l'Jly disagree 5.

64. P:lrcl ls should yivC' independence to their teenage child~
as lone as he or sh~ uses it wisely.

Strongly agree

Agree somewhat

Neither agree nor

Disagree somewhat

Strongly disagree

1.

2.

disagree 3.

4.

5.

65. It's all right to get around the law as long as you don't
actually break it.

Strongly agree 1.

Agree somewhat 2.

'either agree nor disagree 3.

Disagree somewhat 4.

Strongly disagree 5. 8

66. Having an interes. il many things and being curious about
how they work is more important than being a good student
in school.

1.

2.

Neither agree nor disagree 3.

4.

5.

Disugrce somewhat

Strongly agr.ee

Agree somewhat

Strongly disagree
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I,,, l'erson'~; 1lI0tivl's sl:I'uld count morl' hiln his or hl'r actions.

Stl'onq]y agree

,'-tj ree somewhill

~~eith(>J .:lgref' nor disagree

lisaqn'e some'",hilt

Stronyly dis.:lgree

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

(, , ':'he r.\ost important thing to teach children is al'solute
cl'cc!iencc to their p'lrents.

Stronqly ilgree

I\gree somewhat

Neither agree nor disagree

Disagree somewhat

Stron'jly disagree

1.

2.

3.

4.

5. f:.L1
69. The key to getting along in the world is being able to fit

in with the way things are.

Strongly agree 1.

Agree somewhat 2.

Meither agree nor disagree 3.

Disagree somewhat 4.

Strongly disagree 5.

70. It's illl right to do anything you want as long as you stay
out of trouble.

~trongly agree

Agree somewhat

~0ither agree nor disagree

Disa9ree somewhat

Strongly disagree

1.

2.

3.

4.

5. ~I
71. There are two kinds of people in the world: the wea~ and

thE"' strong.

Strongly agree

I\gree somewhat

Heither agree nor disagree

Disagree somewhat

Stronqly disaqree

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
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7'2. \)nE' should ,,1I".I\,5 sh<)~: rf'spccl L<. th"" in ,111thurl y.

Str'>n~l) y ')l'C'C

N0i t.ht:"'J ilIJrt~(' Jl()t~ c1 i saurce

IJ i r;.ttl reC SOnJ,:\·:ha t

1.

2.

3

4.

5. ~I
71. ,\s lona ,\5 .1 child hilS learned the ri'/ht values, parents

don' n<!cd tu ~:orry too mcuh about speci fic ncts of
wron,) oing.

Strongly ilgr 'c

i\g ree some~:hilt

,:either agree nor disagree

Disagree somewhat

Strongly disagree

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

74. 'rhere are times when it is morally right to break the law.

Strongly agree 1.

Agree somewhat 2.

::ei tr.e\- agree nor disagree 3.

0isilqree sonewhat

Strongly disnyree

4.

5.

7~. You should obey your ~uperiors whether or not you think
they arc right.

Strunqly agree

Agree somewhat

Neither agree nor disagree

Disagree somewhat

Strongly disagree

1.

2.

) .
4.

5.

7(.. If something works, it doesn't matter whether it's right
or "'rony.

Strongly agree

I\gree some~Jhat

dei her agree nor disagree

Disagree somewhat

Stronyly disayrf'c

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
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77. l' ('lhIlJers have to learn to f<1ce the consenttr:>nccs of their
..lctHJnS, no matter hm." innocent their intf'ntions tv reo

SLlonqlyagr 1.

r.<l rf!e somewlld t 2.

'J •. i ther il"rec nil!' di saqrf'e 3.

risilqree somewhat

. lrongly disaqree
4 •

5.

7~. People who question the old and accepted ways of doing things
hin~s usually just end up causing trouhle.

Strongly agree

ll.qree somewhat

':2i ther agree nor disagree

Disagree somewhat

Strongly disagree

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

79, Peo~le have to learn that they often can't just do something
cecause they think it is for the best.

Strongly agree 1.

i\gree somevlhat

~either agree nor disagree

Disagree somewhat

Strongly disagree

2.

3.

4.

5. ~I
HO. Young people should not be allowed ~o read books that are

likely to confuse them.

Strongly agree

A ree somewhat

::either agree nor disagree

Disagree somewhat

Strongly disagree

1.

2.

3.

4.

5. ~/
21. In this complicated world, the only way to know what to do

is to rely on leaders and experts.

trongly agree

,\gree somewha t

~cither agree nor disagree

Disagree somewhat

Strongly disagree

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
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':OI.;LD YO 1 PI.I ",~;F AW""'j'H Till' jll'~1l\INING FTI'] (ll'r:s'!' rn~;~ P!'1 YOUR
;j"'JERAL Pi\Cl"I:!{(,UND.·

82. Prior til lour sixteenth !:irthday, did you ever live on
i] [urm ['"r as long uS \~ne year?

Yes

No

1.

2. ?2-J .
83. \':hat is your mother longue (the language you first

learn~c to speuk)?

Engl ish

French

Otlv'r

l.

2.

3.

(please specify)

84. To wbat ethnic or cultural group did you or your ancestors
(on the male side) belong on coming to this continent?

Ddnish l. Italian 7. Scottish l~.

Fnglish 2. Jewish 8. Swedish !<t.

French 3. Netherlands 9. Ukraini.an 15.

Cerman 4. Norwegian 10. Welsh 16. CIJ
lIungarian 5. Polish ll. Oth£;lr 17 . 27 28

Irish 6. Russian 12.
(please spE'cl.fy)

85. ~hi]t is your religious backgrounQ?

Eoman Catholic 1.

Protestant 2.

Jewish 3.

No formal religious 4.
aEfiliation in background

Other 5.
(please specl.fy)
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8G. I\tout I;,,~: often' ,'uld you say you attC'nrl YOUl' place /'1

\·:orshil (church ..ynogolJue, (' c)?
CHECK Tll£: 0 lJ' 1'1 I' Bf:f.T I\PPLI ES

Onn' a week r more

Ra rl'! y or nt:'

Les:; than 01,

I have no
r, 1 igious

I ,-mal
"filication

I.

2.

3.

4 .
~I

87. Hm·: impor aI' would you say formal relioion is to you?

Very impel! I ant

~oderately important

. ot very important

"ot at .. J 1 important

1.

2.

3 •

4.

88. Are you iI member of a labour union or professional
associatlun?

Yes / 1dbour union

Yes, ('rofessionaJ
association

:--10

1.

2.

3.

'9. During the last 12 ~onths, what was your total personal
income (before t~xes) from all sources (include 1nterest,
dividends, rents received, pensions, youth allowances, welfare,
et )? If you m"n a farm or are self-employed, state the amount
after the deduction of business expenses.

ITJ
33 34

less than 4,000 1. 8,000-8,999 6. 13,000-13,999 11.

4,000-4,999 2. 9,000-9999 7. 14,000-14,999 12.

5,000-5,999 3. 10, 000.-10 , 999 8. 15,000-15,999 13.

6,000-6,999 4. 1] ,000-11, q99 9. 16,000-16,999 14.

7,000-7,999 5. 12,000-12,999 10. 17,000-17,999 15.

18,000 or over 16.

No income, did not work for pay 17.

90. If you ha~ to pick one, which of the following five social
classes would you say you were in?

t:pper class 1. LOv/er Class 5.
lL1Upper r.'icdle class 2. I don't know 6.

~jiddl(' class 3. There is no such

v:orkir <J class 4.
thing 7.



~OTHFR'S OUESTIONNAI~[ Case NC'.

~B
4 '3
Card IiC'.

First of ~ll. we'd like to ask you some information about yourself.

1. In vihat cpuntry I'Jere you born?

2. In what country was your father born?

3. In what country was your mother born?

~. Besides Canadian, which nationality in your background has
had the greatest influence on you?

~. What was your nge on your last birthday?

(years)

6. ~fuat was the highest grade of formal schooling that you
completed? (If educated outside Canada, give approximate
Canadian equivnlent)

a) !I0vl many years al together were you in school?

(years)

b. Do you have any additional training besides for~al

schooling (e.g. apprenticeship, extension or
correspondence courses, etc.)?

crJ
14 15

o
20

1. YES-----
2. NO

IF YES, Please specify
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7. Last week were you \vorl·.inl.l,goinsr to ~l"hOI_i, kE!epinq house, or
~Iha t? Were you:

Working full-time (35 hours or more)

Working part-time

Working without pay on f~mily

farm or business

With a job but not at work because
of temporary illness, vacation
strike, etc.

Unemployed (looking for work)

Retired

Keeping house

In school full-time

Other (please specify)

01. _

02. _

03. _

04.

05.

06.

07.

08.

09.

I
LGo toIQue";on'

I

'- Go to
I Question 7a

7a. IF UNE1~PLOYED, RETIRED, KEEPING HOUSE,IN SCHOOL OR "OTHFR":

Did you ever work for as long as seven months?

Yes 1.

No 2.=l- Go to Question 23

Incomplete
tlach~ne operator
Teacher
Clerk
Technician
Foreman
~echanic

Farmer
Farmer

8. Please describe your present job (fo= payor profit) - your
main job if you have more than one. IF YO ARE NOT CURRENTLY
vIORKIfI<G, please describe the most rer::ent Job you have held th"t
lasted 7 months or more. It would help us if you would provide
a complete occupational title:

Examples of complete and incomplete titles are:

Complete
Drill press operator
High school English teacher
Invoice clerk
Medical X-P~y technician
Electrical foreman
Office machine mechanic
Farm owner
Farm hand

\\~at is your present (or most recent) job?
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9. l'lcJse descr ilJe your pr inci pa I iob "lit i es as '-horouqhly as

l'ussible.

CLI
10 1

THE NEXT FCI"J Ql!FS Im!S OF-AI. tvITJI CFRTJ\IN SPECIFIC ASPECTS OF
YOUR JaR_ IF YOU AHF NOT CURRE1JTLY \-:ORJ<ING, PLF.ASF. SKIP TO
QliF.STION 23.

10. Does your work involve doing he same thing in the same way
repeatedly, the same kind of thing in a number of different
",-ays, or a number of different l:inds of things?

Doing the same thing in the game way
repeatedly 1.

Doing the same kind of thing in-a
number of different ways. 2.

Doing a number of different kinds of
things 3.

11. Do you work for o~hers or are you self-employpd?

Work for others 1.

Self-employed 2.

l.---------------OR

12. Of all the persons above you in your work, who has the most
control over what you actually ~o on the job? (Give his or
her title and his or her position relative to you, not his
or her name)

I have no one abovp. me in my work 2. Skit-> to
Q.16 ...2i-1

4.

13. !low closely does hf1 or she supervise you?

He/she decides what I do, and how I do it. 1.

He/she decides what I do, but lets me decide
how to do it. 2.

I have some freedom in deciding both what I do
.:Ind how I doit.).

I am my own boss as long as I stay within the
general t->olicies of the firm (or dep~rtment)
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14. ',';hen hehhe) \·:ants you Lo do somL,thintj, d,·L's he (sf)e) u:;u<311)'
just tell you to do j t, noes he (shf~) l1SlIillly discuss it ','ith
you, or is it about half and half?

lIe/she usually just tells me to do it

He/she usually discusses it with me

It is about half and half

l.

2.

3.

l '). llo\~ fl-ee do you feel to disagree \~i th your surervi sor?

Completely f"~e •

Largely but not completely free

Moderately free

Not particularly free

Not at all free

l.

2.

3.

4.

5.

16. Do you have much influence on the way things
go at work?

I have a great deal of influence on this 1.

I have a considerable amount of influence 2.

I have a moderate amount of influence 3.

I have very little influence 4.

I have practic<llly no influence on this 5.

17.

18.

How important is it for your doing your job
well that you do what you are told?

Very important 1.

Moderately important 2.

Not very important 3.

Not at all important 4.

Is the speed at which vou work controlled mostly by you,
your boss, the people you work with, the speed of machinery y.-ith
which you work, or what?

The speed of machinery 1 .

The people I work with 2.

r'ly boss 3.

Myself 4.

Other 5.
(specify)

39 I
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19. ;;ome johs require th<lt you h~ quite: selE-reliar.t (require
you to make in'!epcn lent judgements) ~Ihile other iohs do not.
flo..., nuch self-r€'liance would you say is involved in your job?

A great deal of self-reliance is involv€'d 1.

A considerablE' amount of self-reliance is
involved L.

A moderate amount of self-reliance is involved 3.

Very litt.le Ot' no self-reliance is involved 4.

20. Most jobs require you to spend some time with each of the
following types of activity - work1ng with written materials
(letters, files, memos, books, or blueprints, etc.) worK1nq
with your hands (other than written material - using tools,
using or repairing machines, usi.ng special instruments, etc.),
and dealing with people (conferences, negotiations, seeing
customers, etc.).

In your typical day's work, how important is each of these
kinds of activity for doing your job adequately?

In my work, work with written materials is:

Very important 1.

Moderately important 2.

Not very important 3.

Unimportant ~.

I~ .y work, worf. Hith my hands, other than writing, is:

Very important 1.

~oderately important 2.

Not very important 3.

Unimportapt 4.

In my work, dealing with people is:

Very important 1.

Moderately important 2.

Not very important 3.

Unimportant 4.

21. Which of these is most important in your wor~ (not in terms
of time !:'r~nt in each, ht' t·'hat you ff'e] is the most irrportant
in your job)?
(PLI:.!,SE CITrK 0tlLY ONf.)

.~10 r \-lith \·:r i en l'1<lterial is most importilnt 1.

~\o'or}- \-lith my h;tnds i~ most ir,oortant ;> •

Dc line; \,'i th rl"or h ' is most iMportant 1.
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_ I, _

22. How satisfied are you with yn'lr present job?

Very s.ltisfied l.

Model ;tely satisfied 2.

Model .tely dissatisfied 3.

Qui tE' dissatisfied 4.

23. 1010UT.fl ALL RESPONDENTS, 1010PKfNG AND NON-WOPKING, PLFASE A!'IS"IER
TilE !'.FM.AINING QCESTIONS.

IF YOU HAVE NEVFR WORKED. "IOULD YOU PLEASE ANSWER THE NEXT FEW
QUESTIONS IN TERMS OF \oIHAT YOUR PREFERENCE \'lOULD PE IF YOU
I'T-I'E TO GET A JOB.

If you had your choice, !IOW much supervision would you
prefer on a job?

I ~ould prefer a job thot is:

I'ighly supervised 1.

Supervised to a fair pxtent 2.

Moderately free from
supervision 3.

Largely !l'.lt not comp I etely
free 4.

Completely free from
supervision

24. If you h.tve your choice, would you prefer to he working
primarily with reoPJe (conferences, negotiations, seeing
customels, etc. with written material (letters, files, memos,
books, hlueprints, etc.) or ...nth your hands (other than ",riting,
operating tools or machines, typing, using or repairing any kind
of instrument, etc.).

I would prefer a job in which .1 was .working primarily:
(PLEASE CHECK ONLY ONE)

With people

With written material

Ioii th my hands

l.

2.

3. ~/

4.

25. If you had your choice, how much self-reliance (being required
to make indepenrlent judgements) would you prefer on a job?

I would prefer a job in which:

A qreat deal of self-reliance is involved 1.

A considerable amount of self-reliance is
involved 2.

A moderate amount of self-reliance is
involved 3.

Very little or no self-reliance is
involved
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26. Some peopl" prefer a well-organized work situation where
everythiny 15 clearly spelled oUt - who is to ~o what and
when they :'r'e to do it. Othet's prf?fcr a more open, flexible
situation. w~ich of these two situations would you prefer?

I would:

Very much prefer duties to be clearly spelled out 1.

Somewhat prefer duties to be clearly spelled out 2.

Somewhat prefer a more open, flexible situation 3.

Very mudl prefer a more open, flexible situation 4.

27. In terms of work for pay, if you had your choice would you
prefer to: (PLEASE CHECK ONLY ONE)

Work full-time

Work art-time

Not wllrk

1.

2.

3.

28. \~hat do you think of the idea of a woman working before
she gP.ts married? Do you:

Think it is a really good idea 1.

Think it is a fairly good idea 2.

Think it is neither a good nor a bad idea 3.

Think it is a fairly bad idea 4.

Think it is a really bad idea 5. gJ
28a. \Vhat do you think of the idea of a woman working

after she is married but before she has children?
Do ','au:

Til i nk it is a rea lly good idea

Think it is a fairly good idea

Think it is neither a good nor a bad idea

Think it is a fairly bad idea

Think it is a r~ally bad idea

1.

2.

3.

4.

5. ~I

28b. I':hat do you think of the idea of a woman working when
she has at least one "preschooler" (a child under five
years old who is not enrolled in school full-time)?
Do you:

Think it is a really good idea 1.

Think it is a fairly good idea 2.

Think it is neither a good nor a bad idea 3.

Think it is a fairly bad idea 4.

Think it is a really bad idea 5.
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28c. "hat do you thinJo: ': the idea of " ,·om.in wod:inq after
all hl'r children ."., in scl'ool fuJl-tiIl'o? r:o you:

Thinlr it is a \'0·" ly good i ea l.

Think it is a fi11' ly good idea 2.

Think it is nei t ",~r a good nor a h,d idl?a 3.

Think it is a I. Il-ly bad idea 4.

Think it is a 1 "dlly bad idea 5 . ~I
28d. What do you thi I" of the idea of a ,,'ol'1an "'arking after

all her childn'" have <]ro\-Tn up ar.d left home? Do you:

Think it is a 1 "'ally good idea l.

Think it is a fairly good idea 2.

Think it is nl?ither a good nor Cl bad idea 3.

Think it is a fairly bad idea 4.

Think it is a really bad idea 5. ~
29. \'ihat would your husband think of he idea of a "loman

working before she is married? Would he:

Think it i~· a really good idea 1.

Think it is a fairly good idea 2.

Think it is neither a good nor a bad idea 3.

Think it is a fairly bad idea 4.

Think it is il really bad idea 5. ~

29a. '\'/"hat ,,,ou] cl he think of the idea of a women working after
she is married. but before she has children? I'auld. he:

Think il is a really good idea 1.

Think i t is a fairly good idea 2.

Think it is neither a good nor a bad idea 3.

Think it is a fairly bad idea 4.

Think it is a really bad idea 5. ~
29b. What would he think of the idea of a woman working

when she has at least one "preschooler"? Would he:

Think Lt is il really good idea 1.

Think it is a fairly good idea 2.

'l'hink it is nei ther a good nor a bad idea 3.

Think it is a fairly bad idea 4. ,
Think it is a really bad idea 5. ~
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2.c. \':h.1 \-louIe! he thinl: of the idea of a ,-:oman work inq a f fOr
all her children are in school full-tj~e? Would he:

Think it is i1 eally 9 00d ic1ea 1.

Think it is a fLlirly good idea 2.

ThInk it is neither a good n.::>r a bae! idea 3.

Think it is d lairly had idea 4.

Think it is a reil lly bad idea 5. ~
29d. I'.hat '.;ould he think of the idea of a \'loman working after all

her children have gro"ln up and left home? Would he:

Think it is a really good idea 1.

Think it is a fairly good idea 2 .

Think it is neither a good nor a bad idea 3 .

Thinl: it is a fairly bad idea 4.

Think it is a really bad idea 5. §Lj

30. Did you, in fact, work before you were married?

Yes, full-time

Yes, part-time

No

1.

2.

3. ~I

3C~. cid you, in fact, work after you were ~arried but before
you had any children?

Yes, full-ti~e 1.

Yes, part-time

No

2.

3.

30b. Did you, in fact, work when you had at least one "pre-schooler"?

Yes, full-time

Yes, part-time

No

1.

2.

3.
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30c. l\NSvlF.P.PART (i) OR PART (ii)

(i) IF YOU 1'1\'."1" J\'l LeAST (':m "PP.E-fTII00LER" AT PRESENT: 00 you

think you will work once your children are all in school full-time?

Definitely yes 1.

Probably y('s ,, .
Probahly not 3.

Def ini tely not 4. ~

(ii) IF YOU NO LO;•.,[R IIAVf Tu'lY "PRE-f'CI!OOLERS": Did you, in

fact, work after all your children were in school
full-time?

Yes, full-time 1.

Yes, part-time 2.

No 3 •

30e!. Do you think you will work once all of your children have
"ro\·:n up unci left home?

Definitely yes 1.

Probably yes 2.

Probably not 3.

Definitely not 4.

31. In the space provided below, please describe your father's
main job (for payor profit). If he ~eld several jobs, describe
the one he held for the longest period of time.

Please give as complete an occupational title as you can (See
Question 8, page 2 for examples of ~omplete and incompl('tp
occupational titles)

I don't know what his job was

31;). \';f}at ,:as the highest grade of formal 5choolino that your [athnl'
completed? (If e was educat d outside Canuda, give the
llpproxi.ute Canadian equi ·alent).

(i.Jr ..II':~") (If you ilre not ~iUr(', plec1sc (Jive the 10St
estimate .·ou ciln)

r dO~'t. know
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31b. How many ye,ll's altoq(' her: I_as your fiJthl'l in school?

(years)Ul you are not sure, pIC'ase givE' the t·E'st
estiwate you can)

I don I t knOl'!

1 1

32.

1 2 3

Do either of your parents live with you?

Yes, both mother und father do. 1.

Yes, mother does 2.

Yes, fa ther does 3.

No, nei the I' mother nor father does 4.

4 5

32a. How often are you in contact with your parents - in
person or by phone?

(i) Approximately how often are you in contact with
your father?

Iii) Approximately how often are you in contact with
your mother?

Once a day or more 1.

Three to six times a week 2.

Once or twice a week 3.

Once a day or more

Three to six times a Neek

Once or twice a week

One to three times a month

Eetween four and elev~n times a
year:

One to three times a year

Less than once a year:

Not applicable, father deceased
(Please indicate approximately
how long he has been deceased)

One to three times a month

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

4.

~I
8 9

Between four and eleven times a year 5.

One to three times a }~ar

Less than once a year

Not applicablp, mother deceased
(Please indicate approAimately
how long she has been deceased)

6.

7.

8.
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THE NEXT FDI QUl~STI(JNS DEl'.L Sl'FCTFICALLY \-lIT!' Y(lliR TEENI\CI.: Dl\lIGII'!TR
\':110 \,AS 1~'1'I::RVIEI\rr:D.

31. \':hat qracle in school is she in? If sh(' is IlO longer in school,
pleclsC' yive the last grade completNL (If the school is on
:he course crcdi t systpm, gi ve t.he appro:umate grade quivalent)

[IJ
13 14

34. Ho~ f r would you like her to go (to have gone) in hiyh
school? (If school is on the course credit system, give
the approximate grade equivalent). I would like her to:

Finish Grade 9 1. Finish Grade 13 5.

Finish Grade 10 2.
(Secondary School
Honours Diploma)

Finish Grade 11 3.

Finish Grade 12 4. Go as far as she
~(Secondary School can 6.

Diploma)

35. How far do you think she will probably go in high school?
I think she will probably:

Finish Grade 9 l. Finish Grade 13 5.

Finish Grade 10 2. (8econdary 8chool
Honours Diploma)

Finish Grade 11 3.

Finish Grade 12 4. She has already gone

~(Secondary School as far as she -"Jill fi .

Diploma)

36. Which of the following paths would you like your daughter
to take after high school?

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Go to a community college

Go to a teacher's college

Go to university

Other (please specify)

Go to work 1.

Co into an apprenticeship 2.

Go to a commercial,
business or trade school
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37. l.i,·!> 1'1" 'ltes" ''''~!ls ,' r ' ','Oll !·" .. 11sti(,illly t''1r1' CI,t' \·.. il1
,,:tu. lty I nllcn···?

\;0 tn \",(,t k I.

\;0 lnt" .. n "I'I,n'nt icesllli 2.

\;0 to ;\ '·ommerr:i.ll,I,IISir.C'ss ,or trade'
scLoul 3.

Go to " community ('"lIege' 4.
Go a d t0ilC.:hc· r I ~j C't) 1] eg0 5.

Go to llilivers i ty

Othcr (ple,l';' Spl'C i fy)

fl.

7.

,', 1l0\': inpurtant do you think your opinion is to your daughter's
educational plans?

Very ir.Fortant 1.

~oderately important 2.

Not very important 3.

Not at all important 4.

19. Hm... close would you say you and your daughter are?

\':e are very close to each other 1.
\~e are fairly close to each other 2.

\';e are not reall: very clo"c 3 .

\';e are not at all close to each other 4. ~U
39 . It is eften thou9ht that teenagers go through 3 certain sta~e

in ""lJich there IS rel.:ltively high conflict \-!ith or,(' or l'oth of
:heir parents. J [ you \-/ere to descril e the relationshi, you and
yLur hustand huve ... ith your daughter at this time, would you say
shp is currently ~oinq 11 rough this stRge, she has already gone
through it, or ...!hat?

She is currently going through this stage with
one or both of us I.

She has already gone through this stage and is
no~ out of it 2.

She has not gone through this stage 3.

40. \lave you ever discussed ·.... ith her what occupation she
should go into?

!l.IO, we haven't really discussed this 1.

We have had some discussion on this
.,

We have discussed this d f ir bit 1

We have discussed it qui e a bit 4. ~
41. How important do you thinl' your opinion is to your daughter's

occupational choice?

Very important 1.

Moderately important 2.

No very important 3.

lot i1 t all important 4.
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.\". ()( ':r:t: think YUll: !.tu}~ cc :~ liy.t.'ly tl~ v.()} 1

d. f (. ( nrc: 5 he l' i', I l t'i t.·d?

i'efi-lll ely'.,"
l'roh.:lbly yeo

l·, !\ftcr she i:.

O('flnitl.:ly .....

Probahl y y(','

1.

~
L.

t'ol ill· I 'I II" t

!·(·f i n1 t 1·1 Y nnt ·l.

f't'oLal>ly l1C1t ).

nrfinitely not 4.

De-rillite}'.' 's
Probably y"S

l .

2.

Pro~ahl' not 1.
Definite-Iy not 4.

d. ~'::Jcn all hf"l c,lildrcn are in school?
Definitely ~0S 1. Probably not 3.
?ro~ahly yes 2. Definitely not 4 .

.j 3a. 1:: THE ~;E.'T T\':O QUESTIONS \~E l\SK YOl,;P. IDEA!: ABOUT Y0l R DJI,llGlITEp t S
I'r ~SIBLr: JOB CI!OIee. THESE Q lESTIONS DO NOT Il'PLY THAT YOU TRY TO
I:.rLUr: ICE HER DI'.CISIOl\S - \\T ARE SIMPLY It1TFRESTED IN YOUR IDFAS,
\-.'liF.TliER OR NOT SI-!E IS AI'Jl\RE OF 'THE!'!.

L~st three jobs (in order of preference) that you think it would
te a qood idea for her to to into, given her talents and attitudes.

27/

it would be it

be unwise for her to4 3l> •

1 . _

2.

3. _

OR I have no idea \!ha t J-:ir.d of job

good idea for her to go into. __

List three jobs you think it would
o ~nto. that she may consider.

1.

2. _

3. _

OR I have no idea what kind of job it would be
un~ise for her to go into.

I I I I I
28 29 30 31

[ I I I
32 33 34 35

CT I I I
36 37 38 39

r I 1"]-,
40 41 4:> n

l I I I I
44 45 ,I (. 47

L I I I 1
4A 4q so q

44. liOvl important do you thin' a career is to you daughter?
extremely important 1. Mode~ately i portant 3.
Very i~portant 2. Of little or no importance 4.

.j 5. 1I0v! \olould you react if she wanted to q() into the s(1.mf" kind of
job her fil ther is in?

think it would be a r('ally good i(~0i1 1.

think it would he a (.:Iirl)' <Jooe i de-.> 2.

J think it would be neither a cood nor a bad i<.Jea 3.

hink i would ce .:l fLlirly bild io 4.

1 thl.nk it would be a really had icea 5. ~
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46.!!:: YOl·l\IU:~!~r-It\'I'LY_'::"?J(f\J!J:2_!·..~·_!.'L-1'l.~-~:"r·'1 p.'yor profit):
lIuw ...!ould yOll lL:,\<·t I f sit..' ""<lnteL! t \' '10 ir1tn the same l.in" L,f
;c1t yOI.1 .. Ire l!i?

think it ,·:nu \ d ))(' 'I really <]ood idc.!

hink it "'0U 1d he- a fai I ly goou idc.:!

lhJnk it \~oul d iH:' neithcr a yoou nQr
d I uti iuea

th inl-_ il v: r .11 : \ I be .1 fairli' bad i .ea

think it would be a really bat.! idea

~ot applicable, I am not currently
...:orking full-time

! .

2.

3.

4.

5.

(; . 54 I
_...J

I think it would be a fairly bad idea

think it ,·/Ould be a really bad idea

Not applicable, I am not currently
...:orking full-time

47. How would you react if she w~nted to go into a traditionally
[;lale occupation - that is, o.le ,~hich is predominantly male?

think it would be a really good idea l.

1 think it would be a fairly good idea 2.

I think it would be neither a good nor
a bad idea J.

4.

5.

48. What would your attitude be if she worked after marriage?

I think it would be a really good idea 1.

I tnink it would be a fairly good idea 2.

....2-1

r thin!; it would be neither a good nor
a bad idea

I think it would be a fairly bad idea

r think it would be a really bad idea

J.

4.

5.

49. Given her personality and dispositioll, do you think she
should choose a job that is highly supervised?

I think she should choose a job that is:

Completely free from supervision 1.

Lurgely but not completely fl-ee

~,odcrately free [rom SUP~'1 vision J.

Supervised to a (air extent 4.

lIi'lhly su ervised 5.
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50. Given per fJersonality and disposition, d" you think she
should choose a job which ~he would lHo' '·:urking primarily
with people, \-lith her hands, or vJiLll written material?
(PLE/\SE CHECK () LY ONE) .

1 think she should choose a job in which she would be
working primarily:

Wi th people l.

~ith her hands 2.

With writtel m~terial 3.

3.

4.Very little self-reliance is involved

51. Given her personality and disposition, do you think she
should choose a job which involves a great deal of self
reliance (being required to make independent judgements)?

I think she should choose a job in which:

A great deal of self-reliance is involved 1.

A considerable amount of self-reliance is 2.
involved

A moderate arr,ount of self-reliance is
involved

~2. What occupation do you think she will probably go into? CTIIJ
60 61 r-~ 1'3

53. A number of characteristics are listed below. Parents
differ in the things they think are desirable or important
on this list. Thinking mainly in terms of your daughter,
how important are each of these qUalities to you:

a. That she has good manners.

Extremely important 1.

Very important 2.

Somewhat important 3.

Of little or no importance 4.

b. That she tries hard to succeed.

Extremely important 1.

Very important 2.

Somewhat important 3.

Of little or no importance 4.



c. ThdL she is honest.

EXlJemely important

Very in,portant

Somewhat important

Of little or no importance

d. That she is neat ane clean.

Extremely important

Very important

Somewhat important

Of little or no importance

- 17 -

I.

2.

3.

4.

1.

2.

3.

4. t7 /

e. That she has good sense and sound judgement.

Extremely important 1.

Very important 2.

Somewhat important 3.

Of little or no importance 4.

f. That she has self-control.

Extremely important

Very important

Somewhat important

Of little or no importance

1.

2.

3.

4.

g. That she acts _ike a girl should.

Extremely important 1.

Very important 2.

Somew:'lat important 3.

Of little or no importance 4.

h. That she gets along with others her age.

Extremely important 1.

Very important 2.

Somewhat important 3.

Of little or no importance 4.
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i. That she obeys her par nts ~ell.

Extremely i.mportilnt 1.

Very im~ortant 2.

Somewhat important 1.

Of little or no importance 4.

j. Thilt she is re5~onsible.

Extremely im~ortant

Very important

Somewhat important

Of little or no importance

1.

2.

3.

4.

k. That she is considerate of others.

Extremely important

Very important

Somewhat important

Of little or no importance

l.

2.

3.

4.

1. That she is interested in how and why things happen.

Extremely important 1.

Very important 2.

Somewhat important 3.

Of little or no importance 4. __

m. That she is a good student.

Extremely important

Very important

Somewhat important

Of little or no importance

l.

2.

3.

4.

ITJJ
I 2 3
Case No.

[E]
4 5
Card No.
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II. ','hich TIIP.! I'. If lh!.:'!; Ch.ll ,'tt'risllcs \'J0tJl : you SdY arf' tIlL'
most imfJUll:~"!... in a qirl her age<'
(PLr:I\SE <':11" 1.1: 'I'm: r:LJ~lI,E!'S CORHl SI'O.il,r:lG TO TilE TI'f'I:r. r"O~;T

IHPORTJl.NT'

That she:

I, l!dS CJr ... j mannf'rs

2. Tries !I.trd to sucr.f'cJ

J. Is he" ··t

~_I

U
I

~

~
12 I

~I

14 I
15 I

~

!.1-J
lU

4. Is nt·"t and clcan

5. Has ,.,,,od sense and sound ju !,)cment

6. lias ';f'lf-control

7. Act,; like a girl should

8. Gels along with others her uge

9. Obeys her parents well

10. Is responsible

11. 15 considerate of others

12. Is interested in how and why things happen

13. is a good studcnt

54. To whAl extent would you say that your mother influences
(or inl !uenced) the way you raised thIS daughter - the values
you trLed to teach her, the ways you punished her, etc.
Here \-Ie are interestcd in you", mother's influcnce on you
after this child was born.

9
I

!

~lou 1d you say thilt she influcnced you:

A great deal 1.

A fair bit 2.

1\ little 3.

Not at all 4. --d
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THE NEXT. FEI' QUESTIONS DEAL WITH H.... I'OTllETICAL SITUATIONS CONCERNI!\C
TEENAGERS. ,,,E REP.LIZE THAT THE CI!l,ICSS \'IE l\~ " YOU TO ~"\KF ARr: DIrFICULT
ONES, BUT \., WOULD ASK YOU TO CHO(I',E ONE RESPONSE FOR EACH Ql1ESTTON.

One t,
She ,",
pretl
thin~

up t,

55. nager, Patricia, was \".'ry well mannered and clean cut.
, very honest and she" Iways obeyed her parents. She
much accepted things 'he way they were rather than

1119 them through on hel own. She basically tried to live
the stendards she le'"lled as a child.

I\notlLer girl, Donna, was mllc'h more easygoing - she tended to be
rather sloppy in her dress and her manners. She had her own ideas
abc '11 t wha t she sllould be 1 ike and dlun' t always do things the '<Jay
hel oarents wanted her to. But basicallv she was a considerate
all" fairly responsible gi I L. •

' .... ',lild you prefer you dauflhter to be more like Patricia, or l1'ore
1 ik.e Donna?

! ,"ould:

Very much prefer her tv be more like Patricia

Somewhat prefer her to be more like Patricia

Somewhat prefer her to be more ljke Donna

Very much prefer her to be more like Donna

l.

2.

3.

4.

C, Anne was a qood stU(lt'nti she worked hard in scllool, did her
homework anJ got relatively good marks. She could be counted
on to be h"nest, polite and respectfuL to the teachers.

~;artha, v/h" was as I.,right as Anne, did not seem to fit in with
the school system as well. She would often be more interested
.in re.:lding about things and thinking them through on her o"m,
than in Inllowing the school less~ns. Some of her teachers
'"ere unh"ppy with her attitudes toward school and school work.

"lould ytl'.l prefer your daughter to be more like Anne or more li}:e
Hartha?

I would:

Very much prefer her to be more like Anne l.

Some\olJlat prefer her to be more like Anne 2.

Somewhat prefer hcr to be more like Nartha 3.

Very much prefer her to be more like Martha 4. 21 /
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57. Joe, a srventeen year 0ld, went out and promised his parents
that he would be home by nine o'clock. Ile met a friend who
was veL¥ upset, so Joe decided to sit and talk" to him to
see if he could help. He couldn't (jet away to call his parents 
and didn't get home until midnight. lIis parents were !"orried
and an,/ry, but Joe fl~lt that he had done the right thing.

Do you think Joe was right in what he did?

I think Joe was:

Definitely right

Prot ably right

Probably \-Irong

Definitely wrony

1.

2.

3.

4.

58. Another seventeen year old, Christine, had a girlfriend who
terded to dress and act sloppily. lIer parents didn't want
her to hang around with this girl. Christine felt that her
friend was really a gord person and so refused to stop
seeing her.

00 you think Christine was right in this?

T think Christine was:

Definitely right

Probably right

Probably wrong

Definitely \"Irong

1.

2.

3.

4. .ILl
TIIIS CONCLUDES TilE SET OF QUESTIONS THAT CONCERN YOUR DAUGHTER.
'I'Le following is a list of statements dealing with your beliefs
ilnJ feelings. PleaSE indicate 'low much you agree or disagree with
e~ h of these statements.

59. Teenagers have to
authority.

Strongly agree

Agree somewhat

Neither agree nor

Disagree somewhat

Strongly disagree

learn how to take orders from those in

1.

2.

disagree 3.

4.

5. ~/
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(0. tt c!nCSIl' t mat Cl i! you think "\-Irunq thou'lhts" as long .:IS
you don't put thcm Into action.

Stro. '; Iy a0rcc 1.

Agree somewh.:lt 2.

Nei i1L!r agree m,r (lisagrcc 1.

Dis.lU~·ee SO!'1C\o'hilt 4.

S t r<J1 q ly d i siHJrr"~ 5 . ~I

61. It is more impurlant' to me that my dauqhter be a sensitive.
responsible pers0n than that she achiC'vc any worlcly success.

Strongly agrce'

Agree some'Hha t

"either agree nor disagree

Di sagree some""hat

ftrongly disagree

1.

2.

3.

.J.

5.

62. Two pepole who commit the same act should be dealt with in
the same way, no matter what their motives are.

~trongly a9ree 1.

Agree sO!'1ewhat 2.

Neither agree nor disagree 3.

Disagree somewhat 4.

Strongly disagree 5.

63. I'd probably be more likely to trust someone who was neat
and respectable looking than someone who dressed really
sloppily.

Strongly agree

r.gree somewhat

Neither agree nor disagree

Disagree somewhat

Strongly disagree

] .
2.

3.

4.

5.
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64. Parents !;!lould <Jive indqJE'lIdencc to Lheil" t('enagE child only
as Ion'] ,I" t.' or she usC's i" \"isely.

Serone.: 1Y ,Igrc<?

Neith(,l" aqree nor disaqreE"

Disa9r~(' som'what

Stronqly disagree

l.

2.

3.

4.

5.

65. It's all right to get around the law as long as you don't
actually break it.

Strongly agree 1.

Agree some~ta~ 7.

Neither agree nor disagree 3.

Disagree somewhat

Strongly disagree 5.

66. Eaving an interest in many things and being curious about how
they work is more important that being a good student in schoOl.

Strongly agree 1.

Agree somewhat 2.

Neither agree nor disagree 3.

Disagree somewhat 4.

Strongly disagree 5. ~

67. A person's mocives ~hould count more than his or her actions.

Strongly agree 1.

Aqree somewhat 2.

Neither agree nor disagree 3.

Disagree somewhat 4.

Strongly disagree 5.

68. The most important thing to teach children is absolute
obedience to their parents.

Strongly agree 1.

Agree somev/ha t 2.

Neither agree nor disagree 3.

Disagree somewhat 4.

Strongly disagree 5. l.U
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E9. The key to I," llllq "ionn II' th" h'O 1<1 i" I'ein" arl" to
fit in \'llth the \0''')1 tlllv;~' .. 1'<',

S lon'l1y ,hll"l 1.

Agree SOTlII"",!tat 2.

:e i the r d'" r'e no r d! ~nq I'l'!' 3,

Di saQ l'ee SO!ll('\o:l1a t

S runqly riisasree

4.

5.

70. It's illl 1 ic;ht 0 do <Iny hi nn you ",ant as Ion') . s you stay
out of tr'Juu] e,

Strongly ilgree

Agree son'eHha t

Neither agree nor disagree

Disagree somewhat

Strongly disagree

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

71. There are two kinds of people in the world: the weak and
the strong.

Strongly agree 1.

Agree somewhat 2.

Nei ther agree nor disagree 3.

Disagree somewhat 4.

Stronqly disagree 5.

72. One should always shoH respect to those in authority.

Stronoly agree

Agr e somewhat

Neither agree nor disagree

Disagree somewhat

Strongly disagree

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

73. As long as a child has learned the right values, parents
don't need to worry too much about specific acts of wrongdoing.

Strongly agree 1.

Agree somewhat 2.

either agree nor uisagree 3.

Disagree somewhat 4.

Stronqly disagree 5.



'tronq ly ,l<1I ee

i\t] rL"C ;'010('\ 'h.l·

ncith r ;lqr~C't' il( 1 dis.. l1rC't,....

nisagree S0111cwh~ t

l.

L,

3,

4.

5.

75. YOll should or,ey your 5\1 eriors \'Ihethl~r or not you tr,ink they
ure rlght.

Strongly aqree 1.

Agree somewhat 2.

,either agree nor disagree 3.

Disagree somewhat 4,

Strongly disugree 5.

76. If someth~ng ~orks. it doesn't matter whether it's right
or ~lrong.

Strongly agree

Agree somewhat

Neither agree nor disagree

Disagree somewhat

Strongly disagree

l.

2.

3.

4.

5.

77. Teenagers have to learn to face the consequences of their
actions. no matter how innocent their intcnti~~s ~ere.

Strongly agree

Agree somewhat

Neither agree nor disagree

Disagree somewhat

Strongly disagree

l.

2.

3.

4.

5.

78. People who question the old and accepted ways of doing thin~s

usually just end up cuusing trouble.

Strongly agree 1.

I\qree :3omewhat

Neither agree nor di"agree

Disagree somewhat

Strongly disagree

2 •

3 .

1\ •

5 • ~J
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79. Pcople hovc (", I",'rn
bce;1 usC' they I hI 1.1 i:

Sll'onq 1y u(] rc:('

Aq r CE' SOmClol/ld t

"!ither .:Igr"0 !l'l' c1i:'d'lr."0

Disayrce SOIl'''\':!;,''

StroI'Cjly r;isa"l CP

i \I: t r1 0 !' 011 " r h i n q

1.

2.

1.

4.

5. ~
80. Young [.Jcoplc shnuld not le lllolo'ed to rc.:lo looks that

arc likely to confuse them.

Strongly agrC'e

Aq ree some\"ha

Neither agrec nor disagree

Disagree somc~~~t

Strongly disagree

1.

2.

3.

t, •

5.

81. In this complicated world, tr.e only way to know what to do is
to rely on leaders and experts.

Strongly agree 1.

Agree somewhat 2.

Neither agree nor disagree 3.

Disagree somewhat 4.

Strongly disagree 5.

\0010ULD YOU PLEASE ANS"JER THE RFMAINH!G FFW OUESTIONS orol YOUR GENERAL
EACKGROlJdD.

82. Prior to your sixteenth birthday, did you ever live on a
farm for as long as a year? '

Ycs

No

1.

2.

83. What is your mother tongue (the language you first learncd
to speak)?

English 1.

French 2.

Other 3.

(please sp ,cify)
~I
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84. 'h,lL is your 1,,1 i 'JiOus L.,-.;l.<j1UlIfltI?

~()man CaLholic

Pro tes t.:lll t 2.

J~wish 3.

~u [o~.:ll reliylouS affiliation in hackground 4.

Other 5.
(pleas£' slJecify)

85. Abuut how often would you say you attend your place of
worship (church,synaCjogue, etc)?
CHECK TliF ONE TI!I\'I' 13rST APPLIES

Rarely or never 1.

Less than once a week 2.

Once a week or more 3.

I have no formal religious
affiliation 4.

86. How important would you say formal religion is to you?

Very important 1.

Moderately important 2.

Not very important 3.

Not at all important 4.

87. Do you belong to any voluntary association or organization
(e.g. church group, P.T.A. ,sports club, employees club, etc)?

No 1.

Yes, one only 2.

Yes, more than one 3.

88. In tr.e average month, about hm,. many afternoons or
evenings de you spend attending meetings of these
organizations?

(write in the approximate number of afternoons and
evenings)

89. Are you engaged in any volunteer work of .:Iny kind
(that is, work for which you do not receive payor
financial profit)?

No

Yes

1.

2. ]- Please specify the nature of the work:

to< .. I'
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THIS CONCLUDES TilE SET OF (iUESTIONS iJE II"WE TO ASK Yeu, IT IS
VERY H1PORTANT THAT .:F l!iWE A cm;PLETE ArlSl-iER TO r:Vf:RY QUESTIOtl
(WITH ~'HE EXCEPTION llF A FEW ITEMS wnCll YOU 1-'IAY HAVE BEEN INSTRlICTED

TO SKIP). IF YOU HAVE OllITTED ANY QUESTIUNS TI'AT YOl1 SHOULD IIAVE
ANSWERED, WE WOULD ASK THAT YOU GO DACK TO THEM AND GIVE US AS
COMPLETE AN ANSl-iER AS POSSIBLE. I'1RITF. A NOTE IN 'l'liE !'lARGIN IF YOU
HAVE ANY PP.OELEMS WITH A QUESTION OR IF YOU HAVE ANY QUALIFICATIONS
ABOUT YOUR ANSWER.

WE WOULD ALSO I~ELCo;.lE ANY GENERAL CONNEN'I'S YOU 1-'1AY HAVE CONCERNING
'I'HIS QUESTIONNAIRE. PLEASE FEEL FREE TO USE THIS BLANK PAGE TO
EXPRESS YOUR OPINIONS.

THANK YOU VERY nUCH FOR YOUR COOPERATION.

RETIIRN TO: I'tcld Survey Unit,
Room 3117,
McMaster Medical Center,
I ZOO ~1 a inS t . W. ,
lIamilton. Ontario.
LRS 4.19

(52~-1)90il)



Appendix D

Data Processing Procedures

Coding

The coding of the data fran the three instrurrents was done by

three individuals: myself, a graduate student in sociology and an

individual with an undergraduate degree in sociology who had consider-

able experience in coding sii1Ular data.

Most of the questions on roth the interview schedule and the

parents' questionnaire were preroded, forced choice t:ype questions. 1

For these the roding procedure simply involved rerording the appro-

priate code in the rorresponding box on the qmstionnaire/interview

schedule. For some questions an "Other (please specify)" category

was one of the possible responses. For these and any other question

where the respondent \'lrote in another resp:mse or a qualification,

a rote \-las made of the case and question mlmbeJ and the response given.

In no case was there a sufficient number of resp:mdents giving a par-

ticular resp:mse to warrant creating a new rode category. Ho..vever,

this infonuation was useful in the data analysis in deciding ho;v

~f a respondent gave multiple responses to a question which called
for one response, this was treated as a non-response except in the coding
of the occupational questions. For these, the ooder flipped a roin to
decide which one to codc.

D-l
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to treat the "other ... II category.

The major exception to this coc1i'1g procedure involved the various

questions involving a specific OCCtJ:?3.tion. It was necessary to assign

2
the four column code used by the c=nsus to each of the occupations

narred. This re::pllred considerable f&"'Uiliarity with the census classi-

fication. Originally it was planr.2d that I would code all the occu-

pations questions. This l::ecame :i.n?ractical in terms of time constraints

so one of the other coders was also involved in this procedure. There

were a number of problems enrountered in coding the occupations

questions. In addition to the vague..less with which SOlle respondents

describe their job, we had to contend 1-vith the fact that for some

questions "'ve were asking about hypometical jobs, jobs that occurred

sane time in the past, or jobs held by sane other person. Those that

were difficult to assign to a particular category were recorded and

dealt with individually. For the coding of the Parent's Current or

most recent job the question on job duties (see question 11, fat.l1er ' s

questionnaire, question 9, mother's questionnaire) was consulted to

clarify the nature of the job. The teen's report of the parent's job

was comPared to the parent's report in ambiguous cases and the teen's

response roded accordingly.3 With the quest.ions dealing with hypo-

thetical jobs for the tren, sane information could be retained even if

the job title were too vague to assign a SPecific occupational rode.

2See Dominion Bureau of Statistics, Occupational Classification
Manual, census of Canada, 1971, Information Canada, Ottawa, 1971
(catalogue 205-505).

3Note that this decision precluded the use of these tv.D sources
as reliability checks on each other or the examination of how accurately
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In these cases, if enough infonnation was given to classify the job

in tenus of the Pineo-Porter-McRoberts classification scherre, one of

these fifteen OJdes was assigned to the occuration. In consultation

\vith my supervisor decisions were made concerning the use of these

codes (See Table D-l for details) .

Table D-l

Coding of Ambiguous Job Descriptions

Job Description

"Research"
"Canputers" "Technologist"

"Technical"
"Business", "Marketing",

"Finance"
"Mechanic", "Electrical",

"Awrentice"
"Clerk", "Canmercial",

"Office"
"Factory", "Labourer",

"Assembly Line"

Pineo-Porter-McRoberts Code

03 - Employed professionals
04 - Technical, semi-professional

05 - Middle rnanagerrent and small
business

09 - Skilled crafts and trades

11 - Semi-skilled clerical and sales

14 - Unskilled labour

Another decision that influenced the coding of the specific

occupation, if not the final classification OJde, involved cases where

the specific industry was unclear. The assumption was made that such

cases involved the steel industry since two of the largest industries

in Hamilton are steel plants. If, on the ot"ler hand, a cempany but not

a SPecific job was given (e.g. Westinghouse), the jcb was classified as

a sani-skilled ~rker in that type of company. Jobs still uncodeable

were assigned a serarate code and treated as missing values throu:rhout

(3 continued)
the teens perceiVed their parents' jobs. This was seen as the :xJst
of obtaining useable infonnation for as many respondents as possible.
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the analysis. The regular four digit codes for the different occupa

tions were later rerorded into the Pineo-Porter-McRoberts classification
4

once the data were in machine readable fonn.

Keypunching

The data ~re keypunched from the schedules onto machine readable

cards by professional keypunchers from Hamilton Keypunch Inc. The

cards were independently verified by a keypuncher other than the indi-

vidual who had originally keypunched a Particular set of cases.

Cbmputer analysis

'Ihe cleaningS and the processing of the data were done on a CDC 6400

corrputer. The analysis made use of the Statistical Package for the Social

Sciences. 6 TOOse subprograms used included: :FREX2UEN:IES, BREAKI:X:WN,

CROSSTABS , PEARSON CORR, NONPAR CORR and FAClDR. In the correlation

subprograms pair wise deletion of missing values was used to make

optimal use of our small sample. In all cases two-tailed tests of

statistical significance were used.

The various computer runs on which the different tables throughout

the analysis are based '",ere independently red::me by a research assistant

woo has had considerable experience with this type of analysis. This

served as a check against technical errors influencing the data analysis.

4see Pineo, Porter and McRoberts, op.cit., for details of this
classification. see also pp. 26-27 above.

=\'lhenever discrePant resfXJnses or codes outside the expected
range appeared, the original questionnaire or interview schedule was
consulted.

~.H. Nie, C.H. Hull, J .G. Jenkins, K. Steinbrenner and D.H. Bent,
Statistical Package for the Social Sciences, McGraw-Hill, New York, 1975.
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Factor Analyses
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The scx>res for the Kahn and stretched Kohn questions were calculated by weighting the individual's response
by the factor scx>re coefficient fran the first factor in the factor analyses forced to tv.D factors. The
weights used were:

Kohn question
(weights)

Teen's perception Teen's perception
Teen of father of father Father M::>ther

*Good rranners 3.0 3.6 4.0 3.9 3.8
Tries hard to succeed -1.0 -3.1 -2.0 -1.7 -2.3tbnest 0.5 1.4 1.4 0.9 2.0
*Neat and clean 3.7 2.3 3.1 1.9 2.7+G<xx1 sense -2.8 -3.3 -3.6 -2.7 -3.6+Self-cx>ntrol -1.1 -0.9 -1.6 0.2 -0.1
Acts as a roy/girl should 1.6 2.4 1.3 0.8 1.1
Gets along with others 2.9 -1.0 -0.1 0.4 -0.1
*Obeys parents 2.0 1.8 1.3 3.3 2.0+Responsible -3.4 -2.1 -2.5 -3.3 -2.6+Considerate -0.3 -0.3 -1.8 -0.1 -0.4
+Interested -1.2 -0.9 -0.2 -2.9 -l.0
*Gcx:>d student -0.2 -0.2 -0.6 0.8 0.2

* = CXJnfonnity items
+ = self-direction i terns



Stretched Kolm question
(weights)

*Good manners
Tries hard to succeed
Honest
*Neat and clean
+Good sense
+Se1f-rontro1
Acts as a boy/girl should
Gers along with others
*Obeys parents
+Respcnsib1e
+eonsiderate
+Interested
*Good student

* = confonnity items
+ = self-direction items

Teen

-.129
.166
.123

-.124
.306
.292

-.116
.069

-.080
.247
.220
.254
.104

Father

.114

.081
-.274

.055
-.044
-.019

.299

.237

.274
-.077
-.106

.254

.310

E-10

Mother

-.139
-.011

.209
-.100

.277

.218
-.074

.030
-.134

.309

.265

.239
-.019



App='Jldix F

Correlation Matrices
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Hother: Itema

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
Item: 1 .396 .230 .442 .250 .288 .442 .321 .423 .300 .238 .144 .335

2 .235 .323 .286 .330 .307 .327 .353 .353 .310 .229 .515
3 .346 .400 .388 .272 .284 .215 .465 .446 .216 .178
4 .363 .366 .464 .373 .442 .306 .267 .141 .398
5 .571 .364 .360 .273 .599 .452 .359 .342
6 .418 .380 .275 .539 .420 .340 .364
7 .573 .490 .315 .387 .246 .418
8 .487 .346 .429 .409 .360
9 .258 .282 .273 .464

10 .564 .419 .331
11 .486 .313
12 .352

~-mere Item 1 = Good manners
2 = Tries hard to succeed
3 = Honest
4 = Neat and clean
5 = Good sense and sound judgement
6 = Self-control
7 = Acts as a boy/girl should
8 = Gets along with others
9 = Obeys parents

10 = Resrnnsib1e
11 = Considerate
12 = Interested in ho;v and why things happen
13 = Good student

I-:j
I

W



Interrorre1ations of individual agree-disagree itens.

§
".0
(f)

8
()l

Teen:
109
110
III
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125

110 III
.087 .077

-.006

112 113
.162 .151
.261 .097
.071 -.010

.217

. bQUEStion
114 115 116 117 118 119 120

.217 .044 -.112 .064 .149 .073 .337

.097 .277 .014 .063 .134 .261 .131

.055 -.057 .118 .128 -.052 -.006 .055

.157 .136 .025 -.066 .148 .123 .169

.136 .042 -.114 -.026 .131 .043 .282
-.029 -.132 -.071 .038 -.041 .174

.162 .075 .096 .481 ~.009

.169 -.018 .072 -.140
.117 .082 .014

.249 .149
.129

121 122 123 124 125 126
.111 -.135 .311 .057 .229 .229
.102 -.040 .162 .228 -.009 -.036
.174 .111 .130 -.061 -.007 .022
.156 -.125 .224 .187 .097 .066
.148 -.151 .207 .142 .124 .105
.083 -.118 .121 .003 .142 -.014
.162 .105 .027 .292 .068 -.052
.152 .244 -.075 .096 -.104 -.038
.133 .045 .063 .060 -.029 .089
.052 -.045 .256 .24G .069 .096
.191 .032 .073 .378 .057 -.083
.095 -.204 .398 .057 .082 .054

.159 .126 .150 .071 .023
-.204 -.015 -.050 -.033

.239 .139 .164
.049 -.020

.276

bSee Interview Schedule, Appendix c.



f..1 t;1cr:

59
G:l
6
G~

63
64
65
CV
67
Go
G9
7;)

r. 71C
0.:J i'2
'1 73
S -,
0

,.,
75
76
77
78
79
&0

GO Gl G2 63 64
.uJl l' . .O:J~ .101 .217• .-'1.,)

-.018 .097 .056 .035
.:>39 .10_ .03';

.251 .152
.138

65 66 67 68
.O~-l -.083 .1-lH .273
.26:> .089 .187 .137

-.C07 .152 .172 .107
.260 -.015 -.003 .422
.1~9 .0_3 .031 .183
.105 -.081 .054 .272

.250 .171 .306
.210 -.013

.120

QucstiO:1
C

69 70
.109 .ou8
•OW .2·16
.174 .012
.319 .27:>
.232 .174
.258 .217
.184 .474
.087 .155
.198 .154
.467 .407

.306

71 72
.170 .239
.183 .129
.092 .086
.373 .243
.175 .195
.154 .174
.339 .151
.105 -.118
.236 .163
.507 .457
.334 .293
.423 .212

.370

73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 81
.063 -.040 .129 .OGO .150 .11l6 .130 .221 .2lJ
.170 .il1 .118 .2G5 -.003 .137 .096 .119 .128
.070 -.10B .102 .040 .092 -.018 -.041 .035 .094
.191 -.147 .268 .2~4 .207 .315 .018 .343 .366
.161 -.076 .233 .196 .114 .110 .182 .205 .317
.098 -.096 .166 .134 .261 .223 .1l2 .265 .137
.228.120.164.344.031.173.110 .lG6 .194
.173 -.011 ~.017 .083 -.081 .004 .063 -.003 .0~9

.186 -.066 .065 .149 .040 .134 -.006 .097 .169

.2G8 -.175 .419 .308 .134 .338 -.001 .421 .490

.291 -.094 .341 .240 .138 .340 .il1 .278 .397

.295 .033 .21\9 .402 .062 .307 .104 .291 .411

.340 -.01\7 .258 .294 .022 .303 .055 .281 .468

.092 -.219 .387 .163 .160 .210 .133 .199 .403
.093 .18G .299 .014 .200 .01J .238 .231

-.181\ -.008 -.098 -.069 .01~ -.093 -.145
.274 .085 .259 .026 .291 .433

.014 .221 .003 .15~ .282
.087 .148 .145 .05:>

.148 .367 .397
.025 .073

.437

"':l
I

U1
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C:J
61
G:
63
t:~

::.~
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67
63

c: u)
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~)

?: 1-

73
,.,
'.
,0
"77,3
-r
r.;-~
OJ

c G: 62 63
.1-_. . rj};,: .1::;) .':'.1.3

-.0'.) .147 .1:'G
-. C·;5 .10J

. :53

6'; 65 6G
.1.: ..;...' -.L'~3

.)3S .~21 .1')3

.:25 -.01.5 .121

.1-33 .2~3 -.117

.139 .1~1 -.088
-.003 -.10":

.175

Q\X)stiO:l
c

67 68 69 70 71 12 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 8J 81
.O';~ .291 .231 .0Ull .1'::'; .373 .123 .025 .306 .020 .163 .079 .127 .230 .LOL
.233 .169 .152 .327 .192 .108 .11\6 .040 .087 .296 .038 .131 -.010 .111 .1';2
.079 -.076 .026 -.054 -.098 .131 -.044 -.036 .043 -.014 .092 .053 .103 .003 .055
.013 .389 .319 .344 .306 .248 .092 -.099 .269 .218 .048 .227-.008 .252 .249
.036 .193 .109 .166 .035 .212 .lS0 -.000 .228 .012 .100 .131 .033 .179 .196
.007 .083 .217 .044 .089 .222 .073 -.086 .095 -.020 .112 .073 .115 .119 .141
.25": .377 .267 .481 .391 .175 .204 .264 .230 .337 -.037 .296 -.030 .336 .286
.326 -.031 .035 .18·1 .131 -.070 .112 .085 -.057 .170 -.023 .074 .034 -.027 -.008

.211 .068 .321 .231 .129 .152 .067 .088 .181 -.025 .209 -.010 .179 .143
.402 .499 .414 .450 .267 .064 .359 .306 -'.004 .378 .033 .536 .468

.361 .432 .303 .162 .046 .243 .192 .117 .29, .10a .249 .292
.49-1 .236 .328 .137 .296 .476 .040 .412 .008 .442 .361

.232 .269 .129 .293 .340 .029 .355 .033 .443 .411
.142 -.091 .1\03 .107 .091\ .328 .170 .295 .351

.161 .201 .2n .028 .211 .0 6 .230 .219
.031, .163 -.057 .108 -.07, .038 .096

.226 .144 .293 .J49 .391 .375
-.066 .340-.028 .321 .31-1

-.021 .179-.018 .049
.106 .431 .-122

.043 .055
.534

~
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Appendix G

Effect of Weighting Canadian Semple to Match Kohn' s National Sample

Kohn's national sample of nales in civilian occupations consisted of

46.7% individuals classified as middle class, 53.7% as working class.

The corresponding figures for the fathers in our sample are 33.9% middle

class (white collar) and 66.1% working class (blue collar). The responses

of the middle class R' s were therefore weighted by 46.7 .,. 33.9 = 1. 38,

these of the working class respondents by 53.7 .,. 66.1 = 0.8I.

The class differences in the choice of characteristics in the

"Kohn question" with this ~ighting are given belON.

G-l



G-2

Responses to "Kohn question" by Status of Father's Job,
Sample Weighted to Match U.S. Study (Fathers only) a

Status of father's job:
White Blue

Total Collar Collar

Items rreasuring self-direction:

Good sense and sound judgerrent
Self-control
ResFQnsible
Considerate
Interested in hON and why things

happen

Items measuring conformity:

40.0% 37.1% 43.1%
14.1 14.5 13.3
43.3 52.8 35 •.4
20.1 23.9 17.1

12.6 17.6 7.7

Good manners
Neat and clean
Obeys his/her parents
Gocd student

Other items:

Tries hard to succeed.
Honest
Acts as a l:xJy/ girl should
Gets along with other children

31.7%
11.3
13.7

9.3

24.2%
63.4
8.0
5.6

24.5%
10.2

6.9
5.7

24.5%
62.3
10.1

4.4

38.7%
12.2
18.2
12.2

22.7%
64.1
5.5
6.1

~ta are given for fathers only for Tho reasons: the point of corrparison
is the sample of males studied in Kohn' s national sample; further we do
not have data fran Kohn on the rrothers' jobs and it becorres problerratic
to weight the rrothers' responses in terms of the status distributions
of the fathers in the sample.



Awendix H

Partial Correlations: "Value Inheritance" Controlling
on the Parent-Teen Relationship

Type of value:

Kohn question
with with

Father Mother

Conformity score
with with

Father Mother

Original teen-parent
correlation

Controlling on:
(Teen IS re:fX)rt)

Flexibility of parent
Whether parent explains
Freedan to disagree
Who gets their way
Closeness to parent
Conflict with parent

(Parent IS rep)rt)

a
Closeness to teen b
Conflict with teen

.071

.073

.071

.069

.070

.069

.072

.056

.075

.096

.099

.096

.098

.089

.091

.097

.089

.086

.120

.128

.120

.123

.122

.124

.121

.093

.116

.123

.127

.122

.124

.124

.123

.123

.120

.119

~ata fran both parents separately.
Data from rrother's questionnaire only.
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